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ROCKLAND

PUBLIC

LIBRARY

Presents in Recital

with the Bushnell Students

AUDITORIUM

At 8.C0 o'clock

FRIDAY, APRIL 4
Matinee Saturday, April 5 at 2.30

Benefit Book Fund
ADMISSION

Evening—Adults 50 Cents; Children 25 Cents

Afierncon—Adults 35 Cents; Children 10 Cents

The Red Peppers Orchestra Will Play
39-lt

Like a lot of other ailments colds
may be cheeked or warded off in their
early stages with proper treatment.
If allowed to run on untreated they
sometimes develop into severe colds or
worse. When you first feel as if you
are catching cold then is the time to
take steps to check it. A half tea
spoonful of baking soda (bicarbonate
of soda) in a glass of cold water, and

i

Senator Dwinal Candidate
For Congress Had Fine
Reception in Bangor

Those who attended the Republi
can State Convention in Bangor last
week did not fall to get a very strong
Impression that Senator Zelma M
Dwinal of Camden has an excellent
chance for obtaining the Congres
<•.
•». *«•••• ••• ••• tr sional
nomination in the Second Dis
■
trict
His headquarters, which was
•••
No man ever yet became great by
i*i charge of Milton M. Gridin, had
••• Imitation.—Johnson.
.
.». »«..«. ••• ••• $a many callers, and all had a word of
encouragement for the Knox County
senator who has been so popular dur
ORATORICAL CONTEST
ing the Legislative sessions in Au
gusta. The Bangor Commercial pub
The Rockland District of *’ie Na lishing Senator Dwinafs portrait
tional Oratorical Contest under the said:.
‘ The headquarters of Zelma M. !
auspices of the Portland Maine Pub
Dwinal of Camden, at the Bangor
lishing Company will be held at 8
House, who is an aspirant to the
o’clock tonight in Rockland High scat in t,the national house of repre- I
School witli State Senator Dwinal sentatlves from tthe second district
presiding. The competitors will he left vacant by Hon, Wallace H.
Ernestine Moore of Crosby High White when he entered the race for
School, Belfast, Robert Dunton of the Senate was one of She busiest
Rockland High School and Bradford places in Bangor on Wednesday
Redonnet of Wiscasset Academy. afternoon and evening. A continu
ous flow of friends and Uvell wishers
The judges will be Oscar H. Emery
made the Dwinal quarters one of the
of Camden, Harold B. Clifford, super
intendent
of
Boothbay
Harbor most popular and congenial meeting
Schools, and F. L. <S. Morse, superin places in the hotel.
"Mr, Dwinal is a graduate of Bates
tendent of St. George SchoolsCollege and the Georgetown UtitI versity School of Law and is now
NOTICE
carrying on a successful practice In
The annual meeting of the (Clark Island Camden where he is widely known
Improvement Association, Inc., will be held
at b.30 Thursday evening, April 3. at C. L. I’, and very popular. Mr. Dwinal has
hall. Clark Island, for the purpose of electing been for four years county attorney
officers and transacting other necessary busi j of Knox County, has served two years
ness. Voting may be done by proxy.
in the Maine House of Representa
LS8LEK (MILNE
tives and four years in the Senate.
Clark Island, March 24
He Is married and has one child.
"Mr. Dwinal Is competing against
I.
Donald A. Partridge of Norway for
the nomination as Representative
. from the second district."
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established in 1855 and In
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17. 18P7.

MARSHALL BRADFORD

CHECKING COLDS

THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In

AND

SCHOOL

chances look good

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.

ADELYN BUSHNELL

HIGH
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repeated mi one or two hours, will
often ward oft a cold. A hot soda
bath may be beneficial. Vse one half
to a pound of'tsoda in water as hot as
can be borne. Remain in the water
15 minutes and go to bed immediately
after such a bath to avoid exposure.

Frigidaire brings beauty to the
kitchen. Perfectly proportioned cabie
• nets, with artis-tic hardware, in
j beautiful
Tu-tone
Porcelain-OnKtccl finish.

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We wish to inform our many friends that we are
now staying at

TONIGHT
IS THE NIGHT!

APRIL
FOOL
BALL

C. W. McKELLAR’S, Warren

WATTS HALL
Thomaston

We will continue to give the same square deal we
have in the past and want to say that
We Are In No Way Connected With Any
Other Poultry Buyer

PRIZE DANCES

BIG BALLOON DANCE
Music by

Cohen Bros.

Kirk’s Melody Kings
Dancing Until 1.00

TELEPHONE 2-3, WARREN

ADMISSION 50 CENTS

39T&S31

A Feeling of

FARM MANAGEMENT
County Agent Wentworth
To Complete Meetings
This Week
This week County Agent Went! worth will complete the farm mani .moment meetings which have been
held in the county this year. Wed
nesday .afternoon at 1.30 there Will be
la meeting at the Nohlcboro Grange
hall. Thursday an all day meeting
at the Town hall. Edgecomb and on
Friday at the Community hall,
Hunker .Hill.
The agricultural outlook for 1930
will be discussed and an analysis
I made of a farm account, showing
i how a Maine farmer was able to in
crease his labor income over a period
of five years by the use of a farin’account.
This year 20 farm accounts
Rent by Knox-Lincoln county fawners
end summarized. These accounts arc
a help to the farmer in discovering
1 the leaks in his business and in deter
mining the type of farming in order
to obtain the greatest labor income.
The home demonstration agent.
Miss Lawrence, will hold a meeting on
“Home Furnishings 1” in Burkettville
Tuesday and on “Fabric Painting” in
Bunker Hill. Friday. The meeting in
Rockport has been changed to Tues
day. April 8. At this time 'Miss Edna
Cobb, home management specialist,
will he present. Saturday Miss Law
rence will hold a bread demonstrath n
for the (Happy Home Makers 4-H
Club in Aina.

TRUCKING

Independence

All Kinds and Satisfaction
William Widdecombe
TELEPHONE 522-W

39*

No matter what their income, every young couple
should have a bank account.

penses.

THREE

|

AUTO SHOW OPENS TOMORROW

But Nelson McDougall Forgot Chill and Damp When He

Played In Those Florida Foresomes

The Fifth Annual Rockland Automobile and Avi
ation Show opens tomorrow evening in Fireproof
Garage, next north of Strand Theatre. With the 1930
exhibition the show finds itself so extended that the
entire floor space of the huge structure is utilized. The
new Sturtevant blower heating and ventilating system
spells a maximum of comfort for the exhibitors and the
crowds attending. A full fledged cafeteria will look to
the comfort of the inner man, commodious rest rooms
are provided for the weary and an excellent program
has been arranged with Kirkpatrick’s full orchestra as
headliners.
Beyond question the 1930 Show will be the best
ever. Fifty-seven cars will be exhibited including all
the popular makes with their latest models. Interest
naturally centers in the Cadillac V-16. An aviation
department is in evidence with several planes, an en
gine department and the famous “Wind Tunnel,"
which gives all the thrills and handicaps of driving a
plane without the dangers.
A motorboat division is added this year with several
speedy craft displayed. The Seaview Garage, Inc.,
include an interesting model of the General Motors
proving ground. Kenneth V. White will give trumpet
solos Wednesday and Friday nights and Mrs. Helen
Wentworth will sing in connection with the orchestra
numbers. Many prizes will be given, including 24
Free Rides in Curtiss planes, about 500 gallons of Gas
with many gifts of Oil, Grease, Free Washes, Acces
sories, etc.
The final night, Saturday, the floor will be cleared and
treated with a special preparation to make it suitable
for dancing, and a free dance with Kirk’s music will
hold sway until midnight.

That Florida fact s a dreary future, I
wltli repudiation openly advocated by |
any of the voters, is the opinion of
H. Nelson McDougall, one of Maine’s
leading bankers, v<ho has just reurned from his eighth season in the
Everglades State. That Florida has
unrivalled opportunities as a winter
resort, and tha.t stagnated business
conditions will eventually find their
way to an even keel, is likewise his

that area or out of Florida the inSpectors seal all his baggage so that
he can get over the line of the in
fested section.
When he reaches
Georgia all of the baggage must he
opened and examined.
Fruit growers have not been al
lowed to ship in certain sections. All
fruit has to be examined and con
siderable is condemned. Over and
above this trouble and these losses,
however. Is" the adverse advertising
firm conviction.
which Florida derives from these
necessary restrictions.
Fly or no fly the tourists still flock
to Florida by the thousands—the
principal lodestones so far as the
North Is concerned living the fact
that Florida is only 3(> hours from
New York, and on the southern end
of the line Is that marvelous climate.
Miami and St. Petersburg got the
bulk of the tourists this season. Mr.
and Mrs. McDougall, Miss Frances
McDougall and iMrs. Sava Billings
were at Davis Islands, Tampa, find
ing thero .three weeks of solid en
joyment. Tampa is a manufacturing
center, with 110.000 inhabitants, a
city teeming with the spirit of pro
gressiveness, and handling its vast
auto traffic in a manner that com
manded Mr. McDougall's deepest ad
miration.
But the Rockland-Portland banker
on vacation bent, did not go to
Florida to observe tlie workings of a
traffic system or to investigate the
Mediterranean fly. He went -there
because he desired to be where he
could play golf comfortably in win
ter, and where he was tolerably cer
H. N. McDougall Who Sees Florida tain to encounter fellow townsmen
Hard Hit But Believes It Will for an unlimited series of foursomes.
• • • •
Come Up Smiling
There was a solid week of rain,
and the temperature flirted close to
The chief fly In the ointment Is of the freezing point In the coldest
course the depression resulting from March Mr. McDougall ever saw in
the .tremendous over-expansion of a Florida, but neither rain nor cold had
few years ago, the collapse of that the power to keep him front the 9-hole
boi m leaving many sections of the course at Davis Islands or 'the 18State with ;< tremendous debt.
hole courses at Mountain Lake,
CLYDE’
TRAGEDY
There Is. however, another, fly— Clearwater and Tampa.
and this time literally speaking—for it
A recent Interview with A. C. Mc
is the Mediterranean fly, which some Loon told of the foursomes which ho
Stanley Stone, Six-Year Old Boy, Drowned While Sailing how spanned the vast intervening and Kennedy Crane played with Mr.
space, and spread desolation .and de McDougall and AV. O. Fuller. Mr.
Toy Boat In An Ice Pond Near Home
spair in many corners of this rich McDougall does not dispute the
claims of victory made by the Mccitrus growing Slate.
• • • •
Loon-Crane combination, but throws
Residents of Port Clyde were • body was found in a small lee pond
So far as the unfortunate real an anchor to the windward, and casts
shocked vesterdav by a tragedy which no< far from the house.
estate Investments wife concerned a certain lofty aspersion; when he
resulted‘in the death of Stanley J • L*
“flbo?1 dr*™"* hither and two courses faced the loser. He states that "the score was subjeot to
.
Jon on the surface told of -the errand could either charge his speculation audit.”
6-year-old son of Stanley and Bertha which hiM, ,akpn t(je chi]d Ih,thp|.
'<» profit and loss, or, if financially . A hanker, you will observe, is noth(Hussey) Stone.
j The body was taken in charge hj- able to do so. he could cling to the j jng
not cautious,
The child left the house in the A. D. Davis & Son of Thomaston, ruins hoping that some day they
And1 knowing that many miles still
forenoon, and was presumed to he at, »nd funeral services wi'l he held in would possess something of the value separate them Mr. McDougall allows
,
,
.
I the Advent 'Church of Fort Clyde at originally set upon them. Of course I himself to wonder audibly, how it is
Play. When the dinner hour arrived , O.plopk We„nPS(Iay aft,.lni,„n
there are hundreds who have not that Mr. Fuller gets such a liberal
the lad had not returned a
The ]ad waK „ ffrea,( fuvorite in the Im n able to keep up their payments handicap at the Rockland Country
search was made, hut nohodv lrad j community-, and the grief-stricken or ineei the tax burden, just as there club, a problem which the editor will
seen him and no trace could be found j family is being showered with syntare tides and towns impoverished probably explain when he gets home
until late in the afternoon when the pathy.
because property valuation has van-'from Florida, and after he has duly
ished and there is naught with which 1 rebuked .this rather public display of
PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE
j
to meet the expense occasioned by lese majeste.
LOST FROM SLOOP
"He's a remarkable man.” said Mr.
the mi ni« ipal Improvements which
Pleasant Valley Grange meets to
II
_
wife
were
made
on
the
basis
of McDougall, "and still holds his own
night with two candidates‘being in - i rstructed in the first and second dc _ Lvans Havey, 21, Drowned what 'hose rtics and towns had ex- with the young fellows."
And
it happens that
The McDougall party motored from
grec work. The literary program
While On Fishing Trip
!” An
m
i\ a
• . i
r, debt repudiation is being preached in Washington. D. C. to Florida and all
consists of singing by the Grange.
Near Monroe s Island
the land.
• the way home. Mr. McDougall found
"Quilting Party,"; roll call. ".My
Returning now to that Iterated In-| that many miles of new road have
Favorite Bird and Something About
Evans Havey of 21 Birch street, sect, tin' Mediterranean fly. there been added since his last, trip to
It;” reading. Dorothy Blackington:
reading. Robert Dunbar: song, by ail Rockland, aged about 21 years was arist s a proldein which nobody seems j Florida. The highway from Maine to
the boys; question, "Along what lines drowned off Monroe’s Island yester Io know how to meet, certainly not I Florida is all hard-purfheed Iroad.
can we make our home more beau day afternoon, while on a fishing trip the* cooperating State and Federa' mainly cement-concrete. Outside of
tiful, more comfortable, and more in with Capt. Ezra Conary in tlie latter's forces w lileh imide the fly subservient the city limits it is only two lines
■ to politics if Mr. McDougall heard wide, but this is probably accounted
viting?'-; song by chaplain and Mil sloop.
Just how Hie tragedy occurred the correct version.
i for by the fact that it passes through
dred Sprague;
reading. Worthy
Seme of titc .tourists placed prohi- sparsely settled sections.
There
Cures; reading. Addle Bartlett: song (apt. Conary does not 'understand
Tlie young man went
forward, and itition enforcement officials in the pest ] seems .to be no limit .to tlie speed
to be chosen by the Grange.
Capt. Conary saw himfail over the' class, but have thought
better ef'which is used by automobiles on
bow into the water.
Whether he [ them since the Mediterranean fly re-| these highways. Be that as it may
stumbled or suffered
an attack of --.fiction- were imposed.
Enteringone Rockland tourist watched the
dizziness could not be told.
an area which is known to be infest indicator point 'to 80 during a con
Capt. Conary ran forward and ed tlie tourist is asked as to Ills siderable portion of ills Journey. No
MIOHTY
undertook to rescue him. cutting 'one destination, if he Is going beyond names mentioned.
MONARCH
of his hands quite badly as lie reached
OF THI
over the bow. The boy sank beneath |
AIR.'
the surface, and was not seen again,
BUY TROTTING PARK
although Capt. Conary remained in '
the vicinity until further stay was ]
useless.
Plant Valued At $20,0€5 Was “Knocked Down” Yesterday
Havey had been employed at vari
ous times as a stevedor
For $2714 To Col. Walter H. Butler

S

PORT

“STICK” SMITH
Featuring

Bert Libby, Banjoist

INTERESTING TRIAL

Formery on the Keith Circuit

It is more than a means of obtaining more com
forts and conveniences.

create a feeling of independence, a feeling of self-

OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENTS

Tel. Rockland 1092-J
30-32

respect.

Money is not everything, but the lack of sufficient

funds often brings unhappiness.

Unde Sam Trying Some Ex
periments With Steamship
Clairton

MONDAY, TUESDAY, THURS
DAY end FRIDAY EVENINGS

A bank account and a regular method of saving

MAIN

Do not let your

married life be threatened by financial worries.

Open that Savings Account today.

W;m!1
WALK-OVER

Come in—let us give you afree
demonstration of these mar
velous new radios. Their new
Colotura Speaker is a revela
tion in rich, pure. Colorful
Tone. The new cabinets are
truly beautiful. Volume,
range, selectivity have all been
improved.Yet prices are much
lower. Six models, 995 to

9X3.50, less tubes

Model 90 illustrated
LESS
$95 TUBES
Ibid Complete with Maieecic
Matched Tube* *116.50

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland
Union

Camden
Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00

CHILLY WEEKS

CREDITORS

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

It is more than a reserve to meet unexpected ex

Volume 85............ .....Number 39

SIXTEEN PAGES
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IF YOUR feet trouble you ...
Main Spring* Arch. If you
have no foot troubles . . .
again . . . Main Spring Arch.
It is insurance against foot
troubles and foot fatigue.
Let us show you.

NEW

At The Brook
36Tlf

•Rr«. u. s. p«t. otr.

STUDEBAKER PRESIDENT
STATE VICTORIA

Studebaker has added a beautiful
new State Victoria for five, equipped
with wire wheels. 3o its 135-lnch
wheelbase series of President Eight
models.

McLAlN
SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

When The Courier-Gazette went
to press this forenoon a stranger was
standing on the waterfront levelling
a pair of binoculars at the distant sea
with ever and anon a puzzled ex
pression shooting athwart his genial
features.
The stranger- was Capt. II. T
Wright, F.S.N.. senior officer of the
Naval Trial Board, sent here to con
duct a (Series of tests with the (’lairton, a Shipping Board steamship re
cently taken over by the Navy De
partment. She was due for trial to
day, but at last accounts had not been
sighted.
Three ^standardization trials will be
run. at deep intermediate and light
drafts, pausing between them for side
trips to Portland, where her ballast
will be lightened to produce the de
sired draft.
The trials are also expected to fur
nish some interesting data in the way
of comparison between the trial of
the steamship itself and the trials of
Us model in the Washington tank
A hydraulic thrust meter will also
be tried for the first time.

The cooling system of the new
Dodge Brothers Bight-in-Line has a
water capacity of 3^ gallons. Circu
lation through the extra large pas
sages surrounding each cylinder and
valve is by means of a centrifugal
pump, driven by an extension of the
fan shaft.
A thermometer on the
ROCKLAND, ME. instrument panel indicates the tem
perature o (the water in the engine.

RADIO
House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN 8TREET

Knox Trotting I’ark, which rep
resents an investment of $20,000 in
addition to a vast amount ’of labor
freely given, was knocked down at
auction yesterday for $2714.22 being
the face value of two claims (plus in
terest) held hv Lewis M. ltokes, a
local building contractor; and the
Central Maine Power Company. Mr.
Hokes’ bill was $2103.88 and repre
sents work which was done in the
construction of a grandstand and on
the stables.
The property was bid in for the
two creditors by Col. Walter H.
Butler, the only person making an
offer.
M. Frank Donohue had already
foreclosed on the property as holder

of a mortgage in the sum of of $6250.
plus interest and will account to the
new owners for the conduct of the
park during the year’s redemption
period.
There is also a second mortgage on
the property, held by the original
owners,'and amounting to $3500.
Knox Trotting Park has been
under the ownership and manage
ment of the 'Kn< Trotting Associa
tion and Agricultural Society,'inc.,
which has made a valiant attempt to
reinstate trotting on a paying basis.
Ian dannually conduct a carnival. It
j is interesting to know what the fu
ture has in store for the establish
ment.
Yesterday’s ’sale was conducted by
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick.

DIED FROM POISON

Alan L. Bird. E. C. Payson and G.
B. Butler have been appointed
masters of chancery for Knox County.

Mrs. Mabel Rector of Rock
land Despondent Over YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Domestic Troubles
If I had to live my life again I would have
Despondent because of being es
tranged from her husband and feeling
incompetent to support her fourvear-old hoy. Mabel Hector, 25. of
Hockland. died in the Waldo Countv
Hospital. Belfast yesterday from a
dose of bichloride of mercury which
she took 10 days ago.
She went to Belfast some time ago
and has lived with her husband’s peo
ple. They did all they were able to
for her. but her depression grew until
she finally took the poison. She 1s
the wife of .Judson Hector, said to be
in Springfield. Long Island.
The ease was considered hope’ess
when she was taken to the hospital
and she suffered much.
Frigidaire household cabinets are
all Porcelain-On-£*4 eel. inside and
out. It is the ideal finish—gleaming,
.smooth, durable, rustproof, as easy
to clean as chinaware,

made a rule to read some poetry and
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of happlnees.—
Charles Darwin.

THE AVERAGE MAN
When It comes to a question of trusting
Yourself to the risks of The road.
Winn the thing is the sharing of burdens,
The lifting the heft of a load.
In Ihe hour of peril or trial,
In the hour you meet as you can.
Yoh may safely depend on the wisdom
And skill of the average man.

’Tis the average nlan and no other
Who does his plain duty each day.
The small thing Ills wage is for doing.
On the commonplace bit of the way.
Tls the average man. may God bless him!
Ulio pilots us. still In the van.
Over land, over sea. ns we travel.
Just the plain, hardy, average man.
So on through the days of existence.
All mingling in shadow and shine.
We may count on the every-day hero.
Whom haply the gods nia> divine.
Bui wh<» wears the swart grime of his calling,
And labors and earns as he can.
Ad stands at the last with the noblest,—
The commonplace, average man.
-iMarfartf E. Saugster.
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SUMMER BUSINESS IS GROWING

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_____ _
Rockland, Me., April 1. 1930 1
Panonally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declared that he la Pressman In the
offlee of The Courier Gasette. and that of the
issue of this paper of March 29. 1930, there
was printed a total of €318 copies.
__
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,

Notary Public.

MAKE READY—
for the

-CENSUS TAKER

Maine Figures Indicate That It Gets Big Slice Of New
England’s Vacation Visitors
[From Boston Transcript]

These are the questions that will be asked about each person
by a Federal census-taker during the month of April:
1. Your name.
2. Your relationship to the family (whether the head of family, wifo,
son, daughter, or uncle, etc).
3. Whether your home is owned or rented.
4. The estimated value of your home, if owned, or the monthly
rental, if rented.
5. Is there a radio set in your home?
6. Do you live on a farm?
7. What is your sex?
8. What is your color or race?
9. What was your age at last birthday?
10. Are you married, single, widowed, or divorced?
11. What was your age at first marriage? (For married persons
only).
12. Have you attended school or college any time since Sept. 1, 1929?
13. Are you able to read and write?
14. Where were you born?
15. Where was your father born?
16. Where was your mother born?
17. What is your native language? (For foreign born persons only).
18. In what year did you immigrate to the U. S.? (For foreign born).
19. Are you naturalized? (For foreign born).
20. Are you able to speak English?
21. If you are a gainful worker, what is your occupation?
22. In what industry are you employed?
23. Are you an employer, employe, or working on your own account?
24. Were you actually at work yesterday?
25. Are you a veteran of the United States military or naval forces,
and if so, in what war or expedition did you serve?
If you have answered “No” to question 24, you will aso be asked
whether you have a job and arc merely temporarily out of work, or
whether you have no job at all. If you have a job, you will be asked:
1. How many weeks since you have worked on your present job?
2. Why were you net at work yesterday (or on the last regular
working day)?
Did you lose a day's pay by not being at work?
How many days did you work last week?
How many days in a full-time week?
If you have no job at all, you will be asked:
Are you able to work?
Are you looking for a job?
For how many weeks have you been without a job?
Reason for being out of a job, cr for losing your last job?

Everybody knows that the motorllarity of the motor car as a means
The tongue of the just is as choice
car is the favorite vehicle of the I of transportation in vacation lands?
silver; the heart of the wicked is lit- j
summer tourists who crowd the roads , The population of Maine was estltie worth. Proverbs 10:20.
of the New England States, but the ' mated by the Census Bureau as 795,exact relation which the automobile 1000 on July 1, 1928. Assuming the
The W.C.T.U. met with Mrs. Ralph
bears to other transportation agencies i estimate to be accurate, Maine now
Bickford Friday and it was in the
Is ordinarily a matter of conjecture. has something more than 800,000 in
nature of a surprise party for Mrs.
Adopting the Publicity
Now there come to hand figures that habitants.
Myra Hodgdon, one of the older mem
tell what the proportion is as revealed Bureau's method of computation, the
bers of the union who on account of
by a study of a considerable number population of the State was exceeded
failing health has been obliged to
of tourists. The Maine State Pub last year to the number of about
curtail active participation, but whose
licity Bureau, following Its usual 150.000 by the visitors who arrived on
interest is just as keen. Mrs. Hodg
custom, distributed questionnaires the rubber tires of their own motor
don joined the W.C.T.U. when a
during the closing months of 1929 cars. And if the cautious receive the
young woman at (Southwest Harbor
asking persons who had been in cor estimates with reservations, it is still
and for 50 years has been a faithful
respondence with it to answer the probable that the figures are not very
and active member of the organiza
■*
questions. Five thousand question wide of the mark.
tion. A bouquet of carnations tied
naires were sent out. The persons
Profitable Minorities
with a white ribbon was presented to I
addressed were selected among those
It is estimated that the average exher and a pink rose was presented to i
who had written 23,907 letters to the ptnditure of the tourist in Maine is
Mrs. Lucy Burton, the oldest living
bureau as the result of the State’s $90.65, the estimate being based on
member of the local union, who made i
newspaper and magazine advertising. replies to questionnaires. The figure
especial effort to be present. Owing j
It is explained that the names were gives some astonishing results when
to the indisposition of Mrs. Bickford
chosen to include residents of every applied to the value of minorities
Miss Louise Bickford acted as hostess.
State in the Union, representing dif among the visitors as related to their
It was voted to give <5 in prizes for |
ferent walks of life and using all purpose in visiting the State. Replies
Y.P.B. essays, the same to lie read at
I modes of travel. Replies received and to the questionnaire of last year indi
the open meeting April 11. On ac
now tabulated numbered 1015. The cate that ten per cent of the tourists
count of entertaining the County
number of visiters accounted for in went to Maine because of the fishing.
Convention the last week in May. it
the replies is placed at 3087.
That would mean, accepting the esti
was voted not to hold the Mothers and
Of this number 78 per cent traveled mates, that there were 125,000 visiting
Daughters banquet this year but the
by .automobile; 1J. per cent by rail fishermen in the State and that they
hope was expressed that son,? other
road; 7 per cent by steamship; and spent the sum of $11,312,500 Again it
of the women's organizations migk*
4 per cent by motor bus. The num may he said that. If the conservative
do so. ^Betters from the State presi
bers were; By automobile, 2393; rail take the figures with some degree of
dent Mrs. Quimby were read in which
road, 331: steamship. 224; bus, 137. reservation, they are still probably
she complimented
the Rockland
Seven times as many of these people within reasonable approach to the
Union on the work that is being done,
traveled in their motor cars over the exact amount. The business of the
and urging the need of a continued
highways as journeyed in cars on the fishermen is worth advertising for
active compaign along all lines.
rails. If the comparison were con There are millions in It, even if not
Thanks were extended to all mem
fined to those who traveled distances quite $11,312,500. And for all any
bers of the committee who served so
comparatively short the disparity body knows it may be somewhat
efficiently at the recent supper for
would doubtless be greater.
higher than that figure.
honorary members. A program on
By Steamship and Bus
There is a moral to be drawn from
the subpect of “Usages of Parliament
So much has been said about the this chapter of the tale. Efforts to as
ary Law" had been prepared by Mrs.
competition which the railroads ex certain why visitors come to New
Frank Flint, but as she was not able
perience from the motor car that it England result in replies that may
to be present it was decided to post
is easy to forget the part of the seem to minimize the Importance of
pone the program and spend the time
steamship in “the summer business." minority groups. Why spend money
in visiting with Mrs. Hodgdon. A
But there is food for thought in these to advertise for the tenth in one group
delightfully informal tea was served
figures as they relate to steamship when three-tenths may be in anoth
in the dining room.
Mrs. Hope
travel. It appears that the number er? But when each group is in turn
Brewster poured. Mrs. Evelyn Sher
of tourists transported over the ocean made subject of study it may be
man and Mrs. Louise Sylvester assist
ways was more than two-thirds the shown to be well worth cultivation
ed in serving.
number carried on the railroads, as because its value in dollars and cents
WTH THE BOWLERS
THREE “OVERTIMES” far as this group of 3'KW persons were Is large enough to justify any sum
The meeting of Golden Rod Chap
concerned. And it is to be remem within reason likely to be spent for
ter, O.E.S., Friday night was one of
The two candlepin bowling leagues Were Necessary Before the bered that steamship service from ■tiie purpose of attracting new memunusual interest. With Mrs. Kath
i
Boston to Portland and points on the ibers to it.
erine St. Ciair as supper chairman, which have furnished so much good
The Appeal of History
a table was reserved for the “Adahs." sport through the season at Carr's
Downfall of “King Ar Kennebec river has been abandoned
in recent years.
Question arises
Decorations were used and each alleys are drawing to a close with the
In this tercentenary year in Massa
thur” Was Accomplished whether or not the condition revealed chusetts, it is hoped that a great
“Adah" was presented with a favor, Wholesalers on the long end in the
by the Maine Publicity Bureau s many people will be attracted to the
which was a miniature "Adah" made City “League and the Sheepskinners
The Gym Club was the scene of a questionnaire indicates a disposition state because of its history and the
of tiny lollipops, wearing a blue gown sitting pretty in the Coun.y League.
family battle Friday night in the to travel by water that may lead to reminders of the past still to he seen
and head veil of blue. After supper Here are the figures:
form of a basketball game.
Art increased facilities during the vaca- in many of its towns and cities. CareCity League
these ladies marched to the lodge
W L P.C.
P.F. Flanagan got his able team-mates tion season.
room and were presented to the
• (ui investigation has shown that in
together and gave them a pep talk on
52
Lp to last year, motor bus travel past years the number of visitors who
worthy matron, Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Wholesalers
the battle that was shortly to follow. was included by the Maine bureau said that they came here becauBe of
50
who paid a tribute to their services Central Maine,
25,730 Th<> reason for this was that his with travel by rail. It has now in- these associations has been small io
4*
and to the office of “Adah,” present Forty Club, 2,
27.3SS brother John is said to have claimed creased to such an extent as to be comparison with the total number,
46
ing each one with a corsage of blue Dark Horses.
27.151 that he was the best basket-tosser in separately stated. It is still relatively Like the followers of Izaak Walton
34
flowers. A memorial service whs Cement No. 1,
26.466 |th«' Flanagan clan. To settle the ar- small, less than 150 of the 3000 in they are a minority group. But as in
34
conducted for departed “Adahs," blue Federals,
26.466 I (foment a game was to be played with the group under consideration travel- the case of the fishermen they may he
flowers being placed on the altar. Burpee Furniture 29
25,562 one team led by “King Arthur," and ing by bus, but taken by themselves .1 group it would be folly to ignore in
The “Adahs” present were Mrs. Eve Street Railway,
the other by “Lanky John."
;he totals are already large. They are planning publicity campaigns. The
County League
lyn Orcutt, (Mrs. Maitie Spaulding,
W L PC.
P.F.
The game opened with Art sinking likely to be larger during the years to question is whether or not the group
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. Mrs. Hattie
27.627 one from the center of the floor. Free- ome. The private motor car, the bus. an be enlarged as the result of sysDavies, Mrs. Laura Maxcv, Mrs. Belle Sheepskinners,
27,054 man sunk one for John's team to tie the railroad and the steamship all t^matic effort continued year after
Frost, Mrs. Elsa Constantine, Mrs. Kickapoo
26.260 the score. John then shot a foul and have a share in the business. ' Bus. ygar
Florence Philbrook, Mrs. Hazel At A. & P. Co.
25.167 the quarter ended 3-2 in favor of railroad and steamship must divide
jt m|ght seem that with all the pubwood and Mrs. Winifred Karl. The Perry's Market,
25.363 John.
degree was conferred on Mr. and Mrs. Cement No. 2,
between them less than 25 per cent of ficity bureaus at work there would be
26.636
The
second
quarter
opened
with
Thomaston
K.
I
the whole, unless there is a decline few persons who as one year closed
Wesley Comstock.
The entertain
24.793 f^ay Bowden dropping in two neat in the share of the automobile. I; bad not made up their minds where
ment embraced readings by Dr. J. A. I. L. Snow Co.,
25,038
5
hots.
Much
scoring
was
done
in
Forty
Club
3,
Richan, a history of the Eastern Star
would seem that the hope of the pub- they would spend their vacations in
• • « »
j this quarter with the able Arthur go- lie transportation agencies lay in the j the year that was beginning. But it
by Mrs. Ellingwood, and vocal solos
Prizewinners at Carr's last week inS wild, and John's lads with much increase in the number of visitors :appears that of 899 persons who an
by Mrs. Andrews of Mt. Zircon Chap
(“
ter. Remarks were made by A. II. were Harold Thomas, 138. C. Smal- help from N. Condon holding up their rather than in any hope that the au- rcswered the (Maine bureau's question
ley,
129; Fuller and Merrill, 122; Send. The score at the half was 23-18. tomobile will be abandoned by any on the subject, 397 said they had deNewbert and L. R. Campbell.
Jacobs and Sam Rogers, 118.
i'n favor of “King Arthur."
considerable portion of the multitude
• • • •
In the third period the elder Fiana- who make it their means of travel.
Charles Sherer,. son of Dana Sherer
The Odd Fellows took four of the|San hit a dazzling clip and tied the
of Rockville, who has been in the em
More Than a Million Strong
%
ploy of the Putnam Machine Co., of six points in their match with the I sc°re in about two minutes of play.
The Publicity Bureau estimates
Fitchburg, Mass., for the past few Forty Club at the Star alleys Thurs In this period Art and John collided, that 1,250,000 tourists visited Maine
years has had his ability and value day night and won by 10 pins. French only to have a double foul called. last year. The 3087 in the group sub
recognized by the officials in the form had high string (128), and Jack Bi^tck Both missed and with a tie score both ject to analysis was, therefore, avout
teams were working hard. Ray Bow
of a visit to the company's agencies had high total. The summary:
one-quarter of one per cent of the
I.O.G.F.—Valley, 476; Thomas, 483: den and Art Flanagan holding on for whole number. Multiply each of its
in Los Angeles and San Francisco,
7 109-13 W15T45,’STRUT
leaving Fitchburg last Saturday. The Rackliff. 457: Perry. 467; French, life, while John Flanagan and Con subdivisions by 400 and the total of
-TIMES SOUARE.AMEMa^
don were the mainstays of their club
distinction was made over older men, 498; total. 2381.
that class of travelers among the mil
Forty Club—Beach, 413; Jackson. The score at the end of this‘> period
many of whom have been with the
lion and a quarter will be approxi
company a much longer period than 480; F. Black, 502: J. Black, 514; Stin was 27 to 27.
mated, if this one group is fairly rep
The last period was a wild affair
Mr. Sherer. During the past year Mr. son, 462; total, 2371.
....
with a groat number of long shots. J. resentative of the whole. There may
iSherer has received several material
Puhlix Theatre gained appreciably Flanagan sank one with a left hand be wide difference of opinion as to the
promotions, and is now in the educa
significance of the “if," but multiply
tional department, engaged in the on the league leaders Thursday night toss from the side. To even matters ing as suggested we have some inter
SINGLE ROOMS
training of salesmen chiefly. He is when it won five of the six points up Art dribbled the whole length of esting results.
OOUBLE ”
tpJM-AfOQ
a graduate of the University of Maine from the Forty Club. Jackson and the floor and sank a nice set-in shot.
From
this
method
of
computation
it
j
Black were tied for high string on With a minute to go John dropped
where he was retained on the faculty
would
appear
that
956,800
tourists
{
5NGLE BOOM with Both»®
for some time through his briHiant at 120 but Stewart amassed the largest a shot on a tap play from Condon to entered Maine in automobiles; 132,400 |
take the lead. He later fouled Art
DOUBLE ” * "
tainment. The journey to the West total. The summary:
In
railroad
cars;
89.600
in
steamship
”
Puhlix Theatre—Brewer. 453; An- while .getting ready to shoot. Art
coast has a double pleasure for Mr.
and
54.800
in
busses.
In
other
words,
j
_ Send PostalIbr
Sherer as he is accompanied by his astasio, 474; C. Carr, 477; Mayo, came through and tied it up 31-31.
T)exn'ptiut fcooMet,
Three overtime periods were played of 1,250,000 visitors nearly a milliar
bride, (Miss Celia Smith of Fitchburg, 492; Stewart. 517.
rode
over
the
highways
In
cars
prtj
Forty Club—Beach, 475; Jackson, with no scoring until the last when
Mass.), his marriage having taken
511. F. Black. 456; J. Black, 487'; Stin John, who was having trouble getting vately owned. What more striking i
place last week.
by the opposite defence, dribbled evidence could there be of the popu- j
son, 434; total, 2363.
« • • •
down the side and was fouled by
A letter written in England March
The Wholesalers came under the Bowden. On this foul the game was
17 and received 10 days' later by Capt.
R. K. Snow, brought the unwelcome wire 17 lengths ahead of the Federals. won 32-31.
A small crowd saw the contest but
tidings that Capt. Arthur E. Wing at Carr's Friday night, with PKilit was well worth while.
field was suffering from gall stones, brook carrying the flag for high
The score:
and that his condntion was considered string and total. The summary:
Wholesalers—Jordan, 285; Brown,
Art Flanagan’s Gym Club
quite serious by his sister, a school
Rogers, 264;
O
F
P
teacher, with whom he makes his 280; Glidden, 264;
French,
275;
total,
1338.
Smith, rf ................... 113
home. Capt. Wingfield, it will be re
Federals — Perry, 252; Philbrook, Flanagan, if ........... 8
4
20
membered spent a portion of last
0
6
summer in Rockland, and upon his re 293; Benner. 246; Newbert, 258; Bowden, c ................. 3
1321.
Mazzeo, rg ............... 10
2
turn to England showed the en Ireland, 272; total,
♦ » ♦ ♦
Nosworthy, lg ......... 0
0
0
croachments of ill health. He gained
Last night’s league results at Carr's
some weight after his return, only
alleys: Wholesalers 1423. Forty Club
31
13
5
to be stricken as above told. Sunday
John Flanagan's Robbers
night Capt. Snow was delighted to No. 2 1401; Sheepskinners 1431, K. of
O
F
receive a cablegram in which Capt. P. 1340.
Freeman, rf ............. 1
0
Wingfield stated that he was better
The anuual meeting of Baraca Class Condon, rf ............... 2
1
and desiring to have it made plain to
2
the census enumerator that Rockland took place Friday evening at the Pratt Hapworth, if ........... 0
M. E. Church. Supper was served Flanagan, c ............. 7
8
is still his residence. Capt. Wingfield
0
0
sailed for the Snows a matter of 40 under the direction of Mr. and Mrs. Pellicane, rg .........
1
years, and is held in very high regard Harrison Dow. Mr. and Mrs. Gershom Gray, lg ................... 0
0
by that firm. His American citizen Rollins, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gardi Ludwick. Ig ............. 9
0
ship and Rockland residence are mat ner, Mrs. Sherman Eaton and Mrs. Perry, If................... 0
Elizabeth Hallowell. The tables re
ters of which he is very proud.
12
10
flected the spring spirit in tho'r deco
Timer, T. Condon. Scorer, Smalley.
“For how many years is a member rations of yellow and orany.- crepe Referee, Knowlton, Time, four 8paper and bouquets of jonquils. Re
Former Price
Sale Price
of the lower House of Congress
ports of the various committees minute periods and three 3-minute
elected? How old must he be to be
showed the class to be in fine condi overtime periods.
eligible for this office and how long
tion, with marked advancement ir,
a citizen of our country? How long
branches o£ itsWork, contributing to
a resident of his district? Answer
the general church work both finan
the same question as to a United
cial and spiritual support. Among
States Senator?
Who now are
the outstanding activities of the past
Maine's Congressmen and Senators,
year were the presentation of two
and what changes are soon possible?
plays, the religious drama “St.
In which Congressional district do we
Claudia" and the comedy “The (Strike
“Keeps the Foot Well”
These cars are new and fully equipped with
live and how many has Maine? After
of the Ladies’ Aid.” Rev. Jesse Kenthis census what changes are prob
for Men and Women
Sparc Tire, Bumpers and Shock Absorbers
derdine in a brief address paid tribute
able and how brought about and by to the work of the class, expressing
■whom? How many persons compose
his appreciation of their help to him
our present branches of Congress?
in his church work. A rising vote of
These are Civics questions fon the
thanks was tendered to the retiring
April 4 meeting of the Educational
president Parker E. Worrey and to
Club.
________________
Miss May Chase who has served in
632 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
Circus-goers will be well pleased the capacity of treasurer since the
Heel-to-Ball Fitting
to learn through “Reddy” Philbrook class was organized. The new offi
WILLYS-KNIGHT
WILLYS SIX
WHIPPET
that the Sells-Floto show is coming cers are: President, Mrs. Shirley Rol
to Maine again this season, and will lins; vice president, George B. Or
DORMAN’S
SALES AND SERVICE
show in Portland and Lewiston. cutt; secretary, Mrs. Anali Gay, (re
ROCKLAND
440 MAIN ST.
Sparks circus will also play Maine— elected) and treasurer, Parker E.
20-tf
3S&39
Worrey.
a new show with 75 trucks.

HOTEL
ST.JAMES

\ltludifitoredby Women
!
^meetingu)ithoutCscorti

Every-0 ther-Day
cided to visit the State; 378 were un
certain and 124 were going elsewhere.
There were thus 502 who had not
determined to go to Maine, The argu
ment in favor of continuing and in
creasing the advertising of the State
is logical.
True of All New England
The results of the Maine question
naire are not fairly to be considered
as applicable to that State alone.
They are used because this Maine or
ganization takes leading and praise
worthy part In evaluating the worth
of the tourist business and ascertain
ing what may be done to promote it.
The same kind of people that visit
Maine are visitors to other New Eng
land 'States. The extent to which
the motor car is used as their means
of conveyance tends to show in what
large numbers they must cross other
parts of New England in order to
reach Maine, and they must stop by
the way as they journey. The army
of the tourists covers all New Eng
land. And It Is to he remembered
that this part of the country is not
a tin-can paradise. Of the great
number of cars counted passing
through Portland and other Maine
points only about two per cent car
ried equipment which indicated that
their occupants intended to camp by
the wayside. The moral is plain.

Whippet 6 Gars

We have a few of these cars left over
from our last fall’s stock

tfRCH PRESERVER

SEDAN,

$910.00.. .. .. .. .. . $800.00

COUPE,

$810.00.. .. .. .. .. . $700.00

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

200 Men, Women, Children
To Buy Shoes At Almost Give-Away
Prices!

HURRY! LAST CALL!
Sale Closes Saturday Night, April 5
MEN’S
WOMEN’S SHOES
SHOES
$1.98
$1.98
WOMEN’S
MEN’S SHOES
ARCH SHOES
$2.89
$5; now $2.87
Plenty of Children’s Shoes at Your Own
Price!

The present Federal laws under
which the U. S. Veterans’ Bureau
operates state that April 6. is the
time limit for the consideration of evi
dence Intended to develop disability
claims presented by veterans who
were not officially recorded as injured
during World War service or ill with
in one year from date of their dis
charge. The above interpretation of
law does not appy to veterans suf
fering from tuberculosis or mental
troubles.

HUB SHOE STORE
286 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

ABSOLUTELY LAST CALL!
$Vz twiw tv,z.t¥z£\izS\tz8\li

SHOP
WHERE

EVERY SALE
MUST

SATISFY
WEEK of MARCH 31st to APRIL 5th
THREE

THREE

PURE

VANILLA

2*Oz.
Bottle

Not Equalled for Quality or Price

CROW

GOLD MEDAL

WELCOME
CAKE FLOUR
SOAP
frees
£O
Cakes Xy
“KITCHEN TESTED”

5

LINTLESS DISH TOWEL PKR package
owooocmocc
ooooooo-o

DEL MON IE PEA CHES
No. 1 Can

NATION-WIDE
Pure

1XC

PRESERVES

Cream Corn Starch
One Pound

Gorton’s Fresh
One Pound
LITTLE
BUSTER

SALE OF NEW

1929 MODEL

WantedlAtOnce!

Pound

Sm

X9C

Strawberry—Raspberry
wooooooooooooooc

MacRcrel

THREE CROW

XSC

EPSOM SALTS

POP CORN
Caw

^•1*.
IDEAL FOR THE BATH
n o o o o ooooooooooooc

QUAKER OATS
Large Package

MAINE
Golden Bantam

Z3C

mc

WATER GLASS
Quart

campbeiPs Tomato

Soup

SCOT TISSUE

TOILET
PAPER
3

Per Can

CRAB MEAT
Half Pound

3XC

Rolla

- -00000000000000000000000000-0' - OT'"’ >’
Fresh Green
LILY CHOP

Lima Beans

31*

No. X<
Can

>oo_-ooo<;

Trad«

FORMOSA
OOLONG
TOU
WILL

*1*1?

A

hOO<50000-5

BUFFALO

PEANUT BUTTER

*

l-Lb.

^Lb.

Glass Barrel

uurr
■C.

Z3

^OOOO-O-OOOO-aOOOO

Nation-Wide Stores—The Owner is Tour Neighbor

iiizsiv/iiiizasiizttWj
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MRS. GUY LINEKIN
arose between E. R. Veazie and
"MISTER MODERATOR” bate
ROCKPORT
.Nora iW. (Oliver), wife of Guy E.
A. S. Peterson. The battle was de
Rockport’s Big MJnsetrels, under
clared a draw by the hilarious meet Linekin, died at her home in Glenauspices of the Boy Scouts will be Forty Club Had Exciting ing which passed the article over. cove March 24. Although under the
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
held at Town hall on the evenings
vprll 2-5—Rockland Automobile and Avlaquestion of removal of the tracks doctor’s care for over ten years her
A minstrel show is to be given in I of April 17 and 18. Rehearsals are
Town Meeting — L. True The
•i Show at Fireproof Garage,
from Main street was ably argued last illness confined her to her bed
tpril 4 (4 and 7.15 p. mJ—Educational Club Rockport town hall April 17-18. The being held at Hotel Rockport through
with E. B. Crockett championing the j for less than two weeks. Through
Boy Scouts are raising money for a the courtesy of the proprietress. Mrs.
etine at Copper Kettle l’orch.
Spear Presided
kprll 4—Annual meeting of Methebesec boys' band.
cause of the railroad. The motion that time she was very patient and
Stanley.
I b.
to All the tracks with cement was courageous.
Humor
and
seriousness
vied
with
Kprll 6—“Army Day.”
Schools in .town opened Monday
Mrs. Linekin was highly esteemed
lost.
vprll 7—Monthly meeting of City GovernBert Robbins who has been clerking for the spring term.
each other at a rollicking mock town
The hottest argument of the day by her friends and neighbors, being
ut.
at
the!
Corner
Drug
Store
is
now
on
Elmer Crockett returned to Am meeting held by the Forty Club yes came over the question of adequate very considerate of others and wholly
kprll 13—Palm Sunday.
kprll 15—Trial of -Cruiser Northampton on location at the Rockland Pharmacy, herst, Mass., Monday to resume his
She was a wonderful
terday noon. L True Spear, Rock protection of the High School and the unselfish.
fkland Course.
corner'of Main and Park-streets.
studies at the Massachusetts Agri
port’s distinguished moderator-post oratory of Jack Black, F. A. Tirrell, mother and loyal wife, always think
kprll 16—Easter supper, Rockport Baptist
cultural College.
(irch ausp’ces of Trytohelp Club.
master, wielded the gavel with his L. B. Cook and S. N. Spear rocked ing of her family’s "welfare first. Fu
•April 17-18—Rockport’s Big Minstrels,
Mrs. A. S. Buzzed of Simonton
Clyde H. Chapman, the new mayor
accustomed aplomb and kept events the Grill with laughter. A very gen neral services were held at the home
ipril 18—Good Friday,
was a weekend guest of her sister, humming. Donald C% Leach, another eral discussion was given the mat Friday afternoon. Rev. Jesse Kenderof
Belfast,
was
a
visitor
in
the
city
kprll 19—Patriot’s Day.
yesterday. He Is at the head of the Nancy J. Tribou.
•April 20—Easter.
'
Rockporter, acted as clerk. At the ter of keeping local tax assessments dine of the M. E. Church officiating.
An April Fool Costume Party will
i ;prll 21—-Easter Monday ball, auspices of Lions Club in that city.
reasonable on airport improvements The bearers were Mathew Linnekln
I ipln Class.
be held by the members of Harbor
and the club went solidly on record of Thomaston; Fred Linnekln of
kprll 24—Annual spring concert of RublnLight
Chapter,
O.E.S.,
this
Tuesday
Sherwood Frost is recovering from
of
]n Club.
as favoring consideration for such Rockland, Charles Woodcock
evening
immediately
following
the
prll 28—Partial eclipse of the sun.
his recent illness and is ready to take
Thomaston, and H. B. Bowes funeral
developments.
ay 6—Knox County Superior Court con
regu'ar
meeting.
Refreshments
will
subscriptions for any magazine pub
ies.
The presence of Deputy Sheriff Lud- , director. Interment was in the new
lay 6—Lincoln Baptist Association meets lished, new or renewal. Jlis phone is be served and a good time is assured.
wick leu to the interplation of an
[ The floral
Doris
Ballard,
Emil
Erickson
and
Littlefield LMemorlal •Church,
1181-Y.
article forbidding the use of finger offerings were very profuse and beau
lay 15-17-—State Federation of Music Clubs
Milford Payson returned Monday
;ts In Bangor.
print evidence by the sheriff’s de tiful. Mrs. Linekin Is survived by
to University of Maine after a short
lay 20-21—Spring Conference of Rotary
Mrs. Nellie Hanley of Rockland has
partment. Deputy Ludwick has had her husband and daughter Myra, her
vacation.
ernational In Waterville,
remarkable success with such evi mother, Mrs. C. iB. Oliver; brother,
une 13-14—Convention of 41st District, bought the Mortimer place in Warren,
The Farm Bureau meeting which
and will reside there. The sale was
ns International, at the Samoset,
dence and some pleasant compliments Clarence Oliver; and sisters, Mrs. Ina
had
been
announced
for
April
3
has
illy 7-Aug. 15—Summer School at .Uni- made through Freeman S. Young’s
were accorded him by attorneys Partridge and Miss Helen Oliver, all
been postponed to April 8 in order
slty of Maine.
agency.
Butler and Tirrell The article was of Thomaston.
uly 25-26—Racing regatta at Camden,
that Miss Cross, a State officer of
une 24—St. John’s Day, with Claremont
finally amended to confine finger print
E. T. Garland, superintendent of the
nmandery as host.
The freight steamship Cornish the organization may attend. Miss
evidence to cases not defended by
Jessie
Lawrence,
home
demonstration
Maine Bible Society, is to be at the
made its last trip of the season Sat
Attorney
Tirrell.
agent, also plans to be present. The
Weather This Week
First Baptist Church on Wednesday
urday. She’s la good old scout, and
afternoon and evening'to demonstrate
feather outlook for week in North has done valiant service on the line meeting will convene at the Methodist
Church at 10 o’clock with dinner at
High ’tribute was paid to the auto- a line of Bibles and other religious
I 1 Middle Atlantic States: Showers this winter.
noon, subject, “Home Furnishings."
mobile driving ability of Virgie F. ] literature. This society furnishes this
tesday or Wednesday then generally
Mrs, Arthur McNIcol and daughter
Studley, the claim being made that he material at cost, and will give those
Jr until about Saturday, when
Two valuable cats were so badly
could turn his big Studebaker Presi Interested in this kind of literature an
iwers are again probable; tem- mangled by dogs yesterday that police Lorraine of Ashmont, Mass., are
dent around on a five acre lot. The opportunity to examine it.
••ature below normal at the begin - put the pets out of their misery. guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. Carleton
The Water Company came in for
Jig of the week, warmer Tuesday; Angry eat owners are trotting out Davis.
Tickets for the Bushnell entertain
E. J. Whitten. Commercial street,
some humorous comment and the
Tder by Wednesday night or Thurs-- their shotguns.
ment to he presented by the Rock
who
received
injuries
to
his
foot
two
meeting
voted
that
it
was
all
wet.
<, and slightly warmer [Saturday;
The article appointing a deputy night land Public Library at the High
; temperature will likely he conTroop No. 9 (Boy Scouts) of the weeks ago, is improving rapidly.
School Friday evening and Saturday
road commissioner was passed over.
■erably below normal by Thursday First Baptist Church, camped in the
are being sold by pupils of the 4th and
On
motion
of
J.
E.
Burrows'followIht.
Highly Successful Entertainment
wilds of Oakland Park last week and
L. True Spear, Rockport's Postmastering an excellent speech it was voted 5th grades of the city. If you are so
enjoyed
the
occasion
hugely.
The
A
record
crowd
was
In
attendance
Moderator
Humorist
Philosopher
I
to create the office of Lieutenant'Gov- unfortunate as to miss a call from one
kafety first, today.
Messrs. Ripley were in charge of the Friday evening when the Town Hall
who gave the Forty Club a treat yes
ernorfor a well known youthful Demo of this eager group, you may buy
encampment.
Improvement Committee staged their
terday.
cratic politician, this seeming appro your ticket either at the Public
Ir
The Carpenter's Union meets toentertainment which consisted of a
priate with a local gubernatorial Library or at the door. No seats will
Iht at 7 o'clock.
Maynard Wiggln is temporarily ab musical and literary program, bas
be checked for either performance.
sent from his duties In The Courier- ketball game and boxing bouts. Ev conclusion of the session Mr. Spear candidate In the field. An interest
r Irs. Elvie Curtis has the telephone Gazette office receiving treatment for ery number ion the program was presented a humorous reading and ing debate arose on the matter of recognized though the one way idea
making Main street a one-way 'thor did not meet with general favor.' Rev.
[tailed at her home, 23 Purchase
strained tendon sustained during thoroughly enjoyed and encored. was given a rousing hand.
Beet—977-J.
the winter In a basketball game. His Special mention should he made of
The first article had to do with the oughfare from Park to Limerock George H. Welch, pastor of the Uni
brother Kenneth is substituting.
the selections rendered by the Cam abating of an alleged nuisance main street*, F C. Black and W. H. Butler versalist Church was voted into
pne week from tomorrow night Is
den Boys’ Band under the efficient tained by a Brook clothier and a very leading. It' was evident that the seri membership and two applications
date of the next sparring exhibiElberton Andrews has taken over leadership of Clarence Fish. At the sharp and exceedingly personal de- ousness of the traffic question was were received.
the Harry IH. Hanseom store in West close of the program which was giv
Rockport and has made application en In the hall adjournment was made
irjrJrJrJrJrJr-Jr-JrjrJr-JjJrJfjPrJ c±rd rJrJm
jzrajzrararejarBJZfarejararajzjzraizj
here will be an auction party at for the postmaster appointment. The to the gym where a basketball game
lUR. hall this evening, with Mrs. real estate deal was conducted between the Old Timers and Rockets
ezle 'French as hostess.
through Freeman S. Young's agency. was played, resulting in a victory
for the Old Timers, 32 to 30. The
br. E. W. <Jould and John I..
Rockland had a distinguished movie crowd was so great that many who
Romas are at Bangor Salmon Poo’ visitor last week in the person of desired 'to witness the game were
' their annual expedition.
Eugene Zukor. son of the president of unable to gain admission. Four box
the Famous Players. He was on a ing abouts then followed in the hall:
1'here will be a rehearsal of the tour of the Puhlix theatres, and came Ernest Crockett (Battling Benny
ntata “Seven Last Words of Christ" here for a conference with Manager Bozo) of Rockport vs. Fighting Him” tne Universalist Church Thursday Dondis..
alanen of West Rockport; Sailor
Bianing at 7.15.
Monroe of Camden vs. Himalanen of
The dancing class conducted by West Rockport; Chink Morong vs.
* tJrs. R. W. Bickford. R. L. Stratton Miss Bertha McIntosh in connection
Kenneth Daucett. Jr., both of Rock
d F. E. Follett attended the recent with the Old-Fashioned Singing port; and Tete Whittier of Rockport
; nic and lecture in Portland by Dr. School is to give an Easter Monday vs. Young Morton of Camden. The
| .rsey of Chicago.
ball at the K.P. hall, with "Stick” referees were Dr. C. W. Steward,
Smith and his orchestra furnishing Charles Cavanaugh and Mr. Roberts
In Municipal Court yesterday A. C. music.
of Camden. Many boxing fans werg
Jrter, arraigned on a non-support
present from Camden and Rockland.
urge, was ordered to make suit
Executive committee meetings of Much credit is due Edwin Simmons
lie provision for the family.
the Chamber of Commerce are held who had the affair in charge, and who
every Wednesday afternoon at 4 was very happy to hand the town
i/The auxiliary of Sons of Union o'clpclt Any member of the Chamber treasurer a certified check for $97.60,
r'lerank" _meets
______ tomorrow evening Is welcome, and for that matter any the net receipts of the evening, to be
kith supper at G, IMrs. John Thomas, other citizen. The best good of the applied toward the installation of
•airman. There will be Inspection largest number is the thing sought.
shower baths in the gymnasium.

OF THE TOWN

Stated Communication of Rockland
Lodge, F.A.M., tonight. Work ex
pected in Entered Apprentice degree.

I

Dull surfaced leathers have the poise to carry almost

any daytime occasion.

the new Spanish Brown Calf, cutout heel,

I

I

The NEW Coal

You purchase coal for heat and the amount of heat you receive is
dependent on the PURITY of the coal.

CLEERCOAL 95% Pure

THAT MEANS ECONOMY

lames A. Cobb who was recently
Top liners at the local theatres this
insferred to Bartlett, N. H.. was In, week: Strand—Today, "No, No, Nan
» city over the weekend attending ette;" Wednesday and Thursday,
the transfer of Ills household goods. "City Girl;" Friday and Saturday,
Conway Tearle and Virginia Valli In
Stated communication of Aurora “The Lost Zeppelin:" Park—Today,
dge Wednesday evening. Recep
Greta Garbo in “Anna Christie;"
,n of applications, balloting and Wednesday and Thursday, “The Big
>rk on the Entered Apprentice de
Party.’’’ Rod La Rocque in “Beau
ee.
Bandit."

The Woman's Association of the
Harold Haskell of Brookline, Mass.,
ngrcgational Church meets for formerly of this city, who has been
slness Wednesday afternoon at
employed as counsel for the Hood
, lock. There are matters of im- Rubber Co., for the past few years
•rtance to be discussed.
has accepted a position as assistant
counsel for the DuPont Co. In Wil
The City Council meeting an- mington; Del., and with Mrs. Haskell
uneed for last night did not ma- leaves shortly to make his home in
rlalizc for the simple reason that that city. The change is a material
e schedule calls for next Monday advancement.
ght, instead.
Members of the Junior Harmony
The meeting of the managers of the Club are asked to meet at the RPW
pme for Aged Women will be held Club rooms on Main street tomorrow
'ednesday at 2.30 at the Home on evening at 6.30 where automobiles
irth Main street. The president, will be provided to take them to
' rs. Sherman, desires every member Thomaston so that the young musi
he present.
cians may give an entertainment at
the Baptist vestry in connection with
•Wilbur S. Cross has bought the the presentation of “The Old Pea
sidence at 88 Limerock street now body Pew."
Cupied by Mrs. Adricl U. Bird, and
ter improvements and repairs exWednesday evening at 8 o'clock a
-cts to occupy it with his family specitl meeting will be conducted in
ter in the spring.
the Salvation Army hall, by Adjutant
Walter Phillips'who Is the'divisional
Elvira Venezia has bought the young people's secretary for North
ookside store. Pleasant street, from ern New England, with headquarters
rs. E. A. Murray and Michael Gold- at Portland. The adjutant is a good
rg has bought the former student singer and accompanies himself with
jrses home on Maple street, both the guitar, so a very Interesting serv
als being through T. J. Foley, real ice js expected. A welcome Is ex
tate agent.
tended to you.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
hursday with work on quilts in the
ternoon. supper at 6. with Mrs.
elma Marsh as chairman, and the
ijal business session in the evening.
special meeting of the decoration
wimlttee will he held in conjunction
ith the session, to discuss plans for
aster sale of April 10.

NINETY-ONE TODAY

Mrs. Susanna T. Barbour , who
claims the distinction of being Deer
Isle's oldest inhabitant, celebrates her
91st birthday today at the home of
her youngest son, Ernest Barbour,
with whom she has been making her
home this winter. A dinner party
will be given in her honor. Mrs. Bar
bour was born at Deer Isle April 1,
1839, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George C. Hardy. At the age of 20
she married Benjamin G. Barbour
and to them seven children were born,
five of whom are now living. Al
though Mrs. Barbour makes her
trips to and from her home by auto
mobile, planning to return by ma
chine later in the spring, she recalls
the days when, she traveled from
Rockland to Bath, enroute to Boston,
by mail coach.

The Lions are keyed up to a high
pitch for the speaker at tomorrow's
meeting will be Tom Kane, a former
member of the Northwest Mounted
Police, who for the past two years
has been employed as clerk at Hotel
Rockland. Mr. Kane Is nothing if
not modest, and his connection with
the “Mounted" became known only
through accident. The club will elect
Edward C. iMoran, iSr„ Is-succeeded a district director at this meeting.
i chairman of the Democratic State
ominittee by JJJhn JI. Dooley of
In the March-April issue of "The
ortland. It is rumored that the Military Engineer' appears a master
.inior .Moran, candidate for governor. ly article on the Nicaragua Canal
Jill make comparatively few cam- written by Lieut. Kcryn ap Rice, son
kin speeches this year, trying the of the late .Mervyn ap Rice. Lieut.
Jbloid drive instead of the Intensive Rice IS a member of the Engineer’s
ur which took him into almost every Corps of the ,U. S. Army and at the
>ok and corner of the State in 1928. present time is stationed at Nicara
gua in connection with the survey.
William Weed who has been eni- His article deals with the physical as
pyed at the M.B.&C.O. Perry market pects of the work, and displays his
.f some time left iSundy for Boston thorough
understanding
of
the
iroute to New London, Conn., where project.
Ip will visit relatives and secure em
oyment in the yachting service. Mr.
King . Hiram * Council, R.&S.M.
feed’s genial personality will be meets Friday afternoon. Business
eatly missed in the Perry Market meeting, balloting on applications,
here he has rendered efficient and etc., 3.45 o’clock.
Work in Royal
(mrteous service to the many cus Masters, »Select (Masters, and the first
»mers at “Bill's counter.’’
section of the Super-Excellent de
grees, -will follow the business meet
Our spring coats are on display this ing, and will be previous to the ban
,-eek. See them in our south window quet Which will be served by the la
[elect your coat while there is a good dies of the Eastern Star at 6.30 at 50
ssortment. All the new models are cents a plate. Band concert at 7.45
n display. E. B. Hastings & Co.— sharp, and at 8.15 the dramatic sec
39-lt tion of the iSuper-Excellent degree
will be put on. Companion Carver
has again taken the leadership of the
Patrol, and some new movements in
the drill may be expected.

Etta Blackinton
YilJ do Repairing, Relining and

Remodeling. Ladies’ and Men’s Clothing
it 49 FULTON ST. TEL. 960-J.

39*40
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A big truck ran into the hydrant at
the corner of Holmes street and
Broadway a few days ago, and
knocked it galley west. The damage
was of small consequence, however,
compared with the fact that the ac
cident remained unreported, and left
that area at the mercy of a fire. The
Camden & Rockland Water Co., will
pay a reward for information as to
the truck’s identity. Meantime how
would it Ido to “finger-print” motor
cars?
DIED
HAHN—At Rockland, (March 31, Freda, widow
of Frederick Hahn, aged ■62 years.
(SIMPSON—At Criehaven, March 30, Alfred
L. Simpson, aged 73 years, 4 months, 8 days.
Burial In Bucksport.
STONE—At Rockland, March 29, Mary Etta,
widow of Willard Stone, aged 68 years, 2
months, 7 days. Funeral Tuesday after
noon at 1.39 In North Haven.
HAVEY—Off Monroe’s Island, March 31.
Evans Havey of Rockland, aged about 21
years.
DICKEY—At Waldoboro. March 31. (Mary
Dickey of Thomaston.
STONE—At (Port Clyde, March 31. Stanley
J., son of Stanley and Bertha (Hussey) Stone
aged 6 years, 7 months. Funeral at Advent
Church (Wednesday, 1 p. m.
CROCKETT—At North Haven, March 19,
Lewis’L. (Crockett, aged 73 years, 6 months,
18 days.

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our heartfelt apprecia
tion and thanks to our friends, relatives and
neighbors for their many acts of kindness,
during the recent illness at our home: also
the N. H. Baptist Church and Pythian iSisters.
Mr .and Mrs. Lester IF. Stone and family
North 'Haven
*

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank our friends and neigh
bors for their foany acts of kindness and
floral tributes; especially the R. & IR. Lime
Corp, employes and Mrs. Crozier during our
recent bereavement.
Mrs. E«telle IM. Stinson, John Linnell, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold iLlnnell.
•

CARD OF THANKS

We desire to express our heartfelt apprecia
tion and thanks for the many acts of kind
ness extended (by friends and neighbors, dur
ing our recent bereavement, also for the ex
pressions of sympathy and the beautiful
flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Anderson

CARD OF THANKS

The 'Rockport (Town IHall Improvement Com
mittee wishes to express their sincere appre
ciation to all who assisted in any way in mak
ing their’entertainment of Friday evening such
a decided success. Especially ido they thank
Clarence Fish and the members of the Cam
den School Band for the valuable service
rendered.

(Edwin Simmons, (Pres.

CARD OF THANKS

We wish ’to express our thanks and heart
felt appreciation to our relatives, friends and
Quarterly meeting of 'The R. & R. neighbors for their many acts of kindness
Relief Association at the North End »nd thoughtfulness shown us -In our recent
A^xii >7
™ bereavement; also for the beautiful floral

Dispensary, Monday, April 7 at i p. m. ofjer|ntts
*
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£. 'Liueken and daughter Myra

Less than one barrel of ash to the ton

THAT MEANS LESS WORK
! •

•

.

,

With such purity you can get heat much quicker when needed,
yet carry an extremely slow fire on warm days.
THAT MEANS FLEXIBILITY

NOW is the time to try out this remarkable coal. Your order will
receive prompt, careful and courteous consideration.

The above style in stock in

$8.50
Many other new spring styles we will be glad to
show you.

McLAIN SHOE STORE

DRY
CLEAVING
for all your
CLOTHES
Our Cleansing Service enables you to en
joy 'the pleasure of wearing clean clothes
at a very moderate cost.
Right now we are Cleaning, Repairing and
Relining many Spring Garments
HOW ABOUT YOURS?
A phone call brings our car to your door
ready to serve you
Phone 69-J Today

Arthur F. Lamb
CLEANSING, DYEING, PRESSING
Rockland, Maine
33T42

RANGE and FURNACE SIZES

ROCKLAND COAL CO.
Telephone 72

WORK WANTED
For 57 Pairs of Our

$3.48 WORK SHOES
Uskide Sole, Moc Toe, Elk Upper
Come In ad See Them

Ask The Man Who Burns It

McLain Shoe Store

yafamgraramzramzjamaramafgrajgfatarejgfajzrgfErBfarajiSli

A Mighty Price Slash
Circumstances Have Forced Us To Stage A Mighty Price Slash On
Our Great Line Of FURNITURE

TODAY and

ALL

NEXT WEEK

We Are Remodelling and Building An Addition To Our Store—The
Carpenters and Painters Will Be On Our Main Floor In A Fortnight
WE MUST MOVE SOME FURNITURE, Hence-Price Cuts 25 And
40% On Every Article In Our Stock
A TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITY

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
.313-319 Main St.

Tel. 980

Rockland, Me.

b
u/

AMATEURS?

Service

BOSTON
Now in Effect
Make that business trip to Boston in comfort
—on the big steamer CAMDEN. You enjoy
spacious and well-ventilated staterooms—dine
leisurely and well and get a glorious night’s
sleep.

Steamer Sails 8 P. M.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
for Boston. Connections at Boston with direct steamer to
NEW YORK. Automobilese carried.
Steamer Westport
leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday for
Bar Harbor and intermediate landings, and sails 7.30 A. M.
Monday. Wednesday and Friday for Brooklin and intermedi
ate landings.

Year Round Freight Service

For Reservations, apply Wharf Office

EASTERN
steamship lines
PUBLIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Newark. New Jersey

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
steamboat CO

AJWETS DBC. 31. 19»
Blocks and Bonds ..... ....................$4,896,970
fash In Office and Bank ........... 2.560.852
Agents’ Balances
.................. 1,177,086
Bills Receivable . ...............-.........
1.304
Interest and Rents ........................
3'» 046
All other Aeaets —.......... ............
8,820

13
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
71
Steamer leaves Swij’i lslsnd at 5.30 A. M
13 8lonlnutnn 6.25. North Haven 7.25, Vina
3-S haven 8.15, due to arrtve at Rockland ebou
87 < 9 30
ll
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M
VInalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
Gross Assets ........................... 18.680,170 33 button
at 4 40 ; due to arrive at Swans Island
Deduct Items not admitted .......... 343.39 1 81 shout 6.00
P M

lM-tf

....................-..... _..$8.33^,778 32

• ‘ MABfUTWa DEC. 31. 1939
Met Vtpald Lessee ............... ...... >689.230 00

Fnearned Premiums .................... 4,419.029 22
All other Liabilities ....................
”

WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home ne vs, at Hoteling's News Agency
?AQ WHt 40th

Cash Capital •„.............................. 1.000,000 00

lurplus over all Liabilities ....... 2,"o.,320 <9
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... >8 336.778 32
36-T-42

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

<?9YfaTfr every grave

Memorials
Embody sacred memories. They
are the evidence of loving
thoughtfulness.

R. I. Red Chix

Skilled in the craft of memorial
making, wa are ready to eerve
you. every need

FOR SALE
250 Rhode Island Red Chix, 12
weeks o'd, completely feathered
out.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,

Call And See Them

Inc.

Parker McKellar

EAST UNION. ME.
S4Ttf

TEL. 2-3

WARREN, ME.
37-41

WRITE TODAY for our 1930 FREE CATALOG!
180 Pages—Hundreds of Illustrations

(130)

SEEDS
POULTRY
AGRICULTURAL
and DAIRY SUPPLIES
At pleasingly reasonable prices. For 72 years this annual Cat
alog of ours has been ihc Farmer’s Buy Book—The Home Owner's
Guide for thousands in New England. You will be interested.
Please mention your local dealer's name when writing for your
copy. Write today!

FARM, DAIRY

and

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS

Kendall
i

r

rCDtRAL end

TtMPtt

FARM-HOME WEEK

NOT SO!

Much Larger Attendance
1 hi§ Year — From KnoxLincoln

Playlets In Congregational
Vestry Savored of Profes
sionalism

Passenger

Admitted

'-hi.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 1, 1930

Page Fouf

Whitney

5
STS.,

PORTLAND

MAINE

A particularly interesting event of
the early spring season was the pre
sentation in the Congregation”! ves
try under the auspices of the enter
tainment committee Friday evening
uf two playlets, “The Bishop's
I Candlesticks" and "The Neighbors."
which proved most pleasing to an aui dience taxing the seating capacity of
i tlie room. "The Bishop's Candle
sticks'' had this cast: The Bishop.
* Atwood Levensaler; the convict,
, Maynard Marston; Persome. the sis
ter of the Bishop. Ruth Whittemore:
Marie. May Johnston- Sergeant of
Gendarmes. Jerome Burrows.
The setting was very effective, a
I fireplace, an old tavern table, rush
, b ttomed chairs, an altar, rag car
pets—each detail carried out faith, fully to create the proper atmosphere.
! The playlet itself revolved around the
! theft of a pair of candlesticks from
the Bishop, a man of SO who hal ar
rived through the beauty of his daily
! living at the point where he could see
’ good in ail about him. When the
; theft of the candlesticks by the con
vict. Jean Valjean. took place and
the convict was brought before him.
this serenity of outlook and convinc
ing belief of good in all were brought
to bear on Valjean despite his act.
The Bishop knew that the convict had
greater need of the candlesticks than
I he had. and his belief in the sm.rk
i of good somewhere hidden was the
means of the convict finally desiring
j and striving to live a straighter life.

Attends School
Every Day Now
“My daughter Kathleen is
fifteen years old. For three
years she had suffered with
pains as so many young girls
do. One day we saw an adver

tisement of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound in the
San Antonio Evening News.
I bought a bottle and it helped
her so much that she has been
taking it regularly and is now
completely relieved and able to
attend school every day.”—
Mrs. Victor H. Call, Route *4,
Box 76, San Antonio, Texas.

Lydia E, Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

With Karin and Home Week visit
ors numbering 1282 a new attendance
record was established for this annual
affair which was held at the College
of'Agriculture last week, it was an
nounced by Maurice I). Jones, chair
man of the program committee. The
previous high record was last year
SS9 attended. Thus a gain of over 45
per cent is credited to the present
year. Of the total 1282, men num
bered 6S0 and women 602.
*
Those attending from Knox and
Lincoln Counties were:
W. K Robbins, Vernly Grey, Wil
liam F. Start and Harold H. Nash.
Camden: Stephen P. H. Green. Jeffers»n: il. E. Hardy and E. N. Hobbs.
Hope; Benjamin H. Nichols. Union:
B. Jewett, Head Tide: Albion V.
Osier, New Harbor; George Butler.
Rockport: Guv H. Annis. West Ropkport: Ralph Cripps and Cliff \Vhite,
Camden; Edward B. Denny, Jr..
Damariscotta; Nathan B. Hopkins.
Camden: George H. Cameron. Union:
Walter Annis and Edwin Annis, West
Rockport: Howard Buzzell anti Don
ald Simonton. Camden; John Annis
and Cecil H. Annis. West Rockport:
Chesley Cripps. Camden; Frank C.
Norton and R. C. Wentworth. Rock
land; Henry StegmaJer, Norris A.
Waltz and Mrs. N. A. Waltz, Damar
iscotta; Lucia S. Hopkins, Marga
ret Young and Louise Nash. Camden;
Marjorie McGlauflin, Boothbay Har
bor; Grace A. I>awrence. R.N. and
Frances J. Varney. Rockland; Mrs.
Vernly Grey. Edna E. Start and Mrs.
Harold H Nash. Camden.

VINALHAVEN
Dr. R. 11. Thompson, dentist, ar
rived Saturday. having spent the win
ter months witli his family In Forest
Hills.
Mrs. George Newbert entertained
the Washington Club Saturday night
at her home.
The Coombs reunion was held Fri
day at the home of Mrs. John Moore.
Dinner and supper were served.
Miss Ruth McKenna of Charles
town. Mass., is the guest of Miss Enna
Vina).
James Ross has been in Stonington
the past week on a business trip.
Friends of Woster Vlnal will be the
glad to know that he is recovering
from his recent illness, at his home
on Pleasant street.
Eugene Myrlck. who has been the
guest of relatives in town the past
week, returned Monday to Redstone.
N. H.
Archie Hogg is in Independence,
Mo., for a month's stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Wood I Effie Da
vis) of Belfast are guests of Mrs.
Jeanie Gilchrist at her home on
Mountain street.
Mrs. Frank Hopkins is at Knox
Hospital, where she recently under
went an operation.
Thursday evening at her home Miss
Beulah Gilchrist entertained the
Chataneet Club.
Alene Clifford, who has spent the
past week with her parents. Rev. and
Airs, P. J. Clifford left Monday to
resume her studies at University of
New Hampshire.
The Ace of Clubs met Friday eve
ning with Mrs. Lora Hardison. Hon
ors went to Susie Phiibrook and
Maude Arey.
Mrs. Maurice Leadhetter enter
tained the Butterflies at her home
Wednesday night. Supper was served
and 14 butterflies added.
A very pleasant surprise was given
Mrs. George Lawry Thursday eve
ning when neighbors gathered at her
home to celebrate her birthday anni
versary. Radio and singing were enj yed and lunch served. Many use
ful gifts and a shower of post cards,
were bestowed upon Mrs. Lawry. A
decorated birthday cake was present
ed her by Mrs. Henry Newbert. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Newbert. Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Sellers.
Mr. aqd Mrs. Aubrey Delano, Mrs.
Natalie Lawry. Mrs. Maude Arey, Mr
and Mrs. George Lawry, and sons Al
len and George Jr.
Mrs. Edward Mutch of Camden who
has been visiting relatives in town,
returned home Friday.
Elwood Sails, who has spent the
vacation with his mother Mrs. Mar
shall Sails, Carver street, left Mon
day to resume his studies at PhillipsExeter Academy.
Gust Saderquist of Tenant's Har
bor. spent the weekend with friends
in town.
Mrs. Susan Hopkins was given a
pleasant surprise Friday evening at
her home on School street. Those
present: Mrs. B. H. Hall, .Mrs. Edith
Vina!, Mrs. E. C. Macintosh. Mrs. R.
K. Smith. Mrs. I. W. Fifield, Mrs.
Monte Grindle and Mrs. Cfirrie
Btirns. Lunch was served and Mrs.
Hopkins received beautiful gifts.
Tiie children's entertainment pre
sented Friday night at Union Church
vestry, was much enjoyed by a large
audience.
The musical numbers,
lessons and recitations were finely
done, and much credit is due tile com
mittee Miss Gwendolyn Greene, Mrs.
Edward Smith and Mrs. Austin Calderwood. A good sum was netted.
The Ladies' Auxiliary served supoer Thursday night to the American
Legion at the close of the regular
meeting.
Gettysburg Camp, S. of V.. held its
annual installation Monday evening,
at G.A.R. hall. A banquet was served
at the close of the ceremonies.
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^COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PU
pA

7

a

IT

11

15

•8

lb

17

19
IF

dO

31

5T

I5T

nr
44

43
H7

51
HORIZONTAL

1-Drezted
5-Slave

9-Female demon
11- Popular Mexican
dish
12- Preflx—"from"
13-Alkaline
17- A note of the scale
18- A prefix of Scottish
names
20- Mislaya
21- Suitable
22- To seize suddenly
24- To perform
25- Born
26- To pillage
28- Assistance
29-Certifi:ate permit
ting a vessel to
sail
31- Deeline of life
32- An English royal
jine
33- Serviceablencss
34-Sorrowful
35- A child's game
37-A tingle thing

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
38-Pertaining to an
apiary
40-A support
42- Three-toed sloth
43- Stigmatized
45- A note of the scale
46- To linger about
43-Something owed
CO-One
51-Broad

VERTICAL (Cont.) ,
15-To find out
15-To allow
19-A dead body
21-Pertaining to a
'
union of states
23-Flat part of a ship’s
bottom
25-Man who first used,
tobacco in Franca
27- A charge for services
28- Conjunction
30-The argali
33- A joining
34- A mineral spring
36-Cold (poet.)

Mr Levensaler's part as The Bishop
was one of the finest pieces of ama
Frigidaire alone, with its surplus
teur acting ever seen in this city. To
L)<lia E.
Co., Lynn, Mass.
power, presents an effective “Cold
VERTICAL
h ive witnessed it was to underst i-tl
Control”—a feature offered in addi-Is signal success as a member of the
, tion to the standard temperature
1- A food mollusk
Maine Masque Society of the Univer
“How did you prepare yourself for regulator which automatically holds
2- Father of Jacob's
sity of Maine where his work already the hardships of the Arctic expedi an even tempcra.ure in the food com
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Rudy Vallee's Big Secret's Out;
He Picks Girls With Curves
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NEW QUARTERS

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

LJ

1929 Chevrolet Sedan
1929 P/2 Ton Chevrolet
Truck
1928 P/2 Ton Chevrolet
Truck
1928 Chevrolet Sedan

1928 Crevrolet Coupe
1926 Chevro'et Coach
1925 Star Sedan
1923 Reo Sedan
1924 Hudson Speedster

1926 Model T Ford Truck with Warford Gear, A1
Condition
Second Hand Model T Ford Truck Parts
2 Young Horses
20 Cows
Registered Holstein Bull 11 months old

Ludwig Motor Sales Co.
Tel. 16-6

Waldoboro, Maine
37-43

laby’s Colds
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THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Ira Stockbridge Maine's old-time
music leader, now 88 years of age, but
active and as public-spirited iaa ever,
has been invited to attend (he 50th
anniversary ot the Boston Symphony
Orchestra. In the first year of its
existence, Mr. Stockbridge, then a
resident of Portland, and a promoter
of musical entertainments . of the
highest order, invited the.; Boston
Symphony Orchestra to Kivq a con
cert in Portland City Hall, ; It was
quite a financial undertaking for
those days, but the hall was filled
and enthusiasm aboundedMr.
Stockbridge's home at present is in
South Freeport.
• • • *

In connection with the premiere of
John McCormack's first fi(m it is
interesting to note that the raje virtue
of a simplicity is astonishingly evi
dent in the production, afeature that
has served to bring forth considerable
and deserved applause.
Mr. McCormack himself steadfastly
refused to involve himself in anything
remotely resembling an extravagant
movie musical show, on which many
admit they're "fed up.” He would not
consent to be converted by the phonv
alchemy of Hollywood as one revitwer expressed it, into a romantic
lover. He rejected every standard
plot that was submitted to him. With
the result that “Song o’ MJr 'Heart”
is practically plotless, and therefore
simple and directly charming. This
particular reviewer goes on to say:
‘fits merit increases as one considers
what it might so easily have been.
There was every temptation to use ail
the properties that have surrounded
Irish tenors in the past; .the old
mother, the tumble-down shack with
a pig in it, the unspeakably villainous
English landlord, the gay broth-of-aboy with a hat with a buckle on it.
the impish colleen with her lists on
her hips and her elbows thrust for
ward, the horse race in which the
colleen dresses up as a jockey and
rides the Irish mare to victory over
the English horse, and such strange
\vordn and phrases as ‘begorra,’ 'hejabbers,’ 'bedad' and had cess to ye'."
It must be admitted that the film
does make use of a pair of comical
Irishmen who bear a perceptible re
semblance to the Pat and Mjke of
tradition. These two happerf to be
really comical, thanks to the excel
lent performances by J. M. Kerrigan
and Farrell MacDonald. Mr. Me-
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Cormack has considerably more than
a beautiful voice; he has an abso
lutely superhuman amount of good
sense. He never makes the slightest
attempt to act.
IHis manner is
pleasantly effortless, he is remark
ably neighborly and nice, if the word
may be employed.
• • • •
I

A brief resume of Mr. McCormack's
life tells us that he was born in Athlone. Ireland, in 1884. He was aimed
at the Royal .College of Science at
Dublin by his parents, proud of his
scholastic ability. A young doctor
discovered that McCormack had a
voice worth cultivating and he there
upon became a member of-the choir in
the Cathedral at Dublin. He contin
ued his studies and made his operatic
debut in Savona, Italy, when he was
not quite 22. He became a natur
alized American citizen in 1919. At
the present time Mr, McCormack
with his family has gone for a long
rest at 'Moore Abbey, his beautiful
estate just outside of Dublin.
• » • *
In the March issue of ‘‘Overtones”
from the Curtis Institute of Music,
Philadelphia, is editorial tribute to
the late Edward W. Bok. which reads
In part:
"One remarkable feature of his
many-sided life was Ills fine love of
music, cultivated and expressed to a
degree perhaps without parallel
tmong men who otherwise share his
nterests.
"While he did not officially particilate in the development or adminis
tration of The Curtis Institute of Mu
sic. he gave always an encouraging
and sympathetic support to his wife,
Mary Louise Curtis Bok. Founder and
President of the School, in her diffi
cult task of creating and perpetuat
ing this institution. It is a matter of
knowledge to many that he was in
strumental in helping to translate a
visionary project into terms of reality,
and that in the early days of The
Curtis Institute he gave his personal
attention to many of the details of
fostering the newborn enterprise.
And it is perhaps also to his capacity
for forming friendships with great
artists that we owe our good fortune
in having as Director of the Insti
tute, Head of the Department of
Pianoforte, and Instructor of that In
strument—Josef Hofmann.
“Outside of the Institute Edward
Bok's influence in the musical wel
fare of Philadelphia was outstand
ing. greater than that of any other
individual. During a number of haz
ardous years, it was his activity in
the Academy of Music Corporation
which developed and strengthened
the uncertain affairs af the Academy
of Music so that it could be returned
to its owners a profitable and sound
institution assured of future life. As
it has been well expressed, he made
the Academy of Music ‘a center of
Philadelphia's cultural activity.'
"Of still greater note was his work
for The Philadelphia Orchestra As
sociation. During a five-year period
here, Edward Bok anonymously met
the deficits of the orchestra. In '1919
it was his energetic campaigning
which brought about the raising of an
Endowment Fund of more than one
million dollars, thus assuring the
financial soundness of the Philadel
phia Orchestra. During more recent
years his interests were concentrated
on planning such matters as a new
Orchestral Hall, radio broadcasts of
orchestra programs, concert tours,
and the like."
• • • •
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chestras. Already former members
are to be found in the Philadelphia,
the St. Louis and the Cincinnati Sym
phony Orchestras.
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In this issue of "Overtones" a fine
picture of Tibor De Machula, cellist, is
shown.
• • • •
The reference to the love of music
which the late Edward W. Bok main
tained in the many interests of his
life brings to mind that several of
the country’s greatest men have had
a firm love of music. There is Fran
cis Hopkinson, the first American
composer, who was also a lawyer, a
judge and an Inventor: a great friend
of George Washington and one of the
signers of the Declaration of Inde
pendence. His songs are still sung by
many singers.
Then there is Thomas Jefferson, the
third president of the United States,
who wrote the Declaration of Inde
pendence. He was a great believer in
the value of music, and is said to have
been a skilled violinist. At his home
in Monticello, Virginia, one may still
see his music stand and his harpsi
chord.
The late Arthur James Balfour,
great British statesman, had a fine
musical training. He wrote many
books on music and believed that mu
sic. as a study, is of high value no
matter what calling might be taken
up later in life.
Alfred Einstein is generally thought
of as one of the greatest think
ers of the world. But he is known
to his friends as a violinist who plays
so well that he could easily stand
among the great violinists of the
world. He believes that music is
most valuable in making the mind
think faster and more clearly.
Then there is General Charles
Gates Dawes who is a musician and
a composer. He helped to pay his
w.-jy through college by playing the
flute. He believes firmly in the value
of music in the home as a means of
keeping young people interested in
the best things of life. His manly ex
ample lhas been an inspiration to
many American beys. One of his com
positions for the violin is played by
great violinists.
Benito Mussolini, the great Italian
statesman, is an accomplished musi
cian. He plays the violin almost
every day to rest and refresh his mind
from his giant labors,
Then there is Dr. John Harvey Kel
logg, a famous doctor who established
the Battle Creek Sanitarium in 1876.
He is an accomplished pianist and a
firm believer of the value of music in
the home.
While there are countless more
such cases, we will close our comment
bv referring to Cyrus H. K. Curtis
who seems to occupy a more intimate
place in our hearts. When he was a
little boy he earned some money sell
ing newspapers. With the first earn
ings he bought a little melodeon (a
parlor organ) because of his great
love of music. All through his life he
has been a strong believer in the value
of music in the home and in the lives
of business men. He plays the organ
beautifully and is a skilled listener,
an art in itself. He has given very
freely to the Art of Music. The.great
organs at the City Hail in Portland,
and at the University of Pennsyl
vania, are gifts of Mr. Curtis.
• • • •
The Handel and Haydn Society an
nounces that it will perform Kodalv's "Psalmus Hungaricus" as well
as the Verdi "Requiem” at its Sym
phony Hall concert Sunday afternoon
April C. Kodaly is n modern Hunga
rian composer known here by his
"Hari Janos" suite heard at the Bos
ton Symphony concerts and by his
chamber music. Soloists at this cohcert are to be Nanette Guilford so
prano: Merle Alcock. contralto; Paul
Althouse tenor, and William Sim
mons, baritone.
• • • •
P.achminoff played at Symphony
Hall March 30. His program consist
ed of:
Ballade, F minor. Rondo. E flat ma
jor, Nocturne, B major. Valse. Fantaisie Impromptu Mazurka. 'Scherzo.
B-minor, by Chopin; Ballade, B
minor. Valse Impromptu Sonnetto 101
Del Petrarca, Polonaise E major, by
Liszt.

HAVE YOU GUESSED?

Desirable Prizes Offered In
Connection With Rock
land Census Figures
Only a few more weeks remain in
which to send in your guess on Rock
land's population under the 1930 cen
sus.
For the first correct guess recalved
at this office The Courier-Gazette will
give a prize of $10 in gold, and for
the second correct guess received a
year's subscription to The CourierGazette will be awarded.
In the event nobody guesses the
exact population figures the prizes
will go to those who come nearest to
the mark.
Should several persons guess cor
rectly (or nearest to correctly, as the
case may be) the prizes will go to
those who first sent in the figures.
Any reader of Tlie Courier-Gazette
may participate In this contest, but
only one guess may be submitted by
eacli person.
Use the following
coupon:

SAUDA'
TEA.
“Fresh from the Gardens’’

In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags

808

Jjorie Davis. Geraldine Gould. Martha
EAST UNION
Mrs. Mary Robbins has returned to |Gould. Hope Brown. Shirley Morton,
Warren after spending a few days at Barbara Morton, Woodrow Gould,
the home of her brother A. W. Pay- [George Brooks. Philip Morton. John
Dornan, William Kearly.
son.
Mrs. H. M. Watts who recently un
The March meeting of the Farm derwent a surgical operation at the
Bureau was held in Grange hall Tues I Massachusetts General Hospital, is
day and in spite of the inclement doing well.
weather there were 14 present Includ
ing Miss Lawrence, home demon
SOUTH HOPE
stration agent, who added much to the
interest of the meeting.
Mrs. Martha Health visited her
H. M. Watts has returned home sister .Mrs. A. W. Thorndike last
from Boston, where he has been week.
Several in this locality are afflicted
spending the winter.
Dorothy Morton entertained the with colds and grippe.
Master Elmer Hart has been con
school Y.C.G. Club at her home last
Saturday in honor of her 12th birth fined to the house with measles.
day. After a delightful time dieW. C. iWellman spent a few days in
voted to games and outdoor sports, Hope assisting Raymond Ludwick in
the young people repaired -to the building a brooder house.
Quite a joke was experienced by the
dining room which had lieen prettily
decorated, the color scheme pink and Grangers Wednesday night. Just as
white and the table looked Very at they were getting ready to open their
tractive, with a hrithday cake in the session tlie lights went out and they
center and 12 lighted candies. Lunch had to adjourn without holding a
was served, the favors at each plate meeting.
The Community Club met March 20
being tiny pink and white baskets
filled witli candy. Miss Dorothy was with Mrs. Alice Robbins of I'nion and
the recipient of very pretty and use a very pleasant time enjoyed. The
ful gifts, all of which she much ap next meeting will be at the home of
preciated. Tiie guests were: Mar- Mrs. Henry Ames, Unicn.

Dudley Hovey of Boston was the
weekend guest of his parents Mr. and
Mrs. F. A. Hovey.
Miss Harriet Dalton is visiting
relatives in Bar Harbor.
Prof. Allen R. ,I tenner and John
Munroe who have been at the Benner
homestead here have returned to An
dover, Mass.
Mrs. Nellie B. "Wallace of South
Waldoboro has been passing several
days with her mother Mrs. Isadore
Hoffses.
The engagement of Byron Witham.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Witham
of Winslow’s Mills, and iMiss Anna
Harkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Harkins, has been announced.
Both are popular young people and
they are receiving the congratulations
and best wishes of their friends.
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke was
hostess at the meeting of the
Susannah Wesley Society (Monday
evening.
Miss Gladys Flint was at home from
Portland for the weekend.
Mrs. C. W. /Walden and Mrs. Regi
nald Martin of Damariscotta were
recent guests of (Mrs. W. H. Crowell.
Miss Susan Ludwig who has been
passing the winter months with Mrs.
Fred L. Burnes is at the home of Mrs.
Jennie Linscott.
Miss Bessie Reed has gone to New
York.
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of
Madison is with her mother Mrs. Lil
lian iM. Reed.
Rev. George Collins preached at the
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
ing. In the evening a union service
was held at the Methodist Church and
a splendid address given by the pas
tor. Rev. H. O. Megert. Music was
| furnished by a chorus choir.
•Members ol'
Germania Lodge,
I.O.'O.F., and their friends had a de
lightful party in the dining hall of
the lodge Thursday evening of last
week. Five tables of cards were in
play and refreshments served.
The April meeting of the ParentTeacher Association will be held in
Mie High School rooms tonight inMead of Wednesday as is the usual

Doctor’s PRESCRIPTION
when system is sluggish;
costs nothing to try
When your bowels need help, the mildest thing
that will do the work is always the sensible choice.
Take a laxative that a family doctor has used for all
sorts of cases of constipation. Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin is so pleasant to the taste, so
gentle in its action, it is given children of tender
age and yet it is just as thorough and effective as
stronger preparations. Pure senna, and harmlc s
laxative herbs; ingredients that soon start a gentle
muscular action. Avoid a coated tongue, had breath,
bilious headaches, etc. Every drug store has Dr.
Caldwell s famous prescription in big bottle-. ( r
ju.tZ ten'/e l)r. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, Monticello,
III., for a free trial bottle.

custom. Jack Holland, lender of the |
Lincoln County Band ami E. S. Myers
will be the speakers.

MOUNT PLEASANT

DRWBCAlDWlllS

&

SYRUP PEPSIN
COMBINEOWITW
LAXATIVE
SDJNA C9MP0UND

roi

|

CONSTIPATION
ctNTS

WPSIN SVRuPCQ

WASHINGTON
Tlie Ladies’ Guild held an all-<j

meeting March 25. in Masonic
dining room. A baked bean dini
was served to 36 including about
invited guests. Mrs. Leona Shern
and Mrs. Addle McMullen were
charge and ably assisted by ot!
members.
The young people are showing
good degree of interest in the pract
of singing. They meet Thursday
each Week in the church ves!
under the efficient leadership of X

Bennie Monroe is working for Le
man Oxton who is having improve
ments made on his house.
Maurice Carroll has a new Chevro
let sedan.
John Greenrose is employed by the
Livingston Mfg. Co.
Maurice Jones and Lewis Johnson 1
who have been working for T. J. Car- j
roll have returned to Clark Island. ' Neale, organist, to rehears? for
Beniah Packard has bought a pair ' Sunday service.
of Hereford steers of Leon Wotton.
Leslie Packard lias a new Ford
1 ruck.
Clyde Fowles who has been work- j
ing for T. .1. Carroll is now in Beverly,
Mass.
nw,>—i
Charles Whitney has been confined
to the house for a long time this win- '
ter because of illness.
'I'. .1. Carroll has had a'large quan- !
tity of hard wood cut this winter.
l\
A BABY REMEDY
Truck covers, storm proof, made
APPlltnFD BY DOCTORS
promptly to measure. Price right.
W FOR COLIC.CONSTIPATION.DIARRHEA
Rockland Awning Co. Tel. 1262-W.

ChitdrenGy
for

J

CASTORIA

I

«

xquisite \5kin most important
Thing in making a Girl Gharming, 9)
says Lewis Milestone, Director

at the great Paramount Studios
OFT, smooth skin! What an appeal it has for people!

W

S

,
The motion picture director, who picks the girls
' who will win the hearts of millions of people, knows

this only too well.
As Lewis Milestone says: “Smooth, exquisite skin is more
captivating than anything else about a girl”—and sums up
the experience of 45 prominent Hollywood directors.

“Lovely skin is the first essential for screen stardom,”
he goes on to say. “It takes velvety, super-smooth skin to
defy the merciless close-up lights—no make-up can fake it.
Beautiful skin is the treasured possession of every success
ful screen star.”

And now the talkies have multiplied the close-up—the
crudest test any skin can meet! So that it is more than
ever essential that a screen star’s skin show flawlessly
smooth under the glare from the giant incandescent lights.

FAY WRAY, appealingly beautiful Para
mount star, says: ‘‘Lux Toilet Soap helps
give the skin a wonderful smoothness.”

NANCY CARROLL, Paramount star,
gays: “It is a great help in keeping the
skin in perfect condition.”

Of the 521 important actresses in Hollywood, including
all stars, 511 use Lux Toilet Soap. The Broadway stage
stars, who have long used it, are more than ever grateful to
its gentle care of their skin since so many of them are now
appearing in sound pictures. And in the European capitals,
the screen stars are equally enthusiastic about this daintily
fragrant white soap.

9 out of 10 lovely stars use it—
In Hollywood—on Broadway—in Europe
.You can keep your skin lovely just as Mary Brian
and these other famous Paramount stars keep theirs. By
using Lux Toilet Soap.
You’ll be delighted, too, to find how very generously it
lathers, even in the hardest water. Use it for the bath—
and for the shampoo, too. Order several cakes—today.

Rockland's Population
In 1930
I guess that It will be ..............

RUTH CHATTERTON, lovely Para
mount star, has perfect poise under the
intense close-up lights — Lux Toilet Soap
keeps her skin smooth as flower petals.

Name ................................. .
Address .............................—

Here are Rockland's population
figures for the last eight decades:
5052
1850,
7317
1860,
7074
1870,
7599
1880,
1890,
8174
8150
1900,
1910,
8174
8109
1920,
The time for closing the contest is
extended to May 1st. Mail guesses
to Contest Editor.
At Dayton. Ohio, two mammoth
plants with floor space of 53 acres
are devoted to tlie manufacture of
Frigidaire.

Your rug problems can oe settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People's Laundry, Limerock
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo your
rugs and return them promptly, like
new,
184-tt

Photo by O. V>ar, Hollywood

BACLANOVA, Paramount’s alluringly
attractive star, has the fairest of fair com
plexions. She says: “Lux Toilet Soap
keeps my skin so wonderfully smooth.”

Lux Toilet Soap

MARY BRIAN, exquisite Paramount star, in the bathroom designed by a wellknown New York artist and built for her in Hollywood. She says: “A star just
must have a smooth skin, and I find Lux
yy
Toilet Soap so very pleasing and soothing! ”
“YTLciAAd
VSCtsCZ/rJ

Luxury such as you have found only in fine
French Soaps at 50c1 and $1.00 the cake...SOW
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THOMASTON

DIVIDED HONORS

Every-0 ther-Day

Coeyrlsht 1530 by Dods« Brother. Corpor.tfon

Mixed Paints

In Everybody’s Column

W. P. Strong and family motored to
Parties Shared Officers At
Hartland and Waterville Sunday and
visited
relatives.
Thomaston—The Appro
and
Mrs. William Foster left for Port
priations Are Lower
land Friday.
Jeanette McGrall returned Monday
A fine day was the weather man's
to Dover. X. H„ after a visit to Mr.
contribution toward the success of
and Mrs. George Hanley.
the Thomaston .town meeting held
Raymond Healey of Framingham yesterday in Watts hall. Promptly at
spent the weekend with his family on 9 o'clock the town clerk. Enoch Clark,
Gleason street.
called the assembly to order. Rich
Mrs. Addle Jones is spending a few ard O. EiMot was unanimously elect
days
in
Lynn.
STANDING IN THE
ed moderator. A lively interest in J
Leroy and Luthera Burton who
I STANLEY TOOL CHEST have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. the voting foretold close contests and
the candidates were divided evenly
William Xewbert returned Monday between the two parties. The Re- j
CONTEST
to University of Maine.
publicans elected Enoch M. Clark,
MONDAY, MARCH 31
• The Junior Harmony dub of Rock town cerk: A. J. Elliot, selectman I
Robert Crabtree,
land will supplement the presentation for three years: Miss Harriet Wil
I’Lewis Johnson,
3 of "The .Old Peabody Pew” Wednes
I ’Irven Gammon,
4 day April 2 at 7.45 in the Baptist liams. treasurer; and B. H. Copeland,
|‘Karl Rubenstein,
5 vestry. They will give two chorus assessor for three years. The Demo
AND UP, F. O. B. FACTORY
Ralph Caven,
4 numbers, a reading and trio, violin, crats successfully picked Edwin A.
Anderson,
assessor
for
two
years;
Dr.
pElmer Merrifield,
6 saxophone and piano.
Tickets 25
ceptionally sure-footed at high
Comfort costs less — just as qual
F. Dyer,
9 cents at the door. Proceeds for the B. H. Keller, overseer of poor for
three years: Howard J. Beattie,
Everett Frohoek.
10 piano fund.
speeds, on rough or crowned
ity, dependability and splendid
school committee for three years, and
’Clayton Yeager,
12
The Baptist ladies’ circle will meet
*0. Robbins,
13 Wednesday afternoon with supper Charles M. Starrett, auditor.
roads and on sharp turns.
performance cost less—in the
The appropriations were as fol
Charles L. Smith,
15 served at 6 o'clock.
lows:
|*W. A. Simmons,
16
Mrs. Edgar Morse and children who
new Dodge Brothers Six.
In the way it rides, the way it
617,000
M. E. Simmons,
17 have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wal Schools,
C. E. Bicknell,
24 ter Swift have returned to their home Repairs and insurance on school
handles and the smooth power
The new Mono-Piece Steel
buildings.
800
Samuel Archer,
31 at Glencove.
Salary
of
school
committee.
75
|’Dana C. Gurney,
36
Harry Moody came to town Sunday
it delivers, the new Dodge Six
Bodies are roomier in every di
75
Lucien K. Greene, Jr.,
48 on business connected with the Knox Medjical inspection in schools,
Salaries
of
town
officers,
2500
is so superior to anything its low
mension
—
luxuriously
comfort

Howard Harback,
55 Memorial.
1500
Mary Carter, James Fales, Blanche Town expenses,
Crosby Ludwick,
65
able, safe and silent. The body
price would suggest that you
Jake Smalley, Jr.,
70 Henry. Jane Barry. Stephen Barry Repairs of sidewalks and high
way’s, bridges, breaking out
William Ellingwood, Jr.,
73 and Roger Kalloch have returned to
is attached directly to the frame
must drive it yourself to realize
roads.
63 JO
I’Linwood Ayjward,
79 the University of Maine, after a few
Repairs on Meadow road,
3000
Clarence Upham,
81 days' visit at their homes here.
instead
of
being
mounted
on
its sensational value. See the
1062
Howard Swift has a position with State aid road.
Frederick Merritt,
10)
Patrol
of
highways.
311
sills, thus the new Dodge Six has
new Dodge Six—and the new
Stanley Quinn,
225 the Littlefield. Wyman. Nursery Co.
Support of poor.
1500
Frederick Palmer,
258 of North Abington. Mass.
Principal
and
Interest
of
Tem

a low center of gravity and per
Eight-in-Line — the Eight is
Mrs. Leon Leighton is confined to
Nathan Pease,
318
porary Loan,
Cleveland Morey,
633 the house by an injury to her foot.
fect
balance
which
make
it
ex$1095 and up, at the factory.
Lighting
streets,
Miss Jessie Crawford has returned
Sidney Harding,
110)
Fire companies.
from
a
visit
in
Boston
and
with
her
Those marked (*) have not
sister, Mrs. George B. Mathews in For operating fire alarm,
changed
Water rent.
New Britain. Conn.
Mrs. Levi Seavey and Mrs. R. O. Calcium chloride for high
ways.
650
Elliot arrived home Saturday from at
tending the Spring Flower SJhow in To purchase machine for dis
and
tributing calcium chloride,
75
Boston. Mrs. Elliot brought with her
i«a
Warrene and Elizabeth Bulkeley, ] For town nurse,
grandchildren, whose home is in Expenses of fire equipment.
For storing combination engine
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Marblehead.
UPHOLDING evenv TRADITION DP DODEE nePeNDADILITY
in Thomaston Garage,
365
The Eastern Star circle will meet
735
2139
with Mrs. Emerson Watts. Wednes For interest on town debt.
| Powerful shock absorbers on the day evening. Members are asked to To pay on principal of town
debt.
3000
ynamic New Erskine control pliant go in the afternoon prepared to sew
150
|jrlng action for velvety-smooth and to take box lunch for supper as To pay for surety bonds,
Permanent sidewalks,
500
there is work to finish.
avel.
Town library,
460
Rockland, Maine
For night watchman,
600
To rebuild Thatcher street.
400
For resurfacing Gleason street. 1000
For resurfacing Hyler street, x—■ 500
For painting and repairing
CAMDEN
•
FRIENDSHIP
WARREN
Knox hose house,
150
Fire pf unknown origin was discov
Paul Simmons returned to Boston
Mrs. Harold Drewett is making fine
For Williams-Brasier Post for
Sunday after visiting his parents. Mr. recovery from an appendicitis opera ered about 16 o’clock Saturday night
Memorial Day,
and Mrs. Owen Simmons for a week tion which’ she underwent last in the two and one-half story wooden
Sewer on North street.
Frank Poland has arrived to spend Thursday morning at Knox Hospital. building on Main street owned by W.
For light on south side Main
the summer with his father Harry
Club -iris from the two churches W. Perry and occupied by Emerson
street, opposite maH,
The fire
Poland.
presented a very fine entertainment Wadsworth and family.
For trimming trees,
Ralph Cleveland of Monhegan was and 1
supper at the Congrega started in the shed and when discovFor snow fence,
in town Friday.
tional Chapel Saturday
evening ' ered had gained great headway. The
Total, $52,408. This Is $2517
Orrin Condon has returned to his ; whiob n ted $24.70. They were high family lost everything, and four
than last year
young dogs were smothered before
home at Hatchet Cove after spending ly pleas* l with the attendance.
Article 62 relating to the remodel the winter in Portland, with his
The' Child Health Conference will they could be rescued. Mr. Wads
ing of the Green street school build daughter Miss Marguerite Condon.
be held \\\ dnesday at 2 o’clock in the worth is employed as clerk in Haskell
ing was disposed of by te Ap
C. S. Ingraham is spending a few Congregational chapel. A full attend & Corthell's store and was at work
pointment of a committee to investi days at his camp on Morse Island.
ance
hoped for at this meeting, as i at the time. His loss is about $2500,
gate the housing of the school sys
Albion Wotton. Harry Bossa. Riley the ’past three have not been very partially insured. There are three
tem and report at the next town Bradford and Alfred Morton were in well
tended on account of incle stores in the lower part of the build
meeting.
The following were ap Augusta Friday. While there they ment weather.
ing; Conary's market, William Carr’s
pointed to that committee: Henri interviewed the State Board of Asses
barber shop and the plumbing busi
Mi- M. Grace Walker entertained
McDonald. Everett Cook, Mrs.^larie sors and the Attorney General.
ness of Orville Gross. All were bad
Mr.
id.(Mrs.
N.
B.
Eastman.
Mr.
and
Singer. Hiram Libby. Miss Rita Fmkh.
Miss Alma Johnson of Portland
ly damaged. Loss to the building is
Mrs.
Cr.
W.
Walker
and
XIr.
and
Mrs.
The appointive town officers are. spent the weekend with Dr. and Mrs
estimated at $20,000. insured. Gross
Ko! •'rt TV’alker at a family dinner
Levi R. Clark, chief of police; fire W. H. Hahn.
and Conary. from $1500 to $2000, par
party
Saturday.
Miss
Walker
was
chief and wardens. Edwin Anderson,
Hoot Gibson In “Courtin' Wild
tially insured and Carr's loss, between
assisted
by
Mrs.
Laura
Brackett.
chief Ernest Gray, J. H. Everett, Cats” will be the feature picture at
$800 and $1000 with partial insur
Mrs.
Ina
Harding
has
given
up
her
Henrv Vose; sealer of weights and the Playhouse Saturday, April 5.
ance.
measures. Earl Cpates; trustees of The pictures will start at 7.30 p. m. w lk as housekeeper for Mr. and Mrs.
Frank W. Boothby has arrived from
Lloyd
Simmons
ofl
account
of
ill
public library. C. A. Creighton. Har
Mr. and Airs. Courtland Brackett
Augusta to assist H. W. Libby at
riet Williams. O. H. Crie for three and daughter of Monhegan visited
the Fish Hatchery during the sum
Saves You
Alfred 'Sheldon and family who mer.
years: fence viewers, A. J. Henry. Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Murphy Sunday
L. W. Thorndike; surveyors of lumSchools opened Monday. March 31. passed the winter in Thomaston have
Mr. and 'Mrs. George Ayers spent
i t pened their home on South Warren the weekend in Portland.
w. J- Bobertson. Elmus Morse. after the annual spring vacation.
1 E. Archibald. Robert McLain,
Charles Morrill of Portland was at road.—
Miss Bernice Hopkins and Miss
measurers of wood and bark. I. E. the Burnham & Morrill clam factory
Mrs. lA. B. Conic is emp’.oyed as Ruth Young have returned to Univer
Archibald. H. R. Young. E. P. »»r- Friday.
h i'pkeeper at the home of William sity of Maine after spending a few
Miss Flora Colson of Rockland and .'■i l nsparker, Vaughan’s Neck.
rett
Clarence Freeman. C. W
days in town.
•Creighton. A. J. Elliot. John Ma- Douglas Walker of Thomaston visit- I
Mrs. Frederick Jagels left yesterday
Mrs. Cecil Cushman has moved to
'.oney; weighers of hay. A. J. Elliot. Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Hahn Sunday.
for New York city where she will
Warren.
Clarence Freeman, John Maloney,
Dr. G. H. Schofield of South Wal
visit friends.
Afterward” is the topic for the
measurers of grain. Rodney E. Jor doboro underwent a surgical opera April 2 midweek service at the Bap
Mrs. Robert Jamieson who recently
dan Stanley Miller. Earl Coates; auc tion Friday at State Street Hospital. tist Church.
underwent a major operation at Knox
Portland.
tioneer. W. P. Strong; harbor master.
Wilder Moore and family have
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Benner motored
A. J. Elliot; building inspector,
stored their furniture and are now
Charles Winchenbach; fish warden. to Portland Sunday.
Mrs. Bert Wincapaw of Smith Wal living with F. E. Moore.
1 Horace Vose; health officer Dr. B. H.
♦ • » •
Keller; cemetery committee, Richar< doboro is at State Street Hospital.
E Dunn. Harold A. Simmons; field Portland. Miss Evelyn Genthner, R
Mrs. Margaret Wincapaw
•drivers. Frank Hallowell. Thomas N. is earing for her.
If you would read the Speed Queen’s guarantee, you
Mrs. Margaret P. Wincapaw, 91.
Miss Wilma Cushman of tMatlnicu- died (March 13. Mrs. Wincapaw was
Horsely, William I- V nal. Leon
would better appreciate why you can expect so much
Haupt. Walter McLain. Walter A. is spending the spring vacation with 1 born in Waldoboro where she spent
in faithful washing machine service from the Speed
Ung. Elbridge Graffam. ^arl
. her parents. Mr. and Mrs. William the greater part of her life. She
son, Walter Butler and Robert Cushman.
united with the Baptist Church there
Queen. No washer carries a stronger guarantee. No
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland spent in 1857 and was zealously attached
Mayo.
• • a •
the weekend with I)r. and Mrs. perl- y t > that society. To those who knew
washer is capable of washing your clothes cleaner,
Joel .Miller and Albert Elliot re- Damon In Hockland.
[her intimately she was regarded as a
faster and safer than the Speed Queen—or do it over
i turned to Boston Sunday.
| most worthy and consecrated mem
I Forrest Stone who has been at home
a longer period of years.
ber. Mrs. Wincapaw leaves a brother
a few days returned to Boston Sun
Joseph Waltz of Waldoboro; two
day
to
resume
attendance
at
Bryant
nephews, Herbert W. and Wesley C.
Yet, in addition to offering all the advantages found
1 & Stratton Commercial College. I aul
Wnitz and a niece. .Mrs. Lizzie Young
in the highest priced machines—the Speed Queen will
■ Simmons accompanied him.
i -ill . f Warren. Funeral services were
Simple
glycerin,
buckthorn
bark,
The
funeral
of
the
late
Charles
.1.
held^at the residence of Capt. C. H.
save you $50 in cost. Come in—or phone—sometime
Stevens was held at the A. D. Davis saline, etc., as mixed in Adlerika. Young" conducted by Rev. II. M. Pur
this week for a free demonstration.
acts on BOTH uppi r and lower rin’-ton.
& Son's parlors Sunday
Rev Hubert Leach officiated. The bowel, removing poisons you never
beautiful floral offerings were token thought were there and which caused PRINCE OWNS WORLDof respect. The bearers were Fred gas and other stomach trouble. Just
CHAMPION STUDEBAKER
Morse. George Morse, I-eander Morse, ONE spoonful relieves GAS, sour
and Henry Brown, either present or stomach, sick headache and constipa
When Prince Omar Toussoum, 1
Dont take medicine which
former neighbors ot the deceased. In tion.
terment was made in Thomaston cleans only PART of bowels, but let • >us:n of the King of Egypt, bought ;
cemetery.
The nearest surviving Adlerika give you a REAL cleaning hi- second Studebaker last year, a
and see how good you feel! It will President Eight State Sedan, he
relatives are a wife and daughter.
Frank Llneken has returned to surprise you! C. H. Aloor & Co., ordered all brightwork parts brassOTTO
piated.
Worcester, Mass., after a visit to his Druggists.
Ulster Mrs. Arthur Henry.
Mr and Mrs. A. K. Ludwig received
At Ihe Sign of
“
news Mtftday of the death of their
'North National Bafilql
daughter Mrs. Mabel Hector, aged 23.
iat the Belfast Hospital. The funera
No one will have a better look
Phone 721
Rockland
585 Main Street
services will be held Wednesday at
ing, better acting car than you—
2 o'clock at Sawyer & Simmons un
1930
if you get one of our inexpenaive
dertaking parlors. Much sympathy
is extended the bereaved family.
Good Uaed Cara—out of income.
I The ladies' aid of the Methodist
• Church is invited to meet at the
1928 Essex Sedan
home of Mrs. William Glllchrlst Wed
nesday morning for work. Bach mem10 54
1927 Chrysler 70 Sedan
her is requested to take material for
! an apron. Box luncheon at noon.
1928
Chevrolet Roadster
Now is the Time you had that Re
I Miss Jennie Moody who has been in
frigerator ready for
Thomaston a few days returns Wed
1928 Whippet 6 Sedan
Throughout the 76 years of banking activity, this
nesday to Wahan. Mass
1928 Chevrolet Coupe
Bank
has
cooperated
in
the
development
of
busi

1 p,, W. Robinson of -St. Paul, Minn.,
is visiting his sister Mrs. Clara Wllness at home and in the community.
1926 Buick Coach

ROOMIER

Varnishes

and finer in every way

This Week Take
Double “Credits”

A NEW DODGE SIX

I

ROTHERS

H. H. Crie & Co.

sixes AND eiEHTS

Crie Hardware Co.

DYER’S GARAGE. INC.

Have You

Ever Read the

“Speed Queen” Guarantee?

$99.50
$50

MILLER’S 1GARAGE

GLYCERIN MIX REMOVES
CAUSE OF STOMACH GAS

SPEED queen

Dorit let
•
aaiybo<fyn||

you/^

55

Aluminum Washer

House-Sherman, Inc.

Nowth
National
Bank
1

I C E

H

T

The remains of the late Mrs. Dora
Cousens of Sanford were brought
here for interment Monday. Mr .
Cousens was formerly )Mrs_ Judson
Kalloch and resided on Thatcher
street for years. The remains were
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Perkins
or Sanford and Miss Jennie Moody of
Waban, Mass.

“HAVENER’S ICE”

Don't take a chance on spoiling
foods. "Just call 792 and I'll look
after you."
P. L. HAVENER
I am handling the “PILGRIM ICE SAVER” RE
FRIGERATOR and will be glad to call and explain
its qualities and quote prices; also exchange credits.
Let me see you before you buy or exchange. 39-41

P. L. HAVENER,
Telephone 792

Rockland, Me. ®

PREFERS STUDEBAKER CARS
Of 17 cars purchased by J. N Wil
lis, manager of the Sun Life Insur| ance Company of Canada, since 1910
10 have been Studebakers.

,

Contributing to the
Growth of Business

We invite^ you to discuss your requirements with

us.
Every Banking Service

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

1928
1928
1928
1926

Hudson Coach
Pontiac Coupe
Chrysler Roadster
Ford Touring

MILLER’S GARAGE
PANKIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 692-M

For Sale

FOK HALE -Perfection oil stove with oven,
Advertisements In thia column not to exceed
Price reasonable. .MRS.
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 8 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each APDlb HbCKRei, 23 Spruce St. Tel. 690-W.
30; p. im.
39*41
for oue time, 10 cents for tnree times. Six aflerr 65 34p
I>R sale
SALk: Building
1
words make a line
for
and lot, corner Green

*7* HyOT
u
Kocklansl.-

Loat and Found

Thomaston. Inquire of
Thomaston or LI KE DAVIS,
89-41

LOST—-Bunch of keys on street In leather u
A',‘
soda fountain.
container.
Notify HLAISDELL AUTO CO., Baryaln fur a quick Bale. F. L. KENNEDY
or G. W. Young, 96 Main St.
37a39 tainden.Mi'.
39.41
FOR flALB—24 ft. boat, 22 h p. engine;
also 4 tubs, new trawl. CHARLES HENDER
Wanted
SON. Thomaston. Me.
39-41
WA.XTe.U~To loan mutiey on auto, house
FOR HALE- 2d ft. power boat.
LEWIS
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per JOHNSON. 36 Erin St., [Thomaston .Me. ’
cent [»er month on unpaid balancea. KNOX
____________________________ ao-4i
FINANCE tO., 1« School St., opp. Postofflee.
FOR SALE- Trailer and skiff flsh where
33-tf
you wish,'price right. Call at 50 (GRANITE
WANTLD—Reliable man about 811 years old STREET.
39-41
with car to call on farmers In Knox (County.
FOK SALE- "Ideal Standard" range, like
Make $8 to $15 dally. No experience or capi
tal needed. Write today. iMcXESS <X>M- new. excellent baker; electrical books. 7 vols
PANY, Dept. M. Freeport. Illinois.
39*lt ^her; (,<,wb°y wmMK All great bargains’
.38*4.3
WANTED Two boarders. References re 1.4 THOMASTON ST., Rockland.
FOR SALE— Two tenement housee at 17
quired. MRB. W. 8. KEXNlflTON, 176 Main
Lawrence
St.,
toilets.
lights,
also
21
ft.
power
St. Tel. 874-W.
38-tf
W’ANTED—By young couple, no children. llr1' Tl‘ ' 703 M- Hiqulre at 18 MECHANIC
•39.'
.43 74 ~J
4 or 5 room rent with furnace or heated, bath
FOR KA.LE- Cottage, known as the Thurs
and electricity. Give location and rent per
month. L., care Courier-Gazette.
38*40 ton cottage, with two car garage; In lino
shape. Some extra lots. Will sell or ex
WANTED—Comjietent girl for
general change for other property or easy terms.
housework. Write “D,” care The Courier- GBORGEIM. SALMONS, 23 Tillson Ave.. Rock
Gazette.
37-tf land. Me.
37-89
WANTED- Stenographer desires position.
FOR SALE- Cottage at Crescent Beach,
Six years’ experience. References.
VIOLA with garage. All In first-class shape ; put ou
M. COOKflON. 9 Free flt., Camden. Tel. 213-4. new porch and hard wood floors last sum
WANTED—At once housekeeper for man mer. Nice view iof the Boston boat and other
and small child. Write I*. 0. BOX 243, Thom boats going up by. Running water and elec
aston. Me.
37*42 tric lights. Furnished In good shape through
out. Will sell or exchange for other prop
LET K. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and erty. GEORGE IM. SUMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave..
repair your furniture at 216 LLMEROCK ST Rockland*
37-39
Tel. 14110.
26-tf
FUR SALE— At Meguntlcook Lake, cottage ;
water and electric lights. Porch screened In
summer. One large living room and
Hospital, is convalescing at the Cam last
kitchen, four chambers, alsif garage. Great
den Community Hospital.
fishing, salmon and square tall trout. Will
Alvin Jagels and friend Edwin Hal- sell or exchange for other property, or easy
GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 Tillson
sted of Somerville, N. J., who have terms
Ave . Rockland, Me
37-39
been guests of the former’s mother
Full SALE)—Farms and houses; also nice
Mrs. Frederick Jagels, have returned bungalow with 2V acres of land on the State
road between Searsport and Belfast. Great
to the TJ. of M.
GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 Tillson
J. F. Herlihy and Ralph Wilson of scenery.
Ave.. Rockland, Me.
37-39

Portland are in town putting White
SALE—Cows. GEORGE M. SIMMONS.
hall in readiness for the summer 23 Tillson
Ave., Rockland. 31 c.
37-39
season.
FOR SALE Queen 40« egg Incubator, 1009
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clark and son chick Buckeye coal brooder, new milch Jersey
37*39
of Boston are in town for a few weeks. cow, EDGAR W MOODY. Union.
FOR 8ALE—One ton Ford truck stake
body, starter. 1 ton Ford dump, both hi work
ing order, cheap for cash. W. S. O'BRIEN
To Let
246 Llmerock St.. Tel. 622.
37*39
FOR SALE Ten piece dining room suite and
TO LET—VpatalrS apartment, 4 rooms, two leather chairs Inquire 36 MASONIC ST.
bath, electric lights. No cats or dogs. Ref- or Tel. 1177-J.________________________ 37*39
ereiites required. Tel. '1001 or call at 18
FOR SALE—Two New Zealand Red ped.
SHAW AVE__________________________ 39*tf
bucks, tested. $5 each, also two pairs New
TO LlSr—«S!x room house, all modern lm- Zealand ped.. breeding age, $8 per pair.
prorements, with sun parlor, available (May 1. XVTE’S BABBITRY. 15 Union «t.. Farminggee MB. LEVY, |M6 Main St.
39-44 ton. N. H
36*41
TO LET—-Good clean tenement, electric
FOR SALE—Dining table and six chairs
lights and toilet. J. «. MELVIN, 21 Gay 8t, with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. 101-R.
Rockland.
39 -jf ______________________________________35*tf
Tt) Lt/T—’Second floor 2 or 3 room apart
FOR SALE—Fifty bouses of all descriptions
ment, also first floor 3 room apartment and first In Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
floor 2 room apartment, furnished or unfur In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
nished. Modern. Reasonable rent. Specially talk over my list If you wish to buy. ROBERT
convenient apartments for summer rentals for U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel 77.
35-tf
one or two women, or man and wife—no chil
FOR SALE—Four room house, Mechanic
dren. Only reliable tenants considered. Also
garage until April 15. Apply to MKS. A. I. St., Rockport, flush toilet, electric lights,
MATHER, 53 Huntington St., New London basement: 5 mins, walk from postofflee,
Cohn.
39*41-tf cement sidewalk by door; best street In Rock
port, $800.
Can be paid as rent. V. F.
TO LDT—Tenement of 6 rooms and garage STCDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
34-tf
at 11 Lisle St. inquire 29 PARK (ST. 39-41
FOR SALE—Five room house, Stanley
To LST—Apartment, 4 rooms In fine con Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern Im
dition, |5 per week : garage. 43 per month. provements, double lot land. $1600. Can be
Adults only. 28 PACIFIC ST. Tel. 436-M
paid as rent with small payment down. V. F.
38-tf STCDLEY, 69 Park St Tel H»80.
34-tf
TO LET—Two furnished rooms 1or light
FOR SALE -<26 ft. power boat with 12 h. p.
housekeeping. Adults only. E, X. SYLVES Lathrop engine. LESTER M. GROSS. Ston
TER. 23 Cedar flt. Tel 804-J.
38-tf ington, Me.
34*39
TO LDT—8lx room house, electric lights,
FOR SALE—One Glenwood range, sitting
furnace, shed, garage and garden plot In room stove, four burner Florence stove, divan.
good condition and price reasonable. FRED 1 black walnut table, 1 book case, etc. etc.
C. VENAL, 301 Llmerock flt. Tel. 407-M.
Inulre 72 CAMHEX ST._______________ 24-38
38-40
FOR SALE—New bouse at 16 Hill St., six
R)R HALE—1925 Ford noupe/ln good con- rooms,
bath, furnace, oak floors, large lot.
dltlon. Will sell cheap for cash. CLYDE F M KITTREDGE. Tel. 1043-1________ Ml-tf
ROBgQON, 155 Camden flt.
38*40
FOR SALE—Large, number 8 kitchen range
FOR SALE—fllx cows. 4 of them new milch. with gas attachment. Very nice baker ; also
FRANK MORRLS Tenant's Harbor, Me.
summer house for hammock. Inquire at 44
38*40 RANKJX ST Tel. 202-W.______________ 34-tf
FOR SALE—FMrms large and small, some !
FOR SALE— 1930 screen grid Elec, radios
ood bargains, also lake shore property. M. and battery sets: cabinet phonographs and
t. MLLLKR. East Union. Me.
38*43 1 furniture C. M. COOK, 71 Tillson Ave. 31*39
For SALE—Dibble’s russet seed potatoes, 1 FOR ^ALE—Or to let, cottage at Meguntibug and rust resistant, highest In yield, $1.50 cook Lake, bungalow type, artesian well, water
per bushel f. o. b. Union, or at the door In sink from electric pump, living room and
TYLER DAVID. Union, Me.
38*43 porch 30 ft. length, three other rooms, sleeping
TO L©f—Store In Park Theatre Ilfdp accommodations for eight, hard pine varnished
Flhe location^ excellent windows—light and floors throughout. electric lights, garage, sliofre
warm. Available foi anv thing excent a privilege, fine sand beach, boat. $1500 cash, or
restaurant. WIKE ARMATA or The 3Ien’s rent plan. V. F. STCDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
Shqf). Park St.
37-tf 1080.__________________________________ 33-tf
FOR SALE—Five room bouse at Pleasant
- - LET—Furnished, heated rooms with
bath. Central location, references exchanged. I Gardens, electric lights, good well, lent plafl,
MRS. E. M. TEHAN, 21 Talbot Ave. Tel. 8-R $•■00. V. F. STCDLEY. 63 Park St.. Tel.
37*39 108(1,_______________________________ 33-tf
TO LET—-Five room furnished apartment. j FOR SALE— Dahlia bulbs that have become
All modern. R. U. COLLLNS, 375 Main St mixed In handling, all standard varieties,
Tel. 7t
3T-tf while they last 15 for $1. postage extra. Due
to limited garden space 1 also have some surTO LET—Three furnished rooms for light i plus stock of many leading varieties that I
housekeeping.
All modern, adults only wUl sell at very attractive prices. Send for
MUTTON M. GRIFFLN, 25 Ocean 8t.
36-tf my list. Riverside Dahlias. MRS KATHA
TO LET—My store 26x55. Reasonable rent. RINE GHAl’IN, Rawson Ave., Camden, Me.
I am to move into my store next door south.
33-58
Tel. 25. H B. BARTER.
38-tf
I’OR SALE- Beauty parlor, fully equipped.
TO LET—Six room houMe at 72 Crescent St.,
l0,n-'
buslness- "’ri(e MRS.
electric lights, flush closet. In good condition. s MAYbEW, 15 Meguntlcook St., (amden
32_4^
A, M. FULLER, 260 Broadway
34-tf Me.
FOR SALE—Six room house, Oliver street,
TO LET—Furnished apartment, water,
lights, flush closet, clothes closet, shed. In electric lights, cellar, linoleum carpets, small
quiffe 72 CAMDEN ST.
34*39 barn, % acre land. Must be sold at once.
Price $2560. V. F. STCDLEY, 69 Park flt.
TO LET—Kimlshed room at 14 MASONIC Tel
1080._____________________________ 32-tf
«...
_
______________________ oo-ll
33-tf
FOR SALE- Seven room house, bath, hot
i*O iJtf—Upstairs tenement of six rooms,
water heat, fine cellar, single garage, fine
newly papered and painted; central location. corner
lot with plenty shrubbery, central loca
MRS. DAM1S B. LANDERS. Tel. 1049-J.
tion, to be sold at once at very reasonable
a*-tf price. V. F. STCDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.

t

TO L^BT—-Large cottage at Crescent Beach
32-tf
all modem, also small cottage at Spruce Head.
FOR SALE—New 6 room house, bath
AMORT P. ALLEN. Rockland, Me.
20-tf garage
all oak and maple floors, best work
TO btT—8eveo room unfurnished tenement manship throughout, fine location, priced for
with bath, furnace, fine cillar, mostly hard EM*- v- r' 8TUDLEY' 6»
wood floors. Karate, first quality in erery way.
$30 month. V. V. STL'DLtY. Tel. 1080.
FOR SALE—Six tuns best quality hay
IS-tf

Must be sold at once. V F? STCDLEY.
TeV.
STU
1080______________________________ 28-tf

TO LET—HouM of elz rooms. In, callar,

toilet, olectrtclty, tat and furnace; aitra
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
law teranda. Nealy gayered and painted Beach. AU modern Improvements. LENA
throMhout. Law yard. Adults only, li T K. SARGENT. Tel. 994 or 990-M.
28-tf
VTkirr. Rockland
Jd-tf
. 10
Apartment in Bicknell block
Eggs and Chicks
Apply MBS. B. B. SMITH, f( Lincoln BI
Tel. $64.
2e.„

■Star

MONEY to loan on 1st and 2nd mon
KiXOX TLNANCK CO., 16 School St
Opp. poptotBce.
DAKLU&--State lns|>ected and guaranteed :
20 mixed, $1 ; 15 all different not labelled $1:
15 each different and labeled. $1.25 : sent post
paid In first three tones. Many other attrectlre- collections. Send for price list. MRS
A. I. ii’ERRY. Willow Rrook Dahlia Gardens,

itors.

R. I. REDS, State tested, 100 per cent free
We are now booking orders for March and
April delivery for $18 per 100, or $85 for 500 ;
100 per Cent live delivery guaranteed. All
chicks hatched from our own stock; 10 per
PEOPLE WAI.NTI.NU TO LIST THEIR FARM cent with order would be appreciated. We
or cal1 *" P*r»on. JOHN deliver chicks to your door. Addreses V. R.
KAJANDBB.
W»fren. Me
WOODMAN & 8ON, Winterport, Me. TeL
—---- .______________________
j"3d*41
ii
19-tf
HIGH BUT PRICES PAID for all kinds of 37-31.
Junk. Also for sale all aradei lobster bottles
R L ch,cks* Jamesway
and aoft atoppers. Wholesale and retail. T »batched. Stock productive
and of good color
SHAPIRO, 51 Tillson Are. Tel. 1066-M
Maine chlcka are best for Maine people'
35*40 Price. $23 per 100 to 500. Write for f„,d„
LADIES— Bailable Mock pi hair food* at ttte giving prices on larger Iota. BERTHA D
& E. C. TEAGUE. Warren Me
Bockland flair Stare, 14 Tim flt Mall ordtre TEAGUE
19-?f
Solicited, fl, C. KHODB8. Tel. 515-J. 26-tt Tel. 13-42 Warren.

3»»r,o
, ThUIJKCNO or CRUSHED ROCK In SotkIfflo.
Per ton. Thomtston 75c. J. PAULSDS, Thonmton Teh 84-$.
37*39

TARMS, COUNTRY flOMSS. UflTTAOSi>
Mad eitatae, up-to-date property. In the rar
den epot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Writ,
ul what you want. ORRLN J. DICKEY. Bel
faat. Me.
2«-tf
MONUMENTAL WORK of htiheel quality
Reasonable prlcet. See deeltns at work ehon
53 Pleasant SI., Bockland. B. K. BAHT
Tel. 911-M.
td-tf

BABY CHIX. WYLLIEB STRALN 8. C.
Reds, bred for eggs, type and color. State
accredited for white dlarrhohea. Price $22
per hundred for February, March and first of
April. Postpaid, safe arrival guaranteedIn loti of 1000 or over $2 less per hundred.
F. H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston. Main*.
Phone Warren 10-6.
26-tf

NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
CREDITORS

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

In the District Court of the United States
for the District of Maine.
In the matter of George W. llassen, Bank
rupt. In Bankruptcy,'
To the creditors of George W. Hassen of
Rockland, Maine, bankrupt:
Notice Is hereby given that on the 29th day
of March, 1930, the said George W. Hassen
was duly ‘adjudicated bankrupt; and that
the first meeting of his creditors will be held
at the Knox County Court (House In Rockland
In said District on the 12th day of April,
1930, at ten o’clock In the forenoon, at which
time creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, 'examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
FREMONT tf. C. LITTLE.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Augusta, Maine, March 31/1930.

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot'too large; none too email
,
.
>
i

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, care of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Reference; Any Poultry Raiser
112-tf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 1, 1930
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SPEECH READERS

A CENTRAL MAINE ORCHESTRA

$20.°° FOR YOUR OLD COOKING EQUIPMENT

New Magazine Will Be
Known As “The Auditory
Outlook”
Interesting features of the Speech
Readers Club meeting were tlie vari
In addition to peraonal notea regarding
ous bulletins posted on the bulletin
Supper will be served at the Unidepartures and arrivals, this department eape- versalist vestry tomorrow at 6, with
board, among which (was .noted a
dally desires Information of soelal happenings.
,,, t,
”
letter from Annetta W. Peek, vice I
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or Mis, C. E. Rollins as chairman.
.................
'
Candy will be on sale by the youthpresident, Zone One, ,of the American i
telephone will
be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ......... ................................. 770 fui members cf the Clara Barton
Federation of Organizations for the
Guild, and a special meeting of the
Hard of Hearing, expressing the
Mr. and Mrs. Milton W. Weymouth Ladies’ Society has been called.
pleasure she had when an honor guest j
who have been registered at the
of the local club March 7. The month- i
Thorndike Hotel for a'few days, have
iy bulletin of the Federation says:
The Harmony Club meets tomorrow
returned to their home in Sebago. Mr. evening at the heme of Mrs. Faith
"On the 21st day of the month
Weymouth, who has held the position G. Berry, Grove street, at 7 o'clock.
(March) the sun will lean our ,way.
of principal of Potter Academy, in A feature of the meeting will be choral
On the same day 10,000 large enve
Sebago, for the past five years, was practice on the numbers to be pre
lopes will be sent to our printers
called to Rockland by the death of sented at the ‘State Federation con
to he .filled with as many copies of
his father, F. P. Weymouth.
our new magazines. In the recent
vention in Bangor.
The Central Maine Power Company Employes’ Orchestra of Lewiston contest we conducted there were 905
Mrs. Francis Saville entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cassens were will make its debut “on the air” over WCSH tonight, between 7 and 7.33. entries A preliminary vote by tile
Sunday evening at her home on Ocean called to Belfast Sunday by the ill This orchestra, favorably known as one of the finest industrial organiza judges stood thus: The Auditory
street as a birthday observance for ness of Mr. Cassens' sister, Mrs. T. V. tions in the State, is composed of employes of the Lewiston district.
Outlook, Auditorial Review, Aural
Progress, Hard of Hearing World,
Mrs. Lester Herrick.
Stuart. They found Mrs. Stuart im
Journal of the American . Federation
proving somewhat.
Clyde V. Robinson'has returned to
"ON
MY
SET"
of Organizations for the Hard of
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore of Cam
Jonesport after being called here by
Hearing. On the final vote The Audi
den, who are on a world tour, were in
The annual meeting of the Methe- the death of his mother, Mrs. Faus
tory Outlook had .it three to two.
besec Club takes place Friday after tina Robinson, in North Cushing.
Honolulu March 22.
the prize goes to Mrs. Arthur G.
noon, preceded by luncheon ot Hotel
Beach. Marietta, Ohio.’
Miss Susan Spear and Miss Helen
•Mrs. John G. Snow has returned Rockland grill ot 1 o'clock. Reserva
Every person whose,name is on the
home from Needham, Mass., where tions should be made with Mrs. Coltart entertained a dinner party at
Bulletin mailing list, whether a mem
she was the guest, of relatives for 10 Minnie Rogers, Amesbury street, not Miss Spear's home on Talbot avenue.
ber or not, will receive a compli
later than Wednesday.
The table was very attractively laid
days.
mentary copy of tlie .first number of
in pink by Mrs. Harold Burgess, who
The Auditory Outlook, the maga
Miss Sally Dyer has resumed her prepared the dinner, and offered a
Opportunity Class meets Thursday
zines to be In the mails April 1. A
position as teacher of Grade I. at the
ery
pretty
sight.
Cards
followed,
evening at the home of Mrs. Arthur
paragraph from Snap Shots, an
Crescent Street school, after a week’s honors going to Miss Helen Coltart
Rokes, ISO Limerock street.
other Federation publication sets
visit at her home in Charleston, Me.
and Miss Madelyn Cogan.
forth the endeavor of the Federation
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence and daughter
to respond to all calls from the" field
Miss Alice Webster has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Maxey are visit
I was highly edified Saturday
Mary have returned from a week's fiom Westbrook, where she spent n ing their daughter, Mrs. Lester Shlbles
where tlie need justifies the expense.
night when I tuned in on the Con
stay in Boston.
Help will be given in forming new
week’s vacation with friends.
in ’Orono.
gressional spelling bee conducted
organizations for the hard of hearing
by Senator Fess. The contest
and in working out the problems en
Mrs. S. D. Crosby of The High
Mrs. Mary Saunders has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Imke motored
eventually narrowed down to
countered by those already existing.
lands has returned home from Wis from three weeks’ visit with friends to Waterville Sunday and visited
Congressman Luce
and
Ray
Not only is expert advice available
casset where she was the guest of at West Rockport.
friends.
Tucker of the New York Tele
upon request, hut much practical help
her daughter, Mrs. Harvey Pease, for
gram. The Congressman, after
and general information about work
The bridge party sponsored by the
several days.
Mrs. Castera'Means was the guest
coming through triumphantly on
for the hard of hearing can be gath
BPW Club Friday evening at the of friends in Gardiner Sunday.
a number of “jaw-crackers” took
ered from this source.
the count when he spelled kimono
Mrs. Fred Achorn left yesterday for rooms, with Mrs. Grace Keller in
Miss Helen Carr of Thomaston
Mrs. Lenora Lihbey, who has been
with a final a instead of a final
Portland where she acted as inspector charge, saw honors go to Mrs. Lucius
placed on the board a very interest
o—an error into which a great
of the auxiliary of Sons of Union Vet York, Mrs. S. A. Burpee and Mrs. very ill at her home. Union lane, is
ing article taken from a Western
Milton Dick. ,
much improved. Mr. Libbey who has
majority of contestants would
erans last evening.
newspaper relative to the problem
been at home during her illness ex
probably have fallen.
confronting the hard of hearing witli
Hon. Ralph O. Brewster will be the pects to "resume his duties at the
Hervey Allen is in New York for
the passing of the silent film, and
speaker at the BPW Club's monthly Narragansett Hotel in a few days.
I don't know that I ever appre
the week on business.
petting forth the news that Warner
meeting Thursday evening. Supper
ciated the value of the radio quite
Brothers are already installing ear
will be served at 6.30, and a musical
Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Flynn of Ma
as fully as I did on the occasion
Mrs. John O. Stevens and sister. program will also he presented.
phones in all their theatres through
chias, who have been spending the
of the Republican State Conven
Miss Hortense Wilson of Thomaston,
out the country, their New York the
winter with their daughter, Mrs. John
tion in Banger. My seat was
motored to Malden, Mass., where they
atre being the first to be so equipped.
The Young Woman’s Missionary G. Snow, have returned from an in
within 30 feet of the stage, and it
were the weekend guests of Miss Auxiliary of Littlefield Memorial teresting trip in the course of which
The Fox studio has been making
naturally gave me a good oppor
Edith Wilson. They were accom Church will meet with Mrs. Grace they visited their son Howard in New
experiments for the benefit of the
tunity to hear the speeches. Ob
panied as far as Portland by Master .Colburn, 144 Camden street, Thurs York and their daughter, Mrs. W. C.
deaf, finding that the sound-track
liged to leave before the reading
Ross Wilson and little Miss Sarah day evening.
system which they use creates an
Dinsmore In Needham. Mass. How
of the platform had been com
Wilson who were returning to their
electrical vibration which causes a
ard Flynn is port captain for the Mal
pleted I motored downtown, past
home in Gray, being met In Portland
special sound wave reaching the dull
Mrs. Thomas McKinney was a re lory steamships, and is most desirably
a store where the proceedings as
by their father, Earl Wilson. The cent visitor in'Boothbay Harbor
ear nerves, amplifying sound, and
broadcast by Station WLBZ were
located. It was Capt. Flynn's first
children were guests cf their aunts
thus in many cases actually improv
being given to the public. Above
visit to the nation's metropolis in nine
in Thomaston and Rockland through
ing the general hearing where there
Miss Anna Webster who has been years, and he was amazed at the
the uproar of the street I could
the school vacation.
was no organic trouble. The article
spending a week's vacation at her changes which have taken place since
hear every word which was being
also sets forth the value and import
home in Bangor has returned to re he used to make so many sea voyages
spoken on the stage of the Audi
Mrs. C. O. Perry entertained at a sume her duties at'the Tyler School.
ance of lip reading, stating that those
torium, and much more clearly
to that port. Before returning home
bridge tea Friday .Honors were won
who have acquired the art have no
than I did while I was in the hall.
Capt. and Mrs. Flynn will visit the
by Mrs. C. E. Proctor, Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Sarah Linnell of Boston mo family of their son Carl in Orono.
difficulty whatever in following the
Once more I doff my hat to the
talkies.
Trim. Mrs. Walter Ladd and Mrs. tored to this city Saturday, where Carl is now on the West Coast in
radio.
Perley Damon.
she spent the weekend. She was ac command of a steam yacht, thereby
companied by her mother, Mrs. Belle preserving the family trait for engag
Four presidents will carry On
COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
The Breakfast Bridge Club had Pull, who has been her guest for the ing in a maritime pursuit. While in
telephone conversation Thursday
luncheon at the Thorndike Hotel past few weeks.
morning while the whole world
New York Capt. and Mrs. Flynn saw
(By Alma Glidden)
yesterday, followed with cards at the
listens in. President Hoover will
Rudy Vallee in person, and were quite
Tilsoh D. Thomas of Camden re
apartment of Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper,
talk over telephone from the
Horace P. Maxey of Brighton was convinced that they had rather hear
cently received an invitation to join
Summer street,
the weekend guest of his parents, Mr. him over the radio.
White House to Dr. Hipolito YrlVpsllon Beta, freshman honorary
geyen, President of Argentina at
and Mrs. F. A. Maxey, Warren
society.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Smith and street. Mr. Maxey is employed by
Buenos Aires; to General Carlos
Jean, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
son of Boston are occupying their tha Gillette Razor Company, Boston. Henry Clukey, observed her ninth | Ibanez, President of Chile at
Omar
K.
Bradbury,
portrait pho
summer home at Glencove for the
Santiago,
and
to
Dr.
Juan
Canbirthday Friday afternoon, with ten
tographer at Waterville, recently I
week.
Dr, Franklin W. Johnson, president of her 'playmates as guests. Games
pisteguy, President of Uruguay,
addressed the men on the subject of :
at Montevideo.
The Columbia
of Colby College, wrote Oct. 14, from occupied the time happily until the
“Photography."
Frank Linekin who has been the Waterville to Mary Perry Rich, presi refreshment hour, when two prettily
Broadcasting System will carry
a • a •
guest of relatives In Rockland and dent of the Woman's Educational decorated birthday cakes augmented
the conversations over a nation
■ Coliege closed March 19 for the
Thomaston for a few days has re Club: "I have found it necessary to by various other goodies 'were served
wide and international network of
spring vacaton.
The college will !
turned to his home in Worcester, decline a great many invitations to from a table festive in green and
radio stations, and will also use
reopen Thursday noon.
Mass.
a short-wave transmitter to dis
speak before women’s clubs this year. white featuring St. Patrick's Day
• • s •
patch the conversation to the
I am however, glad to make an excep decorations. Jean received'many nice
The debating team recently won in j
Mrs. George W. Gay and sons Al- tlpn in the case of your club and will gifts.
most remote parts of the world.
<«e
the
Intercollegiate debates
one
vary and Stanley spent the weekend undertake to speak before you. I am
against New York University and the
in Portland.
Those tuning in Tuesdays at
looking forward with pleasure to
Mrs. Gertrude Johnson and son
other against Clark University.
7.30 p. m. on WNAC are sure to
meeting the women of Rockland at Reginald who have been guests of'Mr.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sanborn of that time." So ft is with eagerness and Mrs. Raymond Newton at The
get a variety program in the half
Portland \M»re weekend' guests of Mr. this club awaits this pleasure Friday Highlands for two weeks left Satur
. Colby Chapter of the Chi Omega
hour's entertainment known as
and Mrs. Clarence Haraden, Lime- evening. The subject is "Character day for their homes at Bailey's Island.
Sorority recently held its initiation
the Simpson Spring Revue. It
rock street. On their way to Rock in Home and School." This lecture
and banquet. Miss Mary K. Wasis sponsored by the Simpson
land they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. will he the eighth In a remarkable
gatt, '30, of Hockland, Is president of
Spring Company of South Easton
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maurer of
the sorority.
H. W. Fifield, Jr., in iBrewer for a course of addresses delivered this Portland were weekend guests of Mr.
Mass., makers for over 50 years of
day.
the famous Simpson Spring Bev
winter at the Copper Kettle, for the and Mrs. A. L. Vose.
erages.
exclusive benefit of the educational
Arthur Orne Jr., was home from membership.
New members have
Miss Louise H. Armstrong of Port
Bowdoin College for the weekend.
Mrs. Edith Keene has been visit
been added each night.
land and Miss Nellie I.. McCann of
Gorham left Thursday for Tyron, ing her son, Walter 'Keene, Ph.G., in
Miss Harriet Gill is entertaining at
Chapin Class is to have a supper N .C., where they will be guests 'of Brookline, Mass., the past week.
a dinner party today at her Camden tonight in the Universalist vestry
Miss Julia Edwards Noyes, president
home as a birthday observance for
Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth underwent
with Miss Gladys Blethen in charge, of the Portland Rossini Club of the
her niece, Mrs. Seymour Cameron.
for members and guests.
the State Federation of Music Clubs, an appendicitis operation at Knox
who is spending the months of March Hospital yesterday.
Supt. and Mrs. Edward Smalley
Mrs. Florence Keating entertained an dApril there. Miss Armstrong and
who have been guests of relatives in
The ladies of Penobscot View
the city are now spending a few days the "Fun and Funny” Club Friday Miss McCann are officers and ardent Grange are to meet at the hall *2.30
with Mr. Smalley's parents, Mr. and afternoon at Hotel Rockland for workers in the Federation
Thursday afternoon to talk over plans
Mre. Wilbert Smalley, Thomaston, luncheon and cards. The luncheon
The Junior Harmony Club meet for the (fair. Each one to bring their
before returning to their home in was served in the main dining room
the tables being festive for the occa
ing in the .Universalist vestry last sewing. Also there will be a com
Vinalhaven.
slon with bunches of pink carnations Wednesday evening gave this pro forter to tack for the fair. At 6.30
supper will be served, followed by the
The Universalist Improvement So There were two tables of cards, with gram: Piano, Laughing Eyes, Made
regular meeting at 7.30. The third
exchange
prizes
for
all.
lyn
Rawley;
piano,
Schertzino.
Ber

ciety is sponsoring a card party at
nice Haining; reading. The Strict and fourth degrees will be conferred
the Copper Kettle Thursday afternoon
Felice, daughter of Mr. and Mrs Pianna, Betty McAlary; piano, A Bird Program for the evening will consist
at 2 o’clock. Reservations may be ar
Donald Perry. Grove street, was in a Flower Garden, Russell Young; of a roll call: "Which is the greater
ranged with Mrs. Lawry.
hostess to seven of her little friends piano, Narcissus, Helen Pietrosky. in making a farmer, education or
energy ?”
Miss Adelaide Trafton has returned Friday afternoon, the occasion being The lesson in musicianship conducted
from Machias where she spent the her 9th birthday. With Mrs. Francis by Mrs. Faith Berry was on inter
Mrs. Arthur Guptill of Springfield.
Louraine chaperoning, the young vals and major and minor thirds.
school vacation.
Iks attended Strand Theatre. At Mrs. Berry conducted choral practice Mass., and Miss Jennie M. Lineken of
luncheon was served at the Copper in the absence of Mri. Armstrong. West Upton. Mass., have returned
The program of the Rubinstein
Club Friday afternoon given in the Kettle, followed by games, music and The club voted to give specialty num home after being called here 'because
auditorium of the Congregational dancing. Felice received many at bers between the acts of the "Old Pea of the death of their brother’s wife,
Church was devoted to the “Music of tractive gifts, but when she reached body Pew” in Thomaston Wednesday Mrs. G. E. Lineken.
Lent and BaSter” with Mrs.Alice Karl home after the party was all over, evening, to consist of an instrumental
Mrs. Charles Murray of Bangor was
as chairman.'who prefaced the musi her cup simply ran over, for there trio, a reading and two choral selec
cal numbers by a very interesting she found a new piano presented to tions. Mrs. Leola Noyes, councillor, the weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
her by her parents. Felice’s guests requests that all rtiusic teachers who C. E. Goulding.
paper.
were Ione Louraine, Rose Bird, Bar have pupils in the club prepare one
gonrano—There Is a (Green IHlll Par Away
The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield
...................................... .................. ........ Gounod bara Derry, Norma Havener, Cath for the final program of the season,
iMrs. Mildred Havener
erine Jordan, Catherine Chisholm and that of Wednesday, April 23. The Memorial Chruch will meet in the
Plano—Romance .................................... Sibelius
Dorothy Sherman.
subject of the meeting of Wednesday. vestry Wednesday afternoon for sew
IMrs. Rtla Robinson
Vocal duet—The Old HuKRcd <’ross
April 9, is to he announced. The date ing. Picnic supper will be served ut
Mrs. Havener. IMrs. L.vdla Storer
Among the jolliest gatherings of the for the annual open meeting has not 6. Those not solicited are asked to
Mezzo-soprano—Tlie |Holy City .............. Adams
take pastry. Monthly business meet
Junior Harmony Club was the cos yet been decided.
'Mrs. Lorlta Bicknell
ing in the evening with reports and
Soprano—The ICTuclflx ............................. Faure tume party at the Copper Kettle Fri
(Mrs. Elsa Constantine
collection.
day evening, with members and
Plano duet—‘March and Chorus from “Tannhauser” ................................................- Wagner guests to the number of 60. The cos
tumes were of all sorts and descrip
Frigidaire's latest achievement, the
Mrs. Gertrude Parker. Mrs. Doris Eldridge
Vocal trio The (Magdalene................... (Warren tions—ranging from the slinkiest eve
Hydrator, marks a big advance in
Mrs. Helen (Wentworth, Mrs. Emily Stevens
electric refrigeration.
Vegetables,
ning gown to the rustic garb of a
Mrs. Edna Browne
Soprano—Consider the Lilies .................„.....
"Reuben." After the grand march
greens and salad materials when
........................................... John IPrindle Scott the unmasking came, accompanied by
placed in the Hydrator remain fresh
Mrs. Havener
many surprises and much merriment.
FOR every home use, Diamond and crisp. The Hydrator is an ex
Contralto—All In the April Evening ............
................................................. iMlachael Diack Dancing and such games as "Poison
Dyes are the finest you can buy. clusive Frigidaire innovation.
IMrs. (Gladys St. C. Morgan
Circle,’’ "Lucky March,” etc., were They contain the highest quality
When you have a cold think of
Mrs. Nellie Magune, Mrs Faith enjoyed, the prize-winners in the anilines that can be produced.
Berry and Mrs. Nettie Averill acted ggntes being Helen Pietrosky, Alice
It’s the anilines in Diamond
as accompanists. A miscellaneous Hnpworth, Gertrude Heal. Eleanor Dyes that give such soft, bright,
program will be presented at the next Bradbury, Bobby Crane and William new colors to dresses, drapes,
meeting, Friday, April 11, with these Karl. The Red Peppers Orchestra lingerie. Diamond Dyes are easy
members scheduled to take part: supplied music for the games and to use. They go on smoothly and
Vocalists, Miss Celia Brault, Miss dancing, their services being con evenly; do not spot or streak;
Ruth Stevenson, Miss Eleanore Reed tributed for the occasion, and at the never give things that re-dyed
PRONOUNCED (F. I.)
Mrs. Zulietta Ames and Mrs. Kath close of the party three rousing cheers look. Just true, even, new colors
leen Marston; piano solos. Miss Eliza ol appreciation were tendered the that keep their depth and brilliance DON’T WAIT—DON’T HESITATE
in spite of wear and washing. 15c
beth Creighton and Mrs. Florence youthful players and their director
—DO IT NOW. ALL DRUGGISTS.
’MacMillan; piano duet, Miss Alice Mrs. Emma Harvie. Punch and cake packages. All drug stores.
PRICE 50c >
Fuller and Miss Margaret Stahl. Mrs. were served. Mrs. Faith G. iBerry and
Dorothy Smalley will have charge. Mrs. Leola Noyes chaperoned. An
This will also be the annual meeting, expression of appreciation is made
with election of officers, reports of for Mrs. Ava Lawry who aided in
Highest Quality <or 50 Hors
the various committees, etc.
many ways.
BANGOR, MAINE
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To

“Point- Up’’ Appetite
Just Stimulate Bowels

Whenever the end of the day finds
you out-of-aorta; food doesn’t tempt
you and won't digest; breath is bad;
tongue coated, just chew a candy tab
let before bedtime. Tomorrow you’ll
be a new person!
A candy t'ascaret clears up a bil
ious, gassy, headachy condition every
time. Puts appetite on edge. Helps
digestion. Activates bowels.
Cascarets are made from cascara,
which
authorities
say
actually
strengthens bowel muscles. So, take
these delightful tablets as often as
you please; or give them freely to
children. All drug stores sell Cas
carets for a dime, and no dollar prep
aration could do better work.

Real dyes give
richest colors!

EPHI

DfamondoQyes

Priest Drug Company
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WELLMAN’S PROBLEMS

' CRADDOCK HOUSE

STRAND THEATRE

Grippingly human story, deft di
rectorial touches, appealing dialogue
Solved By a Warren Neigh Historic Mansion in Medford, and photography that holds the atten
bor, Perhaps Not a la En
Mass., To Be Preserved By tion—these together with exceptional
characterizations by the co-featured
players, Charles Farrell and Mary
a Society
cyclopedia
Duncan, make “City Girl.” an out
The Society for the Preservation of standing talking film achievement.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The story is as big as those vast
1 am prompted to reply—yea. in New England Antiquities makes an
spired. by that remarkable composi nouncement that it has acquired the reaches of rolling wheat that serve as
tion appearing in your colums March historic and ancient brick mansion in a setting for much of the action. It
25 from our model citizen and mer Medford. Mass., long known by the tells of the yearning of a slaving
chant, Maurice Wellman.
! name of the Cradock house, and waitress in Chicago for life in the
The great question at hand seems - more recently as the Peter Tufts i country. Along comes Charles Far
rell. the son of a “wheat king.” and
to be: How many fish eggs the Lon • house.
To old-timers the only appropriate the waitress sees her dream ap
don Naval Conference can lay on a
good road for automobiles? Dear me. and correct name for this ancient proaching materialization.
that doesn't sound right! Stand by mansion must ever be the Cradock I The boy’s timidity keeps him from
< ne moment, please, until I scar. Mr. bouse, but comparatively recent in : asking her to go back with him. He
Wellman’s letter once more. Oh. yes. vestigations have led antiquarians to ' leaves for the station. Her hopes beyes! Excuse it please: I merely gave I the belief that the house could not jgin to tumble. Each goes looking for
voice to my first impression. Item have been built in 1634. nor at any I the other, miss, but eventually come
one. is the London Conference. If time for Matthew Cradock. Governor together when despair seems the re
Mr. Wellman is aiming at humor, his of the Massachusetts Company in ward of both. On the impulse they
comments are rivalled only by those New England. Cradock himself never 1 marry and the girl, filled with rosy
of Will Rogers. If he is serious, let came to New England but through his imaginings of the country, is rudely
us turn hack the pages of time some agents he carried on an extensive shocked when the boy's father, ad
IB years and see what we find. One business with the Indians and early mirably played by David Torrence,
nation sought to do as she “saw fit,” settlers, and there is no question but strikes her in an argument fomented
as Mr. Wellman puts it. The outcome that hi® trading post, probably a i by his classifying her as a woman of
is now too well known, with its re residence and a storehouse stood in the streets who has tricked his boy
i into marriage. Instead of finding
sultant loss of untold millions of dol Medford.
• * • *
| happiness in country life, she faces
lars and amazing multitudes of
human lives thrown upon the sacri
It seems however, to be certain that abuse and drudgery beside which her
ficial altar of egotistic imperial its site was near the ford where n w restaurant work in the city was tame.
autocracy. It is to prevent a recur : is the ancient bridge formerly the To top this, her husband, always
rence of just such as this that the dearest to tide-water on the Mystic dominated by his father, fails to rise
best of our statesmen, tlje choice of j River, and now hard by Medford to her defense. Mary Duncan rises to
the nation, are assembled in confer Square. This would have been the new emotional heights in her fine
ence to endeavor to arrive at the so logical place for such a trading post speaking portrayal and Charles Far
and its buildings and modern opinion rell never has been seen and heard to
lution of a mighty problem.
Item two: Fishing licenses. If Mr. I tends to the belief that it stood there. better advantage.
Wellman feels that he is being over On a map of 1633 Cradock’s house is
theatre
taxed by the State of Maine when shown between Medford Square and
A girl who yearns for romance, a
he is required to pay 65 cents a year the river. This settlement was, even
for a license, less than one-fifth of a in 1628. of sufficient importance to : boy with the same idea, a pair of
cent per day. he had better confine have built and launched a “harke” gold-diggers, two business partners
h s angling activities to leaning over able to sail to the Banks and back with an eye for blondes, the partners’
wives with an eye on their lesser
the bridge at Warren watching the again.
It was quite some years after the halves, a millionaire with a penchant
ale wives being caught.
Item three: Country road building. , death of Cradock that we find a rec • for installing young ladies in ex
In this, it is very evident that Mr. ord of the sale of the land on which pensive apartments—these form a
Wellman has been observing the stands the house recently acquired by few of the human ingredients in “The
op. rations of some road building j the Preservation Society, and the Big Party.’’ Fox movietone production
crew. I fear that his proposed plan purchaser of this lot was Peter Tufts which comes Wednesday and Thurs
is not original, inasmuch as this is j to whom the construction of the house day.
Much of the story’s action takes
already the accepted method of is now assigned. This Peter Tufts
building a permanent country road was the son of the emigrant of the place at the “big party” from which
same name who was born in England the film gets its name and the balance
when sufficient money is available.
Item four: Hen story. Nine hens in 1617 but came to America in 1640. of it against a kaleidoscopic back
lay 38 eggs in 10 days. According to settling in Malden. Our Peter was ground of metropolitan settings rang
niv figures this would represent less the eldest son and commonly known ing from tenements to exclusive
than one egg every other day from as Captain Peter Tufts. It seems niglu clubs, and modiste’s shops.
The principal roles are played by
each hen. Better sell the hens. Mr. probable that he was born in Malden
W liman, i? they cannot do any bet in 1648 and Medford records first Dixie Lee. Sue Carol and Walter Cat
ter than that. Try rabbits for Easter mention him in 1676. or at the age of lett. with Frank Albertson. Richard
Keene and ’Whispering” Jack Smith,
, 28. when he became a selectman.
eggs.
heading the excellent supporting cast
• * • *
Nevertheless, we must give Mr.
that includes Ilka Chase. Elizabeth
Woilman a vote of thanks for his in
The house seems to have been built
formation tendered: and for the edi about 1677-1680. and is one of the Pattersqp. Charles Judels. Douglas
Gilmore and Dorothy Brown.—adv.
fication of the many readers win/ most ancient brick houses in the
enjoy The Courier-Gazette, we hci>e country. It has an asj>ect <f vener lestoration of these windows will add
that he will come again in these col able antiquity, marred only by a mod notably to the ancient appearance of
umns and express his valued opinion ern porch which can be easily re the house and make of it a landmark
on Prohibition. The League of Na moved. The interior shows on each worthy of a long journey to see.
tions and other crucial subjects.
floor four superb oak beams running
The Society is much to be congratu
Albert E. MM’haii
tlie entire distance between front and lated on this latest acquisition which
Warren. March 27
rear walls and having beautifully comes as the result of contributions
,chamfered edges with elaborate stops. from many scores of persons in sums
Judge: “Do you wish to marry The staircase also is original from the ranging from $1 to $2000. The house
again if y< u receive a divorce?”
first floor to the second, and the evi will he open to visitors during the
Liza: “Ah should say not!
Ah dence of the exact location of the old Tercentenary summer of 1930. and
wants to be withdrawn from circu 1 windows is apparently still to he will be a credit both to the City of
lation.”
traced in the old brick walls. The Medford and the Society that owns it.
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PECIAL!
BED- SPRINGtMMATTRESS
ALL 3 FOR

WASHINGTON TRIP
Being Miss Pike’s Final In
stallment Of a Happy Va
cation Journey
(By Mary M. Pike)
On Board Steamship, Thursday
March 27.
This morning New' York treated us
to some real weather—the first truly
disagreeable weather we have had in
the entire trip. First it blew, and
then it snowed and then it blew again
and then it did both at once. Many
took advantage of the extreme quiet
of our hotel rooms and slept very
late task Cliff Ladd if he didn’t).
Others were up on time and out to
shop, or to roam around. Some dis
covered the aquarium and visited the
rest of the poor fishes. Some went
to Wannamaker’s and brought bark
boxes of various sizes (ask J. W. Da
vis’ if he didn't). Some discovered
the Woolworth building and the new
Chrysler building. Many made use
of the "Automat” restaurants and
had fine fun pushing nickels in slots
and seeing food come out.
After lunch we packed—all except
the things we left behind us—and
started on a bus tour of New York.
I'p Fifth Avenue we went, up “Mil
lionaire's Row" and past Central
Park with its miles and miles of
paths and its statue to General Sher
man. which Is considered by many
to be one of the best equestrian
statues-in the country. Central Park
in the early spring did not look par
ticularly inviting, hut when the trees
that shade its bridle paths are in
foliage it must lie beautiful. Passing
under the "Suicides Leap" or the
highest point on the Xew York Ele
vated Line, we went through •'Har
lem" or the negro section of New
York and past Block House No 1.
which Washington once commanded.
In thLs section of the city.all busi
ness. churches and schools are run
by the negroes.
• • * •

with no idea of what was happening. ] Minute Men to battle on Lexington I whose daughter' Dai Buell is also
We docked quietly. Several left green, tbe pistols that Pitcairn left gaining musical honors.
We returned to Boston by a dif
the party here to join relatives or behind in his flight, high four-poster
friends for the day or the weekend. and little trundle beds, hand hewn ferent route, going through a sparse
Seminary and
The rest of us went on a tour of timbers, floor hoards, some .two or ly inhabited section that looked de
Junior College *
Boston and suburbs. Outside the three feet wide, all made an interest cidedly like Maine. We passed Wal
den Pond where
Henry David
hall of the Boston College of Busi ing collection of antiques.
Thorough training for
Our only other official stop of tho Thoreau tried hl» “back to nature”
ness Administration we were met by
col^ge and for life. General
our guides. One. at least, caused trip was at the Old North Bridge experiment and wrote his book "Wal
preparatory course and two
years’ college work with op
several still susceptible feminine "that arehed the flood" when the den." We passed .through Waltham
portunities for individual
hearts to flutter, for he really was Minute men, opposing the British where the famous watches are made
talents. Music, art, dramat
the shot heard and where, the guide assured us, the
“cute,” with a “permanent” wave regulars, "fired
ics, home economics, sten
ographic courses. Small
that anyone (except Alice Flanagan) around the world." The river, as : 300 girls and 300 boys who are emclasses. Protective home
might well envy. We went through peaceful and serene a stream as the | ployed in the factory sit all day lioldsupervision. Gymnasium and
outdoor sports. 99th year.
the business section of Boston, past head of a poet or the heart of a j ing hands and making fuces. (1‘erRate $1000. Catalog.
the many fine old churches, .past the lover ever imagined, is now spanned sonall.v we believe that a look at the
Agnes M. Safford, Pri».
Public Gardens, down Automobile by a concrete bridge said to he an 1 seating plan in our bus gave hint the
Box T Portland, Maine
inspiration
for
that
joke).
Row. down Hemingway street, past exact duplicate in form of the
*
»
♦
*
original.
the Mechanics Hall, past Horticul
j To Annapolis” and “Home iSweet
« « * «
tural Hall where a flower show was
After passing under a subway that Home.”
Many of the jokes win,
in progress and out into Brookline. 1 In this section also are found the was reminiscent of New York, we ar ^doubtless, appear in the “Caldron,”
Here, in ihe largest and richest .town ’ homes of many authors whose names rived at the new North Station, which ! our yearly hagazlne.
in Massachusetts, were many fine i rank first in American literature— I looks more like a department store
So here we are.
Home again.
homes, their gardens quite in con the little brown house where Louisa ‘ than a station. Here we stopped for | Tired? Perhaps. Happy? Decidedtrast to the wealthy homes we had Olcott wrote “Little Women;” the 1 a bite to eat or a final “shop” and ly. Thankful? A thousand times,
seen in New York.
old grey mansion where Hawthorne then boarded the train on track 15 ( yes. to each and every one who made
• « • «
wrote "Mosses From An Old Manse;” where, as usual, the last two ears jour trip possible. May the coming
Then we followed the route over and the house of Ralph Waldo Em were reserved for us. As we pulled j i lasses of Il.H.S. have as marvelous
which Paul Revere sped as he went erson, “the sage of Concord.” On out of the station another train i a trip as we. We can wish them
through "every Middlesex village and Brattle street in Cambridge are more pulled in. Young and innocent faces nothing better.
(The End)
farm,” arousing citizens and warn homes of famous (people; the old at the windows of 'the last ear pro
ing them of the approach of the Craigie mansion where Longfellow claimed another group of seniors
Tne wise modern housewife shares
British.
We stopped for several lived and wrote and where his wife about to see something of the world.
The return -trip was not exciting, her burdens and lets The People’s
minutes at the old house where died; the homes of his two daugh
Hancock and Adams, each with a ters. Edith and Alegra Alice lived in for we had been over the route once Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
price on his head, were sleeping when the Craigie house; the home of ex- before, and. now that the wonders rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
Paul Revere clattered afong. Here, president Elliot of Harvard and j of the week lay behind us, we were service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tf
In ihe house dating back to 1C98. are "five-foot bookshelf” fame; of Janies ’ eager to be home again. Songs and
many relies of Revolutionary times. Russell Lowell whose “Vision of Sir jokes were in order. The most popuWHEN IN BOSTON—RetnemDer tlitt you
Did furniture, old china, an old drum Launfal" is often read in high school; j lar songs were those of R.1I.S., a can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
ihe home news, at the Old South News Agency,
said to be the one which called the and Ole Buell, the Swedish musician parody called "The Girls Went Over Ws.hlnrton St., next Old Snulh Church

Sensational is the only word that describes this marvelous value!
A beautiful metal bed in rich walnut color, resilient steel spring
and sanitary mattress in fancy art ticking. You do not need
ready cash to take advantage of this remarkably low price. Just
$2.00 delivers everything and you can pay the balance at $1.00
a week.
__________ TEAR OUT!

$2
Delivers

MAIL! __________________________ -—

EASTERN FURNITURE CO.,
Rockland, Me.

April 1.1930

Please ship at once this Bjd Outfit order No. 5316. Price
$18.95. I enclose $2.00 deposit and agree to pay $1.00 weekly
until paid.

Signature .........................................................................................
Address ............................................................................................

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND
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Leaving this section behind we
turned up Cathedral drive and
stopped for a few minutes at the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine,
which is still being built. Far from
finished yet, it has been almost 40
years building. When it is finished,
according to present plans, it will be
the third largest cathedral in the
world. It is said that when the bride i
and groom walk up to the altar they
will walk a tenth of a mile. Around j
the nave are seven chapels, called
“The Chapels of tire Seven Tongues." I
In each chapel services are to be■
performed in various tongues, making
it entirely non-sectarian. Many of
the chapels are entirely completed,
and are open for service now. Some
still lack the outer coating of stone ,
that is to make the cathedral un
usually light for a gothic cathedral.
Next we passed through an in:e!lectual section of the city, past Co
lumbia University and Union Theo
logical and past the new church that
is to he presided over by Harry Em- ,
erson Fosdick of newspaper and ra- •
dio fame. Then we turned down
Riverside Drive, past Grant’s Tomb
i and the Soldiers and Sailors’ Me
morial. On the Drive we were shown
i the homes of many illustrious per1 sons.
including
Mary
Pickford.
j Charles Schwab and “Bud” Fisher.

From here we went to Pier 19 of
the Eastern Steamship Company, and
boarded the George Washington.
Waving a final farewell to the
[Statue of Liberty, we cleared away
and headed for New England.
After supper we went our separat
ed (or coupled) ways about the boat.
Some stayed for a while on the |
promenade deck, some read, and i
many slept. Some danced, first to
the turn* of Daisy Economy and her
uke and later to the radio. At an
early hour, however, dancing had to
fie abandoned. As McCarty remarked
j "dancing on a boat is all right, but
I just can’t dance up hill.”
Rockland, March 28
Home again, home again.
From a foreign shore,
And oh. It fills my heart with joy
To meet my friends once more.

Such were the sentiments of the
! car full of Il.H.S. students and teach- )
| ers who landed in Rockland at 7.17 !
! this evening and were met by a large
group of relatives and friends. We
i had had the most wonderful week of
our young lives, yet it seemed good '
j to be back in the old town once mote. I
iBut to begin with the beginning !
1 of the day—quite early indeed. Some i
j time in the wee sma’ hours of night j
many of us were awakened by the
' feeling .that we were infants of a
j century ago and were being rocked !
| in a cradle by a very rough hand. '
j From one side to the other of the j
1 bunks we went as the boat tipped
j this way and that. Combs, tooth
brushes, tumblers, and even suit
cases slid for their places and pro
vided a cradle song for us. Some
I went to sleep holding on to the side
I of the bunk: some lay awake until
I the movement quieted: only a few
I most sleepy of sleepy heads slept on

ow you can

have crisper vegetables and
better salads
For today Frigidaire is equip
ped with the Hydrator—a new
moist-air compartment that
makes vegetables crisp, firm
and delightfully full-flavored.

%

See a complete demonstration
today. •
f

1

if

t

The new Frigidaire Hydrator freshens your
vegetables with the magic effect of chilly
dew on a growing garden. It makes celery
crisp and tender—lettuce fresh and brittle
—tomatoes firm and full of flavor. And it
does more than that. It makes it far easier
for you to prepare vegetables for the table.

• • ♦ •
For variety we drove through the
, Ghetto, or Jewish section of New
York—one of the most thi kly setled portions of he city where the
birth rate is said to be one every
eight minutes. Here w re > eep.ftre
escapes used now as clothes lines.
Later in the summer, when New
York is as hot as it was cold today,
these same escapes will be used as
open-air bedrooms. Every pane of
glass wa< dirty and many were bro
ken. One Russian whom we saw
should have been on the stage. With i
his dark brown overcoat, his hunched
shoulders, his grey-brown beard.. |
ind low black derby, he was a trpi- '
cal vaudeville character. In this secj tion we found a Ccoper Square ;
(Almon, Jr. wishes to disclaim all
I responsibility). We came again to
| the Chinese section where the “tongs”
.ire always at war and where gift
shops and laundries reminded us of
Chinatown in Washington. Then we
crossed into the Bowery, famed in i
the songs of a generation ago. We
also saw the Metropolitan Opera
House. Times Square. Newspaper
Row. Wall Street and the Woolworth
Building. Our next stop was at the
very southern end of Manhattan or
the Battery. Here we visited the
aquarium where live fish and other
sea-going beings, including turtles
of various shapes and sizes, and two '
California sea Lions proved to be the ,
, center of interest.

Order No. 5316

Buy This Complete Outfit and Save!

/fcsrsROOfi.

All your vegetables in one compact
compartment
No longer need you go through your refrig
erator selecting vegetables and salad ma
terials first from one shelf and then another.
Now you can keep all your celery, lettuce,
tomatoes and similar vegetables in this new
Frigidaire compartment readyfor instant use.

!

Every household Frigidaire is now equip
ped with the Hydrator. In addition, each
new model has the famous “Cold Control”
—a device that speeds the freezing of ice
cubes and desserts.

Frigidaire also has the extra power that
insures dependable refrigeration regardless
of kitchen temperatures. And every house
hold cabinet is both practical and beautiful.
All have convenient, elevated shelves. All
are lustrous, rust-proof Porcelain-on-steel
inside and out, as easy to clean as chinaware.

♦

See for yourself
See the important added features that Frigidaire now
offers. And above all, don’t fail to see our special
demonstration of the Hydrator. Come io today.

FRIGIDAIRE

Electric Refrigerators for Homes, Stores
and Public Institutions . . . Electric
Water Coolers for Homes, Stores, Offices
and Factories ... Ice Cream Cabinets
. . . Milk Cooling Equipment . . ,

Room Coolers.

See Our Frigidaire Exhibit
at the Auto Show

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
POSTOFFICE SQUARE
C. E. MARRINER
Camden, Maine

ROCKLAND

A. T. NORWOOD & SONS

Warren, Maine

PHONE 886

GORDEN & LOVEJOY CO.
Union, Maine
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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 1, 1930

/fttfomobile,

The Story of Modern Transportation
There are today twenty-four million gasoline driven
vehicles on the streets of America and thirty thousand
motor driven planes are in the air. A tremendous influ

ence in the civilization of today. It affects every one of us
directly and indirectly more and more in the course of
our everyday life—hence comes the

Rockland Automobile and Aviation Show
Fireproof Garage, Rockland

April 2 to 5
It will contain every up-to-the-minute detail of mod
ern transportation. All the leading makes of cars, fours,
sixes, eights and the new V-16. Every latest style and
model. Also a great display by the Curtiss-Wright Fly
ing Service, including the new safety plane, new TravelCHARLES H. BERRY

aire models, a Wind Tunnel, etc. There will be a display
of fast motor craft and similar boats. Hundreds of Free
Gifts will be made, Airplane Rides, 400 Gallons of Gaso
line, etc. Kirkpatrick’s Full Orchestra will provide the
music.
LLOYD N. LAWRENCE
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of itself regardless of the way it was
DODGE FEATURES
driven.
There is no point in making the
The water capacity of the cooling
A Studebaker House Bus purchased ' Sydney,
Australia,
claims the
I: is often said that elephants are ■
sexalogue into a septalogue. It covers system for the new Dodge Brothers
last year by F. W. Drake of Belvidere, ; world's record for having the largest partieularly afraid of mice. Suclt, .
Six is three gallons. Circulation is
111., saves him $300 monthly in rent, number of Studebaker and Erskine
Six Commandments For Intelligent Upkeep Require Small enough territory.
apparently, is not the ease. The di
Any motorist who wants to abide by centrifugal pump, driven by an
the owner says.
! 'tars in taxi service.
rector of the National Zoological
Investment Yet Will Save Large Sums
by it will find his motoring expe extension of the fan shaft.
Park informs The Pathfinder that
rience and himself considerably more
Crankshafts in the new Dodge
Hydraulic brakes expanding In 32
elephants in the park at Washington
enriched thqn he ever imagined pos Brothers Six power plants are
seem to pay no attention whatever inch drums on all four wheels of the
sible.
counterwelghted and balanced both
Having given to life an amazingly fing off in performance, however, is
1 to the numerous mice running about new Dodge Brothers Eight-in-Line
statieally and dynamically. Vnusugradual. The owner does not notice
the barns. Raymond L. Ditmars. give the driver positive control of i g;eater measure of speed, the auto| ally large bearings also help to
RADIATOR SHUTTERS
It particularly. So he goes on driv
curator of mammals at the New York this powerful new car at all operat ' mobile seems to have robbed its
Automatic radiator shutters with eliminate whip and vibration.
Zoological Park, gives similar testi ing speeds. The brake shoes are 1% j t wner of even enough time to give it ing until two or three months later
matters get so bad that the car which all Studebaker President and
The L-type motor in the new Dodge
mony-. “I am inclined to think that inches wide.
j reasonable care.
squeals and shrieks Its demand for Commander models are equipped this , Brothers Six develops a maximum of
Back in the days when 12 miles an lubricant.
year assure maximum operating effi 61 horsepower. The bore is 3tfc and
hour irritated horses and outraged
The result Is wear, breakage and ciency regardless cf weather condi j the str ate 4', inches. The piston dis
j public sensibilities, the car that poor performance. An hour once a tions.
placement is 189.8 cubic inches.
would make this speed was lavished month with a grease gun and an oil
Cylinders in the new Dodge Broth
with care. The automobile that does can would have prevented it ail. The
An impulse neutralizer on a crank ers Six engine are lubricated by a
“60" today gets its owner to his other second commandment cannot be Ig
shaft that is statically and dynami spray of oil from small holes In the
' activities so quickly that' he simply nored.
cally balanced Insures smooth appli connecting rod bearings
lacks tile time to see that its funda
A running motor car engine gen cation of the tremendous power de
The rustproof, Terne plate fuel
mental needs are met.
erates tremendous heat. The cooling veloped by the engine in the new tank on the new Dodge Brothers Six
I At least, that is the only conclusion system, however, has been improved Dodge Brothers Eight-in-Line.
holds 11 gallons of gasoline
that can be drawn from the plight so much that it takes care of its
[ of millions of modern motor cars and job in remarkable fashion. The only
the explanation their owners offer for outside aid it requires is an occa
; the condition.
sional filling with water ,and less
.1 To ameliorate the situation, the frequently a draining and flushing.
1 car owner’s attention is directed to One's filling station will lie happy to
| the six essentials, the sexalogue of do the job free of charge.
good ear-care—six commandments
The result of not having the work
that may be obeyed with wonderfully d ne need no emphasis. Every mo
beneficial results at a small expense torist knows them. Yet, he is too
of time and money.
busy to take the time. When the
AT THE
First. Thou shalt keep the crank gasoline tank is filled, he must hurry
case filled with a good oil at all times away even though he has no particu
I and change it regularly.
lar destination.
Second. Thou shall lubricate the
There are millions of motorists
ear thoroughly and 4B regular inter- who fail to give the third command
, vals.
ment the respect It deserves. They
Third, Thou shalt not let the water get to know all the boys around the
125 FI. P. Motor
Guaranteed 115 miles an hour
BATTERY
in the cooling system get low or con repair shop as one effect.
Specials in Radio Repairing and Expert Servic
taminated with rust and scale.
• . • •
Marmon Challenges the World in the $30C0
Fourth, Thou shalt use good gaso
ing is Our Job. We have the best equipped
The fourth commandment is one
line at all times.
«
Field with this 100 per cent
Fifth. Thou shalt remember to in that most motorists probably make
flate the tires at least once a week a real effort to obey. Their sin here
radio laboratory in Eastern Maine. When your
Automobile
is of commission rather than omis
oftener if necessary.
Sixth. Thou shalt have adjustments sion. but they err nevertheless.
radio goes wrong—
There is a type of motorist who con
and repairs made promptly.
Gilt lettered, under glass in a neat I tinually changes brands of gasoline,
AH ether Models on Display at Cur Show Room at
moulded frame on the instrument I in quest of a performance standard
CALL 661
h ard. tlte sexalogue might prove to that he may liaye achieved many
34 Elm Street, Camden, Me.
be a mandatory, warning to the car times without recognizing it. There
owner that the time he spends in are many grades of gasoline avail
ear-care is money saved in car-re able. All are good, but not in all cir
Regular battery in*
cumstances.
pair.
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN RADIO REPAIRS
Have a look at the meaning of the
Keeping the fourth commandment
spection at our service
commandments.
is finding the grade and brand of
station prolongs battery
What does number one mean? gasoline that suits one's ear and car
Simply that if an automobile engine buretor and sticking to it.
life
is given a good lubricant in sufficient
MARMON
DEALER
The fifth commandment probably
quantity and the quality not allowed is more ignored than any other. But
CAMDEN, MAINE
to deteriorate, it will go on, if not only when the repair and new tire
643 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
forever, at least a lot longer than it bills come due does the average mo
will if this feature of the sexalogue torist realize what a pity it is.
is Ignored. The ivast imajority of
If the first five commandments
motor repairs the most expensive in were obeyed, the sixth would be rela
nneetlon with the upkeep of a car,
tively insignificant. However, cars
are due to faulty lubrication, which are not wear-proof and bearing
means faulty lubricant.
eventually will start producing a
Wtih the new oil filters and crank- thump, piston pins and pistons will
MUCK
YOU WANT TO
. ;se ventilation which keep abrasive knock and slap and other, similar
and water out of lubricant, oil noises will develop. It is unfortunate
changes are necessary less frequentthat the average motorist can become
The New Oakland Eight and the New Series Pontiac Big Six were designed to
y. Where five hundred miles formeraccustomed
to
such
significant
:y exhausted the lubricating quality sounds. But he does and instead of
meet a wide variety of buying preferences both below $1000 and above.
of the crankcase oil, one now can having the adjustment or minor re
drive for 1.000, 1 500 even 3.000 miles
Whatever body type you select, you will receive an unusual degree of style,
pair made that would eliminate the
with confidence that the bearings, noise and its eventual costly effects,
performance and all-round satisfaction. Each offers a generous measure of
pistons and other vital internal units
he proceeds upon his disobedient way.
Authorized Dealers
of the engine are running in a bath
Driving reasonably might be add
value for its price. It all depends on what you want to pay.
of good oil.
Pressure lubrication
ed as a seventh commandment, but
also has played a big role in this ad
Main Street (next to Ford Station) Rockland. Me.
if the first six were heeded the car
vance in engine oiling.
would be fairly well able to take care
This progress, however, does not
excuse the motorist from cheeking
I his oil supply and its quality. It
does not mean that any old oil can
be usd In the engine. But. marry
thousands of motorists seem to think
it does. Even the expert goes wrong.
He joins the layman in getting care
less.
• * • •
had 16 years’ experience building fine eightFor instance, there is the story of
THE
the two automotive engineers, who
cylinder engines. Several of them had partici
drove their personal cars to a meet
pated in creating General Motors' first eighting held several hundred miles dis
■ ‘noir.
tant from their homes. These two
cylinder car in 1914.
men, prominent in the farthest
AND UP
reaches of their profession, know
Y Ihy
The New Oakland's Fisher bodies are unusu
every virtue and vagary of their au
ally smart and comfortable. They are two
tomobiles.
But, on their journey,
inches lower than previous'Oakland bodies,
both were victims of burned bear
ings and the cars they drove, of ex
and have a fleet, swagger appearance. Inte
The New Ockland Eight develops one horse
pensive makes, are not the kind that
riors are beautifully upholstered, in keeping
burns bearings without cause.
PRODUCT OF
power for every 37 pounds of car weight. As
“How come?" one of them was
GENERAL MOTORS
with the car’s high quality throughout.
a result it offers speed, acceleration and hill
asked.
"Why both cars were so efficient
climbing ability which few cars can equal.
To know what the moderate-price class offers,
in the matter of lubrication that we
you must see and drive the New Oakland
assumed they were omnipotent. Oil
It is also exceptionally smooth. Its inherent
burns at high speeds, no matter how
Eight. Arrange for a demonstration.
eight-cylinder smoothness has been greatly
well it is rectified and ventilated. We
»
v
v
both forgot we were travelling faster
increased by a down-draft carburetion sys
STUDEBAKER HOUSE BUS
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA,
CHEATS LANDLORD .
HOLDS TAXI RECORD

ELEPHANTS AFRAID OF MICE

elephants generally are not afraid of
mice,'’ he wrote to The Pathfinder. “I
have often noted both rats and mice
in the hay in circuses and animal
shows and the elephants apparently
pay no attention whatsover to them.”

FOR THE “TOO BUSY” CAR OWNER

Don’t Miss Seeing The

MARMON
BIG8

REPAIRING

BACKED BYOTEWORtHZ LARGEZT MANUFACTURER
OF/; B»RlpZX FOR
EVERY
PURPO/E1

A GENUINE

£xR>e

AUTO SHOW

6VOLTZ

I5PLATEZ

W. D. HEALD

ROOSEVELT

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

H

DO

OW

PAY?

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

OHilM

CAR

WITH

1045

SUPERIOR

PERFORMANCE

tem, patented laminated spring and rubber
engine mountings and a new-type cylinder

head which assures uniformity of combustion.
The engineers who designed this power plant

The New Oakland Eight, $1045 and up. f. o. b. Pontiac,
Michigan, plus delivery charges. Lovejoy Hydraulic
Shcck Absorbers included in list prices. Bumpers, rear
fender guards and spring covers extra. General Motors
Time Payment Plan available at minimum rate.

than usual.”
‘Gee, what a difference a few drops
of oil itnd a little grease make,"
ecstatically murmurs the motorist
wtiose car just has been thoroughly
lubricated in accordance with the
second commandment "I'll have it
done once a month from now on.
Either that or do It myself."
At the end of the month, the car
is steering harder, working harder
riding less comfortably and gener
ally in need of lubrication. The Bluf

Youthful Explorer

FAMOUS NAME
\

PRODUCT OF
ENERAL MOTORS

A

FINER

CAR

equipment, increase the car's riding comfort.
smoothness, safety and beauty. You will find

that it offers the impressive performance

tiac Big Six guide you in considering low-

made possible by a sturdy, 6o-horsepower

priced sixes. Compare delivered prices and

UT good cream on ordinary strawberries — a fair

P

dessert. Put good cream on the finest strawberries

better. Put Ethyl in the best possible gasoline — and

’745

you have the finest motor fuel that science has yet

AND UP

produced. Before we added Ethyl to Socony Special,

In this newest Pontiac you will find new
Let your impressions of the New Series Pon

is like the finest Strawberries plus Cream

Ethyl in ordinary gasoline, and the gasoline becomes

been improved, and a sloping windshield has
sorbers of improved design, now standard

Ethyl

— a wonderful dessert. Ethyl fluid is like cream. Put

Pontiac's effective four-wheel brakes have
been adopted. Lovejoy Hydraulic Shock Ab

Socony Special

it was acknowledged the best gasoline sold in New

York and New England. We added Ethyl to Socony

Yet beneath its improvements you

what you get for your money. Only then can

Special at the same price—sales jumped 40%. Socony

will discover the same basic goodness which

you appreciate how much value the New
Series Pontiac Big Six offers at its low price.

Special plus Ethyl is the fastest-selling premium gaso

won such popularity for its predecessors.

New bodies by Fisher moke this a more beau

The New Series Pontiac Big Six, $745 and up, f. o. b.
Pontiac, Mich., plus delivery charges. Shock absorbers
standard equipment. Bumpers and spring covers at
slight extra cost. General Motors Time Payment Plan
available at minimum rate.

engine.

tiful Pontiac. A new belt moulding emphasizes

its stream-line contours. A choice of attractive
new Duco color combinations is available at
no extra cost.

The performance of the New Series Pontiac
is smoother because of the improved type

rubber mountings which now cradle the large,
powerful engine. The car is safer because

1

i

1

1

1

line because it makes motorists actually feel their cars come

alive. Remember, too, that it is the only premium gaso
line soldinNewYorkandNew England, to which Ethyl
f

..

,

has been added. Try it. Feel your car come alive. And

1

Consider the delivered price as well as the list (f. o. b.)
price when comparing automobile values . . . Oakland*
Pontiac delivered prices include only authorized charges
for freight and delivery, and the charge for any additional
accessories or financing desired.
eos

C. W. HOPKINS
65 Limerock St.
Rockland
Earle G. Boynton, Washington, Maine

become—as you will—one of its enthusiastic boosters.

ISS Janie Nordensvan, a
young lady two years old,
travelled all by her lonesome
from Stockholm, Sweden, to New
York. She was met at the pier
by workers for the New York
Travelers’ Aid Society who es*
corted her to her waiting par*
ents. Every Incoming liner Is
met by representatives of the So
ciety and thousands of persons
are helped w annually without
charge
The work of the New
York Travelers' Aid is support
ed entirely by voluntary contriba*
lloo».
___.

M

SOCONY
SPECIAL GASOLINE plus ETHYL

MOTOR OIL

AIRCRAFT OIL

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

Every-Other-Day

SPEED IS NOT DANGEROUS
(

Officials, Are Rapidly Coming To See That It Is Recklessness
r r»d Improper Driving To Fear
By .1. W. Frazer

World-Wide Interest has been tional officials. It is encouraging to
aroused in America's -progress to note that recent moves toward traffic
ward a s lutlon of the traffic prob regulation are becoming more sys
lem—a problem that has been at tematic, reasonable and uniform, with
tacked jointly by local, state and na provision for sensible enforcement.

Great
Records
HELD BY

UICK
ALONE

1
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People are driving 1,465,988 Buicks
—735,336 more than any other of
the fifteen makes of cars in Buick’s
field.

) Regularly, month in and month out
'over a long period of years, Buick has
won TWO buyers for every ONE
buyer of any other car priced above
$1203.
new Buick introduced July 27,
3The
19?.9, has far exceeded even this rec

ord by winning 41 %* of the com
bined sales of the fifteen makes of
cars in its price class.
To ycu, ac a rro.or car buyer, these facts have a di
rect and definite significance. They mean that Buick
today, as for a quarter-century, holds undisputed
leadership among fine cars. They mean that motor
ists everywhere award Buick abiding confidence and
preference. They mesn that you, too, will find the
new Euick the kind of car you’ve always hoped to
own.
♦Official rcgictra'ion figures as of December 1, 1929, by R. L. Polk
ar.d Company

SEE THE NEW BUICKS AT THE SHOW AND
VISIT OUR PARK STREET SHOW ROOMS TO
VIEW ADDITIONAL MODELS

LEWISTON BUICK CO.
ROCKLAND DIVISION

It is an error to blame congestion
entirely on the automobile, for the
term “traffic" applies to pedestrians
and horse-drawn vehicles as well as
motor vehicles. In Its broadest sense
traffic Is the exchange of gords and
the business of transportation, and
its regulation is almost as old as time
itself.
In ancient Rome, Caesar
issued an edict forbidding vehicles t
enter certain streets during business
hours.
“No Parking" regulations
•were in effect in other large cities of
the Roman Empire. Motion pictures
of China and India and other coun
tries where the automobile is still an
oddity, show traffic conditions as
congested as those in American cities.
In the field of individual trans
portation. the motor ear has played
the leading role in breaking down the
barriers of time and distance. If
automobiles were unknown t( day,
there would he no suburban residen
tial district.
Everyone would he
packed into the limited confines of
the city proper and it is logical to
presume that street traffic would he
even more congested with the use of
more primitive, slow-moving modes
of transportation.
Legislation and enforcement should
concern itself not so much with speed
as with those acts of a driver that
make speed dangerous. We would |
stop arresting the motorist who is
doing a sensible 45 miles an hour on
an open country road, and concentrate
ion the weaving, corner-cutting driver
'doing 25 miles an hour in city traffic,
and the 20-mile-an-hour fellow in
| the middle of the highway. Several
progressive states of which Maine is
a pioneer, have taken the lead in rec
ognizing this fact by abolishing all
speed limits and placing heavy penal
ties on the reckless driver. It is not
speed alone, hut speed in combination
with other factors that make for ac
cidents.
Uniformity is needed to expedite
traffic and make our streets and high
ways safer. One state sets its speed
limit at thirty miles an hour; another
j at forty and other at forty-five miles
] an hour. In the heavy inter-state
and tourist travel, it is a wise motor
ist indeed who can keep apace with
these varying restrictions. Munici
pal traffic regulations differ even
more widely. Here standardization
as recommended by the American En
gineering Council is vital for the
smoothest flow of traffic. Uniform
rules on right and left turns, and the
overtaking of slower vehicular traffic
should be enacted under a well de
fined program that is national in
scope.
The history of transportation re
veals that every new mode of travel
has been subjected to arbitrary regu! la'tions and restrictions. Not many
| years ago, the "dangerous speed of
bicycles ’ was village gossip. It took
years for railroads to convince
legislative bodies that passenger
trains might be operated safely at
high speed. The railroads today have
proved their point beyond any doubt.
Speed with safety is the foundation of
the utility of railroad transportation.
Now speed with safety has been at
tained by the motor ear. It is time
to leave the horse and buggy era be
hind in forming traffic laws.
Sensible regulations and enforce
ment will help make motor roads
safer for higher speeds, but to achieve
the ultimate, America must build a
network of specially constructed high
speed roadways. For several years
those projects have been considered
and now the proposed J2.000.000,000
trans-continental Federal superhigh
way is an evidence of the development
along these lines.
20-COAT LACQUER FINISH

When Better Automobiles Are Built . . .
Buick Will Build It

. Radiator shutters on Studebaker President and Commander
models are operated automatically by a thermostatic control, to
even operating temperature in all weather.

These thirty De Soto Sixes constitute the first delivery on an initial order ot fifty made by the Hills Cab Co.
of Columbus, Ohio, in a 300-car re-equipment program which the company has arrangea for with the De Soto
Motor Corporation through its Columbus dealers, George Byers Sons Co. The De Soto Six was chosen by
the Hills-company after a thdsough test of the car covering 30,000 miles of actual operation in cab service
on -.he streets of Columbus. The deal is one of the biggest single transactions ever made by De Soto,

AN “OLDS” DOLLAR
Being the Story of the Car’s
Remarkable Value
It is a well known fact that a dol
lar spent for an automobile buys more
than if expended for other mer
chandise, figuring on 1914 values. The
dollar of 1914 purchases $1.13 worth of
automobile today, while the same dol
lar buys only 62 cents worth of liv
ing necessities, due to changing
values during the post 16 years.
One of several reasons why this
favorable condition exists is to be
found in the tool design department
of the modern automobile factory.
Here, behind the scenes, men are
ceaselessly striving to find new
manufacturing methods which will
perform operations to still closer
limits with speed and economy so
that better cars may be produced at
the same or lower cost. They are
an integral part of the wizardry of
this outstanding industry.
An example of the continuous
efforts of these tool and machine de
signers to. improve methods is seen
in a new machine recently perfected
and installed in the Oldsmobile fac
tories to face and chamfer (or bevel)

the crankshaft bearing end of con
necting rods.
Oldsmobile connecting rods are of
special steel, drop forged in one piece.
Later the large bearing end is cut in
half so that it can be bolted around
the crankshaft. This cut removes
3-16 of an inch of the metal so, to
insure perfect roundness of the fin
ished bearing, the original forging is
slight elliptical to compensate 'for
• the 3-16 inch later removed. As can
readily be seen, this slight oval form
made it difficult to face and bevel the
bearing sides. Two years ago Olds
mobile tool designers perfected a ma
chine which performed this opera
tion in a remarkable mannef. Its re
sults are achieved principally by a
rapid up and down movement of the
connecting rod as the circular cutters
face and chamfer both sides to a cor
rect elliptic with one operation. The
speed of this up and down movement
is at the rate of 200 strokes per min
ute.
Scores of other special machines
and manufacturing methods are in
daily use at the Oldsmobile factories
as evidence of the ceaseless efforts of
the tool designers to improve pro
duction and product. A machine or
operation is hardly installed before
efforts are being made to still further
improve its work. It is these con
stant efforts of the “men behind the

Eight
insure

DO YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN BUY A

scenes” that contribute so much to
the present low cost, of fine auto
mobiles.

GENUINE 13 PLATE

COMFORT AND DRIVING EASE
IN ALL STUDEBAKER CARS

All Studebaker models have adjust
able driver’s seat and steering col
umn. (Safety features include Husted
steel-core safety steering-wheel, nonshatte-wridshield cleaners, powerful
four-wheel brakes, double drop frame,
etc.

AT THIS PRICE?

STUDEBAKER SAVES ENGI
NEERS’ LIVES IN AFRICA

$795

The ability of a Studebaker car to
impress ;:he proper amount of respect
on a cannibal tribe was instrumental
in saving the lives of a group of
American engineers prospecting for
diamonds among the savage Baketes of northwestern Angola in
Africa recently.

Alfred P. Condon

COWL POCKETS

Easily accessible cowl pockets on
all closed models of the Dynamic
New Erskine afford extra space for
maps, flashlight, etc., and are fitted
with a quick-snap flap to keep out
dust and dirt.

75 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 966

the sh ow

InspectTHm CARS
Verify THESE VALUES

Dynamic New Erskine models re
ceive 20 finishing operations to se
cure a long lasting and lustrous lac
quer surface.

§1
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Oldsmobile’s well known beauty,
comfort and performance. Yet the charac
teristic lines of the car have not been changed
. . . and its fundamental engine and chassis
design is not radically different.

I MPORTANT
IM PROVEME NTS
Az/NOT ONE CHANCE
/^FUNDAMENTALS

Announcing
the new delivered prices

Oldsmobile now presents important improve

for

ments and refinements which add definitely to

ing, and improved, fully-enclosed
four-wheel brakes increase the efficiency
and safety of Oldsmobile’s reliable engine and
sturdy chassis.

In appearance, Oldsmobile is longer—lower—
smarter. Increased roominess, longer-wearing
upholsteries, and deeper, more comfortable seats
add further comfort and luxury to the interiors.
Improved carburetion, more responsive steer

The sum of these advancements is substantially
increased value—an even fincrcar oflow price.
Look at all cars in Oldsmobile’s field and inspect
them critically. Check feature for feature and
point for point. And you will find in Oldsmobile
many reasons for making it the car of your choice.

compare them—and to judge value

of generous size and wheelbase, luxurious riding

Plymouth
FOUR DOOR SEDAN.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $710.00
A MEDIUM PRICED
90* V-TYPE EIGHT.. .
A REAL ACHIEVEMENT
IN MOTOR CAR DESIGN

DE LUXE SEDAN.......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 760.00
TWO DOOR SEDAN .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 700.00
BE LUXE COUPE.......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 710.00
(with rumble seat)

TOURING...................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 710.00
BUSINESS COUPE........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 675.00
ROADSTER.................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .
700.00

on a fair and impartial basis.
Viking 90-dcgrec V-type

Eight,

The

announced

comfort, richly appointed interiors, and high
quality in every detail.

during the past year, and hailed by engineers,

automotive critics and

the motoring public

See this remarkable Eight at the Show—ex

alike as a remarkable achievement in motor car

amine it in detail—and compare it with other

design and value-giving, is now making its first

cars. Learn how much it offers you and at what

appearance at the Automobile Shows.

moderate cost. Then decide definitely to drive

The Automobile Show gives you the greatest

Ih addition to smooth, flexible eight-cylinder

this car and discover for yourself what infi

opportunity of the year—to see all cars—to

performance, the Viking offers the advantages

nitely fine performance it provides.

(with rumble seat)

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

These prices delivered in Rockland
All cars fully equipped

21 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
54 PARK STREET

TELEPHONE 556

ROCKLAND, ME.

$

Oldsmobile Six and Viking Eight
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WAS SENSATION

The Three Great Hits
At The Auto Show!

Chrysler - Reo - Hupmobile
This Advertisement is Written for the New Car Buyer. We Offer You the
Greatest Choice of Quality Cars Ever Presented by
One Firm in This Section

REO--Good for 100,000 Miles
The Good Reo is a fine car that will stay fine with a beauty too, that is lasting, conservative simplicity of line that
distinguishes the high priced cars. Reo this year uses the famous Chrome Nickel Cylinder Block and Lo-Ex Pistons
in all models and too. it incorporates the REO SILENT-SECOND TRANSMISSION SEEN IN NO CAR WITHIN
$1000 OF REO’S PRICE.

REO MODEL 15

REO FLYING CLOUD

Standard Coupe. Six wire wheels and two
fender wells optional at slightly increased price.
Prices of Reo Model 15 range from $1195 to
$1345 f. o. b. Lansing, Michigan.

Sport Sedan. Chrome-Nickel Cylinder Block;
Lo-ex Pistons; and Reo Silent-Second Trans
mission. Prices of Reo Flying Cloud Model 20
range from $1595 to $1745 f. o. b. Lansing,
Michigan.
»

New Plymouth Price Has
Stirred Whole Industry
Instant public response reported
from every city in the country has
stamped the recent sensational price
reductions of $65 to $70 on the Ply
mouth car as the year’s most inter
esting development in the automo
bile industry.
The Chrysler-built
Plymouth is now one of the lowestpriced ears in the world, and its en
trance into this market 'has resulted
not only in attracting thousands of
persons to Plymouth. Chrysler, Podge
and Pe Soto showrooms from coast
to coast but also in an immediate
stimulus to sales. Plymouth produc
tion schedules are being materially
advanced.
Within the industry this move on
the part of Chrysler Motors has com
manded top-most interest. In busi
ness and financial circles the new low
prices, together with the fact that the
Plymouth will soon be sold and serv
iced by more than 10,000 Chrysler.
Dodge and Pe Soto dealers through
out the United States and Canada,
is regarded as one of the most
strategic merchandising events that
has been announced in the automobile
industry for several years and indi
cates the confidence with which
Chrysler 'Motors views the future.
The Plymouth being a full-size mo| tor car, embodying many of the ad
vanced features of design and manu
facture that are found in much
higher priced cars, is regarded as a
formidable contender for public ac
ceptance in the lowest-priee field.
The car’s reputation for capable per
formance and dependability has been
soundly established.
The outstanding features which the
Plymouth brings to the low-priced
group offer buyers in this field me
chanical and performance advantages
| which as recently as two years ago
were thought impossible. Included
are
4-wlieel
internal-expanding
weatherproof hydraulic 'brakes: 45] horsepower high-compression engine
with full force-meed lubrication, venJtilated crankcase and rubber mount
ings; low-swung, balanced chassis
with 5-inch frame; long .semi-elliptic
springs with self-adjusting spring
| shackles: and the scientific engineer
ing and precision workmanship char
acteristic of Chrysler standardized
quality, the only car in the lowest | price field offering these features.

Model 25—Sport Sedan. Chrome-Nickel Cyl
inder Block; Lo-ex Pistons; and Reo SilentSecond Transmission. Prices of Reo Flying
Cloud Model 25 range from $1795 to $1945,
f. o. b. Lansing, Michigan.

The sixth annual session of the
does the bulk of production and
Permanent International Association
experience along automotive lines
of Road Congresses will take place
serves by example as a tremendous
in‘Washington next October. Repre
inspiration for the development of
sentatives from sixty nations are
other countries through the aid of
expected at this meeting which will
the motor car.
take up the problems developing out
Every prosperous small town,
of the fact that 34,709,000 motor
every thriving city and every great
cars now roll along the highways
metropolis which has the motor car
of the world.
, ." to thank more largely than any
Highway development everywhere
ether one force for its industrial
will he discussed. North and South
expansion and increased commercial
American routes featuring in the
activity, really takes part in this
programme.
congress.
This new phase of international
The smallest of small towns is
relations is one which is yearly re
no longer hidden in the great ex
sulting in far reaching effects. A
panses of this country. The outside
comparison and discussion of en
world is at the door of every ham.
gineering problems aloqe links the
let. The manner in which YOUR
world 10 a new line of mutual
traffic problems are handled is of
Sympathy and understanding.
interest not only to you and your
The United States carrying as it
fellow citizens but to the world.

CROSS ROADS

In the old days of horse driven
When the necessity for looking
vehicles there was plenty of time
at the road signs presents itself the
to see the signs when you came to
stop should be made with every
the cross roads. The horse and
thought for the safety of all con
buggy could draw up to the most
cerned. The car should be drawn
prominent position and study the
up on the right side of the road and
signs to the heart's content of the
the motorist should alight and in
driver.
spect the signs on foot. Do not
But those days are over. Cross
drive up to the signs and engineer
roads are now danger points to the
to place your car so that you can
motorist to be approached with care
read them from the driver's seat,
and a rigid adherence to the law.
regardless of the oncoming traffic.
The silent policeman far out in
A flashlight should be in good
the country at the cross roads
working condition in every car. The
should be as greatly respected by
motorist can not depend on making
the motorist as the live policeman 1 a stop at night which will bring his
on the city street crossing.
lights to bear on the signs. The old
Caution signs should be obeyed.
days are gone. Safety is the key
The flashing light which warns
note for the modern traveler in a
of the intersection should always
modem world. Cross roads should
he a signal to slow down in speed
call out the instant response, “safety
and should never be ignored by the
first" in the mind of Ihe operator
motorist
of every motor vehicle.

T

McClaren

Warranted 18 Months Against
All Road Hazards

Chrysler--A Revolutionary

Car

What the Self Starter did for Easy Starting, What the Balloon Tires Did for Easy Riding, What Four-Wheel Brakes
Did for Easy Stopping, CHRYSLER MULTI-RANGE (TRANSMISSION AND GEAR SHIFT) DOES FOR
EASY HANDLING! There is nothing like it in the motoring performance! CHRYSLER SI ANDS ALONE!

Chrysler 66
Chrysler 70 Chrysler 77
Chrysler Imperial
The New Chrysler Six
The New Plymouth
“Chrysler Offers a Price for Every Purse”

Hupmobile—Ruler of the Road
70 H. P. Six

These Three Great New Hupmobiles Will Set New Standards of Value and Performance! Hupmobile Has Splen
didly Maintained Its Twenty-one Year Reputation For Crashing Through the Barriers of Custom and Advancing
the Standards of Motor Car Value!
Abnormal Power! Extreme Speed and Acceleration! Undreamed of Beauty of Design!
Ultra-Smooth Riding! Drive One and Learn the Pleasures of 1930 Motoring!

HUP SIX COUPE

HUP SIX CABRIOLET

1930 Hupmobile Six Two-Passenger Coupe.
Ideal for business usage or touring. Spacious
rear deck of graceful shape and contour holds
two steamer trunks . . . Standard equipped
$995 . . . Custom equipment available at low
extra cost.

1930 Hupmobile Six Convertible Cabriolet, 2passenger with rumble seat. This model, with
its beige fabric top and broad moulding in col
or, is particularly smart and striking . . . Stand
ard equipped $1075 . . . Custom equipment
available at low extra cost.

HUP EIGHT COUPE

HUP EIGHT SEDAN

1930 Hupmobile Eight Two-Passenger Coupe
... with rumble seat. . . Smart, speedy, power
ful. Note unusual range of vision afforded by
wide windows above wide door . . . Standard
equipped $1595 .. . Custom equipment avail
able at low extra cost.

1930 Hupmobile Eight Town Sedan ... A
smart body type of pronounced modernity and
comfort. Top and rear panels are fabric with
landeau irons . . . Standard equipped $1670,
custom built trunk included . . . Custom equip
ment at low extra cost.

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
TILLSON AVENUE

INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC PROBLEMS

TIRES

AND A WORD AS TO THE REO SPEED WAGON THAT HAS REVOLUTIONIZED HAULING. New Economy,
New Flexibility, Hauls More Tonnage Per Day—Reo hasmet the modern problem with new type, big trucks that
step away under full load like passenger cars. REO HEAVY DUTY TRUCKS ARE PERMANENT—UNLIMITED
MILEAGE LIFE!

100 H. P. Eight

TRAFFIC TALKS

Ajax Gold Bond

REO FLYING CLOUD MODEL 25

133 H. P. Eight

|WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Cost No More
TAKE TEN WEEKS TO PAY

The valve spring damper with
which all Studebaker cars are
equipped is an origination of Stude
baker engineers to check spring
flutter. “A” shows action of valve
spring under subduing effect of
damper. “B" shows the fluttering
action of a valve spring without
damper. This new Studebaker de
vice is claimed to prevent the prin
cipal source of valve spring breakage.

BRENNAN'S SERVICE STATION
Tel. 310
Cor. Broadway and Park Sts.

Rockland, Me.

THE LITTLE STORE WITH BIG SERVICE
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Hudson’s Great 8 Coach
Shows Beauty of New Line

NOT WHO HAS THE RIGHT OF WAY
Proper Solution of Vexing Traffic Problems Depends Upon
Uniform Observation Of Uniform Rules

On the answer to this question de
The rule which gives the right of
pends the solution to many a vexing way to the car on the right even un
traffic problem for numerous traffic der varying conditions may seem to
accidents have resulted from con- the motorist to have been fixed arbi
fusion of drivers as to who has the trarily. But it has not. Study of the
precedence at an intersection.
situation at an intersection readily
Answered correctly, driving as supplies the advantage of granting
sumes at once a precision which precedence to traffic on the right over
makes its orderly movement a defl- . that approaching on the left.
nite pleasure. Without such precis- | The usefulness of the rule lies in
ion, motoring approaches a state of the fact that the driver apnroaching
chaos that is anything but safe and from the left sees the car from the
The Studebaker Commander Eight Regal Sedan for five passengers.
An 80-horsepower straight
reassuring.
eight engine gives brilliant flexible power flow to this beautiful car, which is upholstered in rich mohair.
right directly before him. If a mo
Were traffic to move with some torist had to watch for the car on the
Duplate non-shatterable safety glass is used throughout
Radiator shutters are automatically controlled.
thing like clocklike accuracy, it im left, he would find it necessary to
Six wire wheels and luggage grid are standard equipment.
mediately would lose many of its turn his head.
bothersome features, but the achieve- |
The truth of this statement may be
ment of this goal will come only from
tested by observation at an intersec
within the ranks of motordom itself.
tion or by diagraming a street inter
Otherwise the well-ordered flow of
section and placing cars at two ap
the traffic stream is not possible.
proaches to it. one on the right of tlv
Hudson coaches have long held sway in their price class but never before has the manufacturer offered the
Determination of the right of way other. If the distance from the mid
distinction cf this modernistic, stylish Great Eight Coach, or the smoothness of performance of the new eight
is basic to efficient regulation of
dle of the crossroads is equal for both
street and highway traffic. Without
cylinder motor.* Roomy and beautifully upholstered and finished down to the last detail, the Great Eight
cars the distance from the supposed
it,
a
certain
degree
of
hazard
always
Coach will be one of the most popular models of the splendid new line.
meeting place, which is beyond the
is present and the movement of ve
middle for the car on the left is much
hicles ever is hampered by a confused
shorter for the ear approaching from
EIGHTS VS. SIXES
' Down-draft carburetion is an outstate of mind on the part of all
THE USED CAR
•the right. For this reason the ear on
drivers. If one must wait to see what
I standing engineering feature of the
the right will pass the other sooner,
According to a Studebaker analysis [
new Dodge Brothers Eight-in-Lirie. Great Problem Is Successful another motorist is going to do. one provided, of course, both are proceed
of new car registrations in 43 States,
must be driving at a slow enough pace
ing at an equal speed. Determining
This means that the carburetor is
be able to stop quickly if necessary.
total registrations of cars above
ly Overcome By Chevrolet to
the right of way, then appears to he
mounted above the engine manfiold
Attainment of the maximum speed
$1000 show an increase of 04 per cent
much less arbitrary than it other
limits on the open road or even on city
and
the
mixture
is
"dropped"
into
the
for eights compared to a decrease
An indication of the rapid expan -treets or boulevards then becomes wise would seem.
of 18 per cent for sixes during the epgine. assisted rather than resisted sion of the used ear market and an dangerous.
There are few rules of the road so
first seven months of 1929.
by the force of gravity.
assurance of a brightening business
There has been one general method important, in the opinion of traffic
outlook was revealed in an announce of fixing a rule for right of way. No authorities, than the one fixing right
The Dynamic New Erskine* Business Coupe for two passengers
A thrifty car which will be highly
matter how it is phrased, it always of way. It is of the utmost considera
ment by the Chevrolet Motor Com
prized by those who want power and comfort at low price.
Rear deck compartment provides ample
takes into account the relative posi tion in case of accident, .and respon
pany recently that winter sales of tion of ears as they approach an in sibility for many a collision has |
storage .space for baggage, 114-inch wheelbase. Leather upholstery. Adjustable driver s seat and steer
used cars by the nationwide Chevro tersection. But beyond this test, the hinged on its determination.
ing column.
1
let dealer organization are exceeding method divides then into several dif
by more than 25 per cent the best ferent ways of granting precedence
to cars coming from a particular di
previous winter record.
Despite the extremely cold and rection.
In some communities, the absolute
stormy weather in the northern states
in January and adverse weather ct n- right of way is given to tbe car ap
ditions in some other sections, sales proaching on the right, regardless of
of used cars by Chevrolet dealers whether the second vehicle has
during the month totaled 60.0(H) cars reached the intersection first. The
as compared with the January record proponents of this rule support it
with the contention that it eliminates
of 48,000 established last year.
A quickening of general business all confusions, since a driver has to
and unusually mild weather in Feb consider only whether he is to the
ruary assured a new record for that right or left of approaching traffic.
month even though final figures for Those who favor a still further modi
the last ten days-of the month are fication point out, however, that such
not yet available. Reports from a regulation has definite limitations
dealers for the first twenty days of and may in some instarices lead to
February show an increase of 54.4 confusion.
If the driver on the left has en
per cent over the corresponding
period of February last year. Dur tered the intersection, they say, and
ing tbe first twenty days of February, the motorist on the right is traveling
1930, the Chevrolet dealer organiza faster and yet has not entered the in
tion sold 58,922 used cars, nearly tersection, such a rule at times would
equalling in 20 days the record month require the person on the left to slow
of January. The stature of the Feb down or stop in the intersection. And
ruary achievement may be further so this school of thought favors tak
appreciated by a comparison of this ing into consideration the proximity
figure with 38.17G used cars sold dur of cars to the intersecion..
There is another way of determin
ing the corresponding period of Feb
ing the right of way by giving it to
ruary last year.
In commenting on the achievement, the car which has entered the inter
officials pointed out that it was made section first or has cleared more than
possible through the public confidence half of it first. This is designed to
that has been built up by Chevrolet simplify the matter of precedence and
70-horsepower St udebaker New Burgess power-con
The news of the Motor Show is, beyond doubt or ques
dealers through the general policy of to permit cars crossing a street to A
built engine
serving muffler, pio
and so--keep traffic movoffering for sale only dependable mer- clear it first----------tion, the advent of Studebaker's Dynamic New Erskine.
neered by Studebaker—
114-inch tcheellHi.se
chandlse. They explain that through-"
*n
directions,
incrcasescffcctive horse
the widespread use of the red tag
There is the further modification
Duo-Servo 4-irheel brakes
Acarwhich deserves its name by every rightof appear
“with an O. K. that counts,” pros- ' made in some traffic codes that when
power.
Lovejoy hydraulic shock
pective used car buyers are assured two cars reach an Intersection “at
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8.30
Timken
tapered roller
ance and behavior—a truly dynamic motor car.
that every vital part of the ear has approximately the same time.” the
absorbers
bearings
been properly reconditioned and put driver on the right shall have the
712 MAIN STREET n
ROCKLAND
Don ble-dropfra m e
in shape to offer thousands of miles right cf way. This is a question of
Ross ram-anti-lever
Dynamic in size — 114 inches of wheelbase, low“first come, first served." and. Jn the
of unused transportation.
Self-adjusting spring
steering
opinion of its proponents, does re
shackles
swung and road-worthy, with hydraulic shock
move some of the perplexity and
ITaterproof ignition
weaknesses of the rule which gives
Lanchester Libration
system
absorbers. Dynamic in beauty —fast and powerful
the motorist on the right the absolute
Damper
Steel-core safety steering
right of way.
68-pound crankshaft
and eager in every line. Dynamic in power — with a
wheel
This is the requirement of the uni
form vehicle code drafted by the
10
l
/i-ineh
connecting
rods
Adjustable
steering wheel
National Conference on Street and
70-horsepower engine, silken-smooth, delivering more
and seat
Highway
Safety
for
adoption
Valves of special alloy
i
throughout the United States, Section
pngine thermometer on
steels
power per pound of car weight than is found in any
19, Title 2. is worded as follows:
dash
Engine mounted on
"When two vehicles approach of
other car under $1 ooo.
Genuine mohair,
enter an intersection at approximate
rubber
ly the some time, the driver of the
upholstery
Fuel pump; gasoline filler
vehicle on the left shall yield the right
Dynamic, above all, in value, for the Dynamic New
One-turn
gas tank, radi
of way to the vehicles on the right ex
Oil filter: force-feed
ator caps
cept as otherwise provided in Section
Erskine is One-Profit-built by Studebaker, Builder of
lubrication
20. The driver of any vehicle travel
Tarnisli-proof chromium
Semi-automatic choke,
ing at an unlawful speed shall forfeit
hrightwork
Champions. Back of it towers a heritage of 78 years
any right of way which he might
control
Tri-lateral belt moulding
otherwise have thereunder.”
Thermostatically con
of manufacturing integrity.
Section 20, to which reference is
Automatic windshield
trolled cooling system
made, gives right of way of highway
cleaner
traffic over that entering from a pri
See the Dynamic New Erskine at the Motor Show!
Crankcase ventilation
vate road or drive, and provides that
Drain engine oil only every
motorists on a highway must yield
High-turbulence
2500 miles.
Arrange, by all means, to ride in it—to drive it—before
to police and fire apparatus.
manifold
40
miles an hour even
The latter part of Section 10. Con
you choose your new motor carl
Clutch torsional (him/ter
when NEIV
cerning forfeit of right of way be
cause of excessive speed, is designed
to remove the tangle which other
wise would result from a car travel
ing unduly fast reaching an intersec
tion In such a way that a vehicle
moving more slowly would be forced
to yield although it was there first.
Abroad, where traffic for the most
part now drives to the right as in the
United States, the right of way is
given to the car on the right. In
to $1125 at the factory
France this is inflexible. The came
rule holds got d In Germany, while
it seems to lie the custom in Italy and
Switzerland also. For this reason it
is advisable for the foreign tourist
to follow it in all continental coun
tries.
In tlie Alpine passes postal vehicles
are given precedence over others.
They can drive on the left side of the
road going down a mountain for ob
vious reasons of safety. Other cars,
therefore, must turn out to the left
on meeting these vehicles.
(_>

SEE THE NEW

The biggest feature of the show

Hudson Great 8
AND THE NEW

THE DYNAMIC NEW

Essex Challenger
at the

EC I

Rockland Auto Show
April 2-5

These Splendid Cars Are the Pride of 1930

BLAISDELL AUTO CO.

THURSTON’S

Double Quick

COLONIAL

MOBILOIL and

Beacon Penn Motor Oil

NO-WICK and

LACO OIL BURNERS

THURSTON OIL CO.
114-INCH

WHEELBASE

104 Park Street

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
Park and Union Streets
Telephone 700
The handsome radiator of the
Dynamic New Erskine is lopped
with a new one-turn cap for added
convenience and finished in tarnish-

ptoof. wear-mwfinf chromium.

Rockland, Maine

Every-Other-Day
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NOT BRUTE STRENGTH

Delicate Touch of Modern Drivers
Bring Economy and Comfort in
Their Train •

It Only Takes
ONE Wreck

INSURE TODAY!
It lakes many a day aid many a dollar to build an
Automobile, then cnc swift moment—and a mass of
ruin—for your own car and the other fellow s.

Why drive your c;

and worry?

Let the Insurance Company do this for you.

We are here to serve you, so let us attend to your
troubles.
Will you have Roberts & Veazie, Inc., back of

you to Make A.il Arrangements and

PAY ALL THE BILLS?
Why not take cut a Policy With Us Today—
give us a phone call and our representative will
see you.

Roberts & Veazie, Inc.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager
Masonic Temple
Rockland
Phone 675

ANNOUNCE

Among the most impressive fea
tures of the modern automobiles are
fingertip steering brakes that ener
, The Chevrolet Motor Company
gize themselves, gears that shift I announces a new and breader service
easily and quietly—in brief, delicacy policy. Any Chevrolet owner, experi
of touch. Xo longer is it necessary encing defective workmanship or
to take one's seat behind the steer material on a Chevrolet ear under the
ing wheel with a determination to terms of Chevrolet's standard war
drive it by brute strength.
ranty, Is invited to call upon any au
For sevetal years the day of the thorized Chevrolet dealer in the Unit
light touch in motor ear operation ed States or Canada where the work
has been steadily on its way. The ap will be dene at no cost to him.
pearance of the sensitive clutch I The plan, known as the owner’s
h, raided this day. Once upon a time service policy, is now in effect In the
all clutches were described as "cone." 10,000 authorized Chevrolet service
As compared with the modern clutch, stations in the United States, operat
the single or multi-plate type, the ing under the general supervision of
cone clutch, which got its name from the 52 Chevrolet branch offices.
its shape, was a primitive mechanical | The new policy takes the form of a
being hardy and rugged. But hardy . written agreement given the pur
and rugged as it was. it would not chaser by the Chevrolet dealer when
stand “lidiqg."
! the new car is delivered. It put
There was a time when “the bigger d wn in plain, understandable lanthey were the better they drove." but guage the greater service protection
today the driver of an average car ! to which every Chevrolet owner Is
needs strength only to keep from ' now entitled. Briefly, it offers the
breaking the speed laws or beating following provisions:
some crossing signal.
1. Every Chevrolet owner receives
his car frem the dealer In perfect con
ACOUSTIC MUFFLER
dition—thoroughly lubricated, prop
erly adjusted and ready to operate
The new Burgess acoustic muffler efficiently from the first mile of own
on the Dynamic New Erskine, and oil ership.
Studebaker models absorbs sound
2. Every Chevrolet owner is en
waves while offering no resistance to titled to free Inspection and adjust
the passage of the exhaust gases ment of his car at the end of the firs'
Back pressure on the engine is thus 500 miles of usage. This includes
eliminated and the effective horse checking and adjusting the brakes,
tappets, timing, generator, carbureter,
power is increased.
clutch pedal, and steering gear; tight
Rubber insulation is used between ening all body bolts, tightening a'.!
the frame and the rear engine mount motor bolts; testing and filling bat
ing points in the new Dodge Brothers tery and cheeking the oil level in the
Six to prevent any engine vibration
being transmitted to the body of the
ear through the frame.

Automobile Insurance
We Offer a Complete Service on

ALL BRANCHES OF
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
LIABILITY - COLLISION - FIRE - THEFT

CLARENCE F. JOY
ROCKLAND

“THE DOWN EASTER”

Chevrolet Has Remarkable Offer To Present To AH Buyers
Lasts the Life Of the Car

A New Symbol In
Ootlge Brothers History

375 MAIN STREET

NEW POLICY

TELEPHONE 882

The Fastest Salt Water Boat Built
in New England—Speeds 20-37 mi. per hr.

transmission and' rear axle.
The
dealer assumes no responsibility for
previous adjustments when they have
been made in service stati; ns other
than his own.
3. Every Chevrolet owner is en
titled to free inspection of his car
'every thousand miles thereafter so
i long as the car is in operation.
4. Every Chevrolet owner is en
titled to free rep'acement of any part,
which may prove defective, either in
workmanship cr in material, within
the terms of Chevrolet’s standard
warranty, provided such parts and
labor are not required because of ac
cident or mechanical abuse. This in
cludes both parts and labor. This
provision will be carried out by any
Chevrolet dealer in the I'nited States.
Accordingly, the Chevrolet owner
may change his residence, or travel
to any part of the country with the
full assurance that the guarantee on
materials and workmanship will give
him complete protection.
In all Chevrolet dealer's service
stations there are employed skilled
mechanics, thcroughly trained at
Chevrolet service schools.
These
stations are equipped with specially
designed tools and machinery developed exclusively for Chevrolet
service work. The factory issues the
assurance too that eaeh carries at all
times a complete stock of genuine
Chevrolet replacement parts. And
the rates charged are standard flat
rates including both parts and labor
and are the lowest in the industry on
many service and repair operations.

Ask Us About the Construction of These Eoats at the Rocklar.d Automobile Show

We Are Also Agenls for the'Famous

“GARWOOD”
Runabouts in Ten Models
Latest Models of Outboard Boats and Outboard Motors
“JOHNSON SEA HORSE” Outboard Motors
;
;
I
j
j

“LUDDINGTON Runabouts and Racing Craft

We are Agents for Inboard Motors
Marine Supply & Engine Co.

I

TELEPHONE 78

j
|

CAMDEN, MAINE

Next Wharf to Camden Yacht Club

[
j

THEY KEEP COOL
Experiments Show Remark
able Temperature Tests on
Dodge

Cool operation of the Dodge engine
accounts for some of its long life.
The water spaces have been .very
'carefully laid out so that the water
i flow is uniform around all the parts
hat require cooling.
Tests have been made in the labo
ratory. which indicate an exact uni
formity rf the temperature of the
il ft'erent cylinders. The tests were
made by drilling the water jackets at
different points and Inserting ther
mometers. The .readings indicated
that all cylinders are being equally
cooled regardless of their location,
Thu new emblem of dependubilitv thus proving the efficiency of the inadorns the radiutor shell of the Dodge ternal baffling system which controls
the flow of the water.
Brother* Eight-in-Line, The new
A cross section of the engine disDodge creation tnnkes its first ap*
Hoses that the water flows freely bepeanmor at the I »3U Shows.
tween all the cylinders as well as
.ir-.und thie valves and the ■spark
longs. The cylinder heads are also
Engine power in the new Dodce ..... led perfectly so that the heat from
Brothers Six Is transmitted to the the combustion chambers Is taken
ar wheels through a single dry away rapidly and uniformly.
The fact that all cylinders are op
plate type clutch, insuring a smooth
and positive hook-up. The driven erating under exactly the same
disc of the clutch is 8 7-8 inches in
diameter.
6I3

the mal conditions ts very important.
The temperature of any cylinder
affects the ccndition of the oil ns well
as the rate of expansion of the metal
parts. It is therefore very closely
l.ound up with the life of the engine
and is one of the reasons why it is
claimed that extraordinary Lfe ,ls

| lain-on-steel
displayed,

All these features are

WON ECONOMY TEST

Frigidaire Exhibit
Competing against a field of 41 olh,,,
, .
,
There is only one Frlgldaire-a er entrants, a 1930 Chevrolet six
product of General Motors. Look for cylinder coach, driven by Mrs. Paul
‘h<> nameplate Frigidaire—combines'iA. Lawrence of L is Angeles, won the
a» tlie important advantages of every sweepstakes and first place in its
electric refrigerator on the market
today—and in addition, offers many class in the annual Gilmore BlueSEE FRIGIDAIRE I
exclusive features which cannot be Green Economy run in Los Angeles
Exhibited at the Feb. 14.
Munsey Motor Co. Has Famous Re' obtained in others.
Auto Show by Munsey Motor Com
Every type of road and grade was
frigerator At The Auto Show
pany.
encountered in the run that covered
20n miles between Los Angeles and
Now Frigidaire gives you th ehyFrigidaire is the choice of the ma the Wright wood mountains. Mrs.
drator. We invite you to see the new
jority. There are now over 1.350,000 Lawrence's Chevrolet demonstrated
hydrator. You'll want to see Frigid Frigidaires in use. More Frigidaires its economical operation over a
aire. For now. you can have moist, ary in use—more Frigidaires are being , course that included city traffic, counr viving eold for vegetables and dry. buiit — more Frigidaires are being i,r>' roads and mountain stretches
frosty eold for meats and other foods. purchased than all other makes of a!on» a circuitous route rising from
I automatic refrigerators combined.
i SPa
an elevation of 6.000 feet.
You may have extreme cold for freez
To win the event, the Chevrolet coach
,
,
. , 'traveled 36.71 ton-miles to the gallon
ing ices and desserts different degrees
, ^^7 r.
h" *“777
°f gasoline, averaging 20.5 miles to
of eold in the .freezng compartment by 1 rigidaire Corporation, subsidiary the
R for (he
mUes trav.
; through the famous "Frigidaire Cold of General Motors Corporation, whose erge(, The tota, WPight ()f thp chpv.
Control" . . . all in the same refrlg- vast resources have been available rolet coach, with Its driver and four
erator. You can have the right type in building dependability, economy passengers, was 3580 pounds. Xo oil
' of cold for every kind of food. You and long life into Frigidaire equip and no water was used during the run.
can enjoy many new conveniences in ment.
The economy test was staged under
• •
your kitchen. Visit the Munsey Mothe supervision of the American Au
i tor Company's Frigidaire exhibit at
Frigidaire has been developed by tomobile Association, sanction num
I the Auto Show and see the special the largest engineering corps In thy ber 2306 and was limited to stock
I demonstrations that are to be held. world devoted exclusively to auto cars. Six classes of ears were repre
You will learn more about the hy matic refrigeration. There are no sented among the 42 entries. The
drator. You may inspect the ‘'Frigid uncertainties in Frigidaire.
Chevrolet coach, with Mrs. Lawrence
aire Cold Control." And ,you may
at the wheel, not only won first place
examine
the beautiful
cabinets
The gear ratio on the new Dodge in its class, but, in addition, won the
offered in enduring, rust proof poree- Brothers Six is 4.9 to 1 on all models, sweepstakes for all classes..

DODGE BROTHERS
See the NEW

CHEVROLET SIX
at the Auto Show
Be sure to see and inspect The Outstanding Chevro

mobile can afford to own and operate a Chevrolet

let of Chevrolet History at the Auto Show . .. for it

Six!

is one cf the most sensational motor cars ever pre
But, sensational as these performance qualities are,

sented to the public!

they are matched in impressiveness by the fine car
Not only does it offer—in the price range of the four

features found in every detail of chassis and bodies.

An inspection will reveal literally scores of features

—all the wonderful performance qualities that are

you never expected to discover on any low-priced

characteristic cf the finest automobiles: great reserve

car—such as adjustable driver’s seat in all closed

power, flashing acceleration, dazzling speed and,

models, adjustable two-beam headlights with toe-

at an amazingly low price and the new Dodge Eight-in-Line, a veritable sensation in value—stand out

above all, marvelous six-cylinder smoothness—

button control, theft-proof Electrolock and luxuri

unmatched in their price fields. Revelations in smooth, vigorous performance; extraordinary in roomy

The most impressive achievements in Dodge Brothers long and successful career—the new Dodge Six

ously upholstered interiors.

comfort; distinguished in appearance, these cars carry to new heights every sterling quality for which

—but it deliveis this thrilling performance with such
outstanding economy—better than 20 miles to the

Decide right now that, at the Auto Show, you will

gallon—that anyone who can afford to own an auto

first see the Chevrolet exhibit.

Dodge Brothers cars are noted. With their popular companion cars (the present Dodge Six and Dodge
Senior) these new creations now make possible—to added thousands—the ownership of Dodge cars.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc., 689 Main St., Rockland

UPHOLDING
.................

EVERY

TRADITION

OF

DODGE

DEPENDABILITY

All four lines of cars now on display at the Automobile Show ... and in Dodge Brothers Dealers' showrooms

BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.

A

SIX

IN

THE

PRICE

RANGE

OF

THE

DYERS’ GARAGE, INC.
FOUR

54 PARK STREET

TELEPHONE 124

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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roadster delivery

How Women Can Aid Safety

Chevrolet Announces New
The New Dodge Bodies Will Prove a Revelation Cf Quiet
Type
of
.onvemence
Comfort and Convenience
Service
Almost
unbelievable
gains
in
strength and rigidity have resulted
from the use of Mono-piece construc
tion in the new Bodge bodies. These
bodies have been designed to take ad
vantage of the advances made in the
metal stamping and welding arts.
The new bodies go a step beyond anyj thing that has yet been done in the
establishment t<f complete continuity
of body structure. Recent develop
ments in the art of die work have con
siderably reduced the. number of
component parts necessary for the
complete body assembly, while the
new methods of welding make it pos
sible to Join the parts together so
perfectly that there is no line of
weakness at any joint. In fact, the
joint is generally the strongest part
of the structure.
Because of the greater capacity of
present-day .presses used for
stamping out body panels, shrouds,
cowls, tops, etc., there are many parts
that are now made as one stamping
which formerly took several separate
pieces of metal. Just about the time
the development of these giant
presses reached a point where the
number of parts was not only greatly
reduced, but the parts themselves
were of superior form because of the
j ability to secure deeper draws, a
■vonderful development took place in
the welding industry.

• « •

TVfISS JEANNE VINET, of the General Tire and Rubber company, recently selected as Akron’s most beautiful girl, is shown above with
a 43x5 inch tire of the vintage of 1910 and a modern type General Dual
Balloon 8 tire, showing the way tires have changed and improved in 20
years. The 1910 tires gave a maximum mileage of 2700 to 3000 miles while
the modern General Dual 8’s often run 05,000 miles or better. As “Miss
Akron”, Miss Vinet will represent Akron at the state beauty contest at
Cedar Point this summer and. if successful there, will go to the Inter
national Pageant of Pulchritude at Galveston, Texas, as “Miss Ohio” to
compete for the title of “Miss Universe”.

FIREPROOF GARAGE
READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

The new methods of electric weld
ing, of which we will hear more, mukc
it possible to actually fuse two pieces
of steel together so they are actually
one. Steel buildings are being erect
ed today in which the entire frame
work i f the building is joined together
as one piece. Some are going so far
as to predict that riveting, except for
special purposes, will soon he obso
lete.
Certain it is that in the new D dge
Mono-piece body it is impossible to
find a line of weakness. It stands to
reason that in riveting there is al
ways a loss of strength because of
j the metal that has to be cut away to
form the hole for the rivet. No mat
ter how well the rivet fits the hole, it
cannot replace the metal that has
been removed. With welding there is
no removal of metal—there are no
joints or scams. Complete unity of
I the entire structure is secured.
This means safety, longer life of
j the car, and quietness for the car
owner. Noise in a car is produced by
the relative movement of one part to
another. When the body is one onepiece construction, as it is in the
Bodge Mono-piece body, there cannot
he any relative motion. Consequenti ly the body is silent. This same rela' tive motion resulting from stresses
and strains causes a body to be
known as old. It is one of the chief
■ reasons for cars being traded in f r
new ones. In the Dodge Monq-piece
] body there is no relative motion, so
the ear remains young.
As for safety, who wouldn't rather
ride in an all-steel Pullman than In

one of the old-fashioned composite
wood and metal railway coaches?
The Mono-piece steel body is just as
far ahead of the composite type of
riveted body as the Pullman car is
ahead of the composite coach, in the
opinion of Dodge engineers. Today,
with existing high speeds and crowd
ed roads, safety is extremely desir
able.—adv.
Four-point suspension system is
used in mounting the engine of the
new Dodge Brothers Eight-in-Line in
the frame. Rubber insulation is used
between the rear engine mountings
and the frame to absorb vibration and
prevent its transmission to the frame
and then to the body of the car.

The frame of the new Dodge
Brothers Six forms a sturdy “back
bone” for the entire car. It is of
pressed steel with wide flanges and a
6-inch channel. Five strong cross
members, exclusive of the rear en
gine support, insure maximum rig
idity.
The fuel tank mounted at the rear
of the frame on the new Dodge
Brothers Eight-in-Line has a ca
pacity of 15 gallons. It is of rust
proof, Terne p’ate construction. An
electrical fuel gauge is mounted on
the instrument panel.

The L-type power plant in the new
Dtdge Brothers Eight-in-Line devel
ops a maximum of 76 horsepower.
The bore and stroke is 2%x4*4 inches
Total piston displacement is 220.7
cubic inches.

New Dodge Six Has
Wider Radiator

dose-up of the new Dodge frontend profile, showing details of the
wider radiator shell and head-lamp
design. Much of the general ap
pearance of dignity, beauty and
strength that characterize this new
car is derived from the artistic de
sign of the front-end. The effects
of simplicity so outstanding arc re
flected in every feature ot th*. car.

The heavy sheet steel used for the
»•' s on the new Dodge Brothers
•’x is bonderized to prevent iu t.
Th? f’-nders are finished in baked
enamel and assembled to the car with
fabiie packing strips to prevent
squeaks.

Above—Mrs. James N. Downey of the safety division of the Detroit Police Department is sponsor of the
idea that housewives can prevent traflic accidents by giving their husbands a good breakfast. Below—Mrs.
Downey believes that there would be fewer traflic accidents if more wives would strive to duplirate the charm,

iug domestic scene pictured here. The husband after a warm, cheering breakfast drives off to work in
happy frame of mind. His car is the new Dodge Brothers Six Business Coupe.

a

WHIPPET
The World’s Lowest Priced

Four Door Sedan
FULLY
EQUIPPED
DELIVERED

AT THE SHOW

THE NEW

In order to meet the requirements
oi i:s expanding commercial car
bus; i css the Che violet Motor ComP ny t day announces a Roadster
Bt livery model to supplement its
p! • • nt c mmercial car line. The new
Ph.duet is now in production and
deliveries to dealers have been under
v.
for several days. Designed to
satisfy the needs of every variety cf
piek-up work, the Roadster Delivery
makes an added form of transportat->n available to the users of comrc"
a! cars and provides some featar1 new to this fie’d.
1*'’> • red by the six cylinder valve*
in-head Chevrolet engine, the RoadDelivery has all the advantages
of Chevrolet passenger car comfort,
co mamy and dependability, accord*ng to officials. It has internal-expand.ng brakes cn all four wheels; an
easy ball bearing steering mechan
ism and a bigger, stuidier rear axle.
Extra large carrying capacity has
t* n provided through the use of the
full length channel steel frame and
io.ir unusually long semi-elliptic
springs. R allows for the use of a
66 inch loading space, without exces
s’v- overhang. It is a full 45 inches
\v;«i • fourteen inches high and 24
cubic feet in capacity.
I'.i.m a convenience standpoint, the
la .111■-1, r Delivery, offers exception
al
.vide doors, equipped with snugly litttiiii side-curtaina, that open and
cl .S" with the doors as single units.
A .vide selection of steel slip-on boxes
has been provided to meet the varyrequirements of pick-up service.
71. new Chevrolet Roadster Deliv
ery is listed at $440 f.o.b., factory,
Flint Mich., with pick-up box extra.

FORD

*685
THE NEW WILLYS SIX

j* MADE economically
ar

•A*

s SOLD economically
j" FINANCED economically
j' SERVICED economically
s RUNS economically

The First Cost is only one of the savings in
buying a new Ford. You also save on the cost
of financing, on arty accessories you may want
and on the cost of operation, replacement parts
and service.
The economies in distribution are just as im
portant as economies in manufacture in keep
ing down the price of the Ford. The money
you pay goes into increased value for the car.
It is not wasted in excessively high selling costs.

On the basis of petfbrmance and the inherent
worth of every part, the new Ford is unques
tionably the greatest dollar-for-dollar value
ever offered in an automobile.

The Car That
Established a

CASH DELIVERED PRICES
$534.00
Phaeton,
529.00
Roadster,
554.00
Sport Roadster,
594.00
Standard Coupe,
624.00
Sport Coupe,
Cabriolet,
739.00
Tudor,
594.00
Two Window Fordor,
694.00
Three Window Fordor,
719.00
Town Sedan,
764.00
Station Wagon,
736.00

Call or telephone for demonstration
Models not at the Show will be on display at
our Salesroom

NEW WORLD’S RECORD
Locked In Second Gear
j*
j*
j*
j*
T

Here Are The Amazing Facts—
Los Angeles to San Diego, 132 miles

2 hours and 57 minutes—average 44.67 miles per hour
Los Angeles to San Francisco, 431 miles
10 hours and 44 minutes—average 40.14 miles per hour

♦riv

__

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
579-583 MAIN STREET,

PHONES 333—334

ROCKLAND

PHONE 301

Rockland, Maine

632 Main Street

Willys-Knight

Camden Auto Sales Co.
WASHINGTON STREET

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

CAMDEN

Whippet

Willys Six

SALES AND SERVICE

Ms
Every-Ot'-**-
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COAST TO COAST
RECORD
z
Shattered with

*ir L» I

/

TEXACO

Through fog, sleet and rain roared a slender cigar shaped
monoplane to a new coast to coast non-stop transcontinen
tal record of 18 hours, 22 minutes.
The plane, a Lockheed Vega, was skillfully piloted by
Capt Frank M. Hawkes. He used Texaco Aviation Gasoline
and Texaco Air-plane Oil.
Just as these two products are specialized for the air, so are Texaco
Golden Motor Oil and the new and better Texaco Gasoline specialized for
your car. Every day, on the roads of every State they are breaking mile
age and quick starting records. Each is as perfectly fitted for its particu
lar job as science and special refining processes can make it.

•J
rJ
rJ
rJ
r-J
rJ
M
rJ
rJ
r-J

THE TEXAS COMPANY, TEXACO PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

TEXACO GASOLINE AND MOTOR OIL
Available wherever you see the Texaco Red Star with the Green T

7Z»;e N E W an</ BETTER

and Motor Oils

Dealers Who Sell
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & COMPANY, Distributors
ROCKLAND
Rockland Garage Co.
Dyer’s Garage
Gray’s Filling Station
Knox County Motor Sales Co.
H. W. Look
Munsey Motor Co.
A. W. Nye
Oak Grove Cabins
S. Nilo Spear
W. N. Benner, Jr.
Community Service Station

CAMDEN
C. L. Bailey

J. S. Felton
Camden Auto Sales Co.
J. H. Hobbs Co.
THOMASTON
J. C. Bourne
B. A. Lermond
E. P. Starrett
H. B. Gardner

WARREN
Warren Garage
Charles Starrett
H. L Russell Co.
A. E. Spear
0. B. Libby
S. S. Stevens

VINALHAVEN
J. E. Robinson
F. R. Whitmore
Ellis Sprague
Roy Nickerson
NORTH HAVEN
1. E. Beverage
Wayside Service Station

FRIENDSHIP
R. L. Thompson
W. 0. Pottle
F. D. Winchenbaugh

HEWETT’S ISLAND
W. B. Colewell

SPRUCE HEAD
Frank Walls

ATLANTIC
Sherman Joyce
rw;.iis.Mrofc

WALDOBORO
Medomak Garage
W. E. Mank
A. W. Winchenbaugh
S. J. Burrows
E. C. Jones
G. H. Schofield

UNION
Messer’s Garage
W. A. Bessey

TENANT’S HARBOR
John Morris, Jr.
Herbert Elwell

SWAN’S ISLAND
H. A. Johnson
F. E. Bridges

LONG COVE
John
4 « •' Morris
■ -■
y
if,*.

ST. GEORGE
J. A. Ewell

STONINGTON
Granite Garage
Granville Robbins
1

DEER ISLE
E. T. Marshall
H. H. Billings Sons
D. E. Conary
A. C. Heanssler
OWL’S HEAD
G. C. Young
z
LINCOLNVILLE BEACH
C. E. Dearborn

1SLEAUHAUT
F. A. Partridge

MAT1NICUS
L. W. Simmons
NORTHPORT
Watkins Filling Station

